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Abstract
Topological Changes in Simulations of Deformable Objects
Virtual cutting of deformable objects is at the core of many applications in
interactive simulation and especially in computational medicine. The ability
to simulate surgical cuts, soft tissue tearing or fractures, is essential for aug-
menting the capabilities of existing or future simulation systems.
In this thesis, we present a new remeshing algorithm based on the finite element
method. For tetrahedral elements with linear shape functions, we combined
remeshing algorithm with the movement of the nodes to the cutting surface,
called snapping in the literature. Our approach shows benefits when evaluat-
ing the impact of cuts on the number of nodes and the numerical quality of the
mesh. When applying our remeshing algorithm to quadratic shape functions,
we observe similar results. Due to the curved surfaces of the elements, when
using quadratic shape functions, the snapping of nodes entails higher chal-
lenges. Thus, to investigate into the snapping, experience has been gathered
on triangular shell elements, simulating fractures.
Beyond the simulation of fractures, our remeshing approach for tetrahedral
elements is generic enough to support a large variety of applications. In this
work, we are the first to present results on the detection of topological changes,
such as fractures, tearing and cutting, from a monocular video stream. Ex-
amples with highly elastic silicone bands, in-vivo livers and ex-vivo kidneys
show the robustness of our detection algorithm, which is combined with the
remeshing approach, in different scenarios. Finally, the augmentation of in-
ternal organ structures highlights the clinical potential and importance of the
conducted work.
Keywords: Cutting, tearing, fracture, topological changes, Quadratic
shape functions, shells, augmented reality, deformation, internal structures
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Résumé
Changements Topologiques dans des Simulations des Objets
Deformable
La découpe virtuelle d’objets déformables est au cœur de nombreuses appli-
cations pour la simulation interactive. Nous présentons un nouvel algorithme
de remaillage permettant la simulation de découpes avec la méthode des élé-
ments finis. Nous avons combiné notre algorithme avec la méthode du snapping
déplaçant les noeuds à la surface de coupe, pour des tétraèdres linéaires. Notre
approche permet de maîtriser le nombre de noeuds et de la qualité numérique
du maillage durant les coupes. Elle donne des résultats similaires pour les
fonctions de forme quadratiques. Dans ce cadre, nous avons évalué le snap-
ping pour simuler la fracture de surfaces triangulées. Nous avons appliqué
nos résultats en 3D pour l’assistance aux gestes chirurgicaux, en étant les pre-
miers à présenter des résultats sur la détection de déchirures dans un flux
vidéo monoculaire. La robustesse de notre algorithme et l’augmentation des
structures internes des organes souligne l’intérêt clinique de notre méthode.
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Introduction
1 Motivation, challenges and contributions
In the last decades, minimally invasive interventions replaced more and more
open surgery, to alleviate the impact of the surgical act on the patient.
Figure 1: Laparoscopic surgery: Setup (left), per-operative view (right)
A minimally invasive surgery for the digestive and pelvic tract is called
laparoscopy and was first applied in 1987. This recent technique uses the
insufflation of carbon dioxide inside the abdominal cavity to create a working
space around the organs. Trocars are placed in small incisions inside the
2 Introduction
abdominal wall, to allow the insertion of a camera and some elongated surgical
instruments. Then the surgical intervention is performed with an indirect view
using the laparoscopic camera. Preventing open surgery with large incisions,
this approach reduces the post-operative morbidity, the pain, the size of the
scars and thus results in a shorter recovery time [121].
Similarly to this technique, trocars serve for an insertion of a light source
and a micro surgical instrument into the eye. With these tools, surgical in-
terventions treating a damaged retina can be performed by looking through
the sclera. In this context, due to the pressure inside of the eye, open surgery
is out of question, which underlines the importance of the minimally invasive
approach.
Figure 2: Minimally invasive surgery on the eye: left the trocars are set for the pressure
control, the light and one instrument, right: removal of the epiretinal membrane
The positive effects of minimally invasive interventions on the patients go
along with challenging conditions for the surgeons. These include a reduced
field of view, the loss of direct manipulations and restricted movements of the
surgical instruments by the position of the trocars. For laparoscopy, surgeons
additionally need to be able to apply pre-operative information, retrieved by
imaging techniques like CT or MRI, to the intraoperative setting that includes
the movement and deformation of the targeted tissues. Moreover, due to the
camera view that can differ from a direct view a surgeon might have in open
surgery, the hand-eye coordination is unnatural and difficult. To conclude, sur-
geons struggle to locate tumors, to define resection margins and the minimally
invasive interventions result in an increased operating time [121].
Effects of these challenges include manipulation errors resulting in an in-
creased risk of tissue damage. In the United States, similar medical errors occur
in around 3 percent of hospitalizations and yield costs estimated between 17
and 29 billion US dollars [49]. Still, extensive training of the surgeons is rarely
performed to prevent dangerous situations for the patient and the elevated
costs. Similar to the developement for the flying industry in the past, simula-
tions and computer assistance could be used for the training, planning, support
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and guidance of surgeons. For neurosurgery and orthopedic surgery, computer
assisted surgery (CAS) methods are already well known as navigation systems
and show an improved patient outcome [35, 130]. With augmented reality
(AR) systems, information is overlaid on the view of the surgical field, giving
a virtual transparency to a patient for surgical guidance [67]. To provide the
additional information, automatic augmented reality is split into two steps:
the initial alignment of organs to the image [90], also called registration, and
the correct following of deformations induced by manipulations [40]. Algo-
rithms for the guidance of surgeons rely on (pre-operative) imaging systems
and intraoperative sensor systems, e.g. ultrasound, the laparoscopic camera,
the microscope used for the intervention on the eye. Training systems can’t
rely on per-operative information and need to provide realistic models for the
manipulations performed in a surgical intervention. There are only a few sys-
tems existing, that go towards the simulation of a complete procedure. One of
the most advanced system is currently developed for the cataract surgery and
uses, beside high-fidelity haptical devices and visual models, a physics-based
approach to simulate manipulations on the eye.
Figure 3: Computer assistance for the training of cataract surgery on the eye [109]
(left) and the abdominal cavity showing the internal structures of the liver as augmented
reality [55] (right)
Physics-based approaches are very promising in terms of realism, but chal-
lenging since many different phenomena need to be modeled. In laparoscopic
surgery, organ manipulations include large deformations, cutting and cauter-
ization. When removing the membrane in eye surgery, it undergoes strong
deformations and is torn apart to be removed. Due to the curved surfaces
of the organs and the eye, physics-based methods need to provide accurate
geometrical models, preferable with curved boundaries, undergoing large de-
formations [118]. Moreover, the ability to simulate cuts, soft tissue tearing
or micro-fractures, is essential in a surgical context. For the training and the
per-operative application, proposed solutions need to run stable in real-time
and with high accuracy. Combining all the points mentioned in this chapter
is particularly challenging and makes this topic an active area of research.
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Most solutions result in compromises as a higher accuracy directly reduces the
capability to simulate in real-time.
Virtual cutting of deformable objects is at the core of other applications,
such as interactive sculpting and thus proposed techniques can be applied in a
broader context. Note, that topological changes like cuts, tearing or fractures
usually are performed in two steps: the detection of the separation and the
update of the mechanical model. Fractures, for example, use a fracture model
to detect the location where a crack appears and then propagate the crack to
the model.
This thesis focuses on the propagation of topological changes in a mechan-
ical model. Hereby, we argue the correct choice of the mechanical model, to
preserve real-time capabilities through the complete phase of the simulation.
Different detections of topological changes, based on fracture criteria and on
informations from an image are discussed. Issues in the stability and the real-
time aspect of the simulation are addressed.
Many physics-based methods for the simulation of deformations exist in the
literature, e.g. mass-spring methods, meshless methods and the finite element
method. In their conventional form, these methods can’t handle topological
changes like cuts and thus improvements or adaptations were proposed. This
work discusses the different propositions and we present arguments for our
choice: the finite element method.
We present the following contributions:
–A robust and efficient algorithm to cut linear tetrahedra, based on the
snapping of nodes and a novel re-meshing techniques
–An application to augmented reality during surgery showing topological
changes overlaid on an organ that is cut, torn or fractured. Internal
structures are overlaid onto the intraoperative view.
–An extention of our re-meshing algorithm to quadratic tetrahedra to
obtain smooth curved surfaces
–Preliminary results on the fracture of quadratic shell elements
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2 Outline
This manuscript is organized around the publications (see section 3 for an
overview) and the future work of this three years doctorate. The aim of this
thesis is on the one hand to give further details, explanations and discussions
related to these publications. This will allow to better understand and repro-
duce the obtained results, and thus to build other work upon it. On the other
hand, a thorough description of the fundamentals allows to better analyse the
results and choices made.
The thesis is devided into four parts: The first part discusses the back-
ground: the real-time simulation of soft bodies.
Chapter 1 gives a short insight into the state of the art related to real-time
simulation of soft bodies. Then we point at all the approximations that are
made for the sake of simulating in real-time.
Chapter 2 introduces the main notions to explain object deformation in the
real world: forces yield to strain, strain is related to the stress by the consti-
tutive equation and finally, balance equations help formulate a problem as a
differential equation, the strong formulation.
Chapter 3 transforms the differential equation to an integral equation, the
weak formulation. Then discretizations in space and time yield a non-linear
system of equations, that is solved using iterative methods relying on different
types of linear system solvers. Numerical aspects important for topological
changes are examined and accuracy and convergence are discussed.
The second part presents the main results considering the algorithms
applied for the topological changes of the mechanical model.
Chapter 4 outlines previous attempts to solve the problem of incorporating
topological changes inside of a mechanical model. The finite element problem
is formulated particularly adapted to the cutting problem. As the conventional
finite element method can’t deal with cuts, we present a solution that extends
the function space to allow for cuts inside of the elements. Then we lay the
foundations for other approaches, that introduce new elements with boundaries
aligned to the cut.
Chapter 5 presents a cutting algorithm used for linear volumetric elements,
that has been published at a conference and in a journal. The chapter under-
lines the real-time compability and the stability of the approach.
6 Introduction
Chapter 6 extends the linear cutting algoritm to quadratic volumetric ele-
ments and discusses the major advantages and disadvantages. Then we present
our work on the fracture of quadratic shell elements.
The third part is dedicated to augmented reality, the main application
of our work.
Chapter 7 introduces the main principles applied for augmented reality and
describes the possibilities to assess the errors. Moreover, it describes the link
of the mechanical object to the image and then the detection of topological
changes. We first present the results on silicone data and then the application
of our technique in the surgical setting: on ex vivo and in vivo porcine exam-
ples. The accuracy of internal structures is compared to the state of the arts
and shows a major improvement.
In the fourth part we summarize the work and point to potentially inter-
esting directions for the future.
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Part I
Real-time simulation of soft
bodies

Chapter 1
Introduction
Contents
1.1 Deformable models . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11
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1.3 Notation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13
1.1 Deformable models
The main motivation of this work is to simulate the physical behaviour of a
deformable object undergoing topological changes. For the application in surg-
eries, approaches need to be accurate, stable, account for topological changes
like cuts and deliver solutions at an interactive frame rate. Responding to
the versatility of physical phenomena, researchers in computer graphics pro-
vided various methods, which address and focus on particular requirements
and challenges. In the following we briefly discuss several of these methods,
pointing towards the features relevant in our context. For a broader overview
of physically based methods, please refer to [66].
One of the most intuitive and simplest approaches, the mass-springs method,
replaces the to be simulated object by points, which have a mass and are con-
nected by springs. With this discrete model, deformations are calculated based
on Newton’s second law. Topological changes like cuts can easily be incorpo-
rated into the representation by deleting the springs that lie on the path of
the cut. While this method allows for real-time simulations, the main draw-
back is the strong dependency of the deformation on the chosen connectivities
between the mass points. Due to this dependency, mass springs may result in
an unrealistic behaviour, since material behaviours are difficult to represent
correctly.
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In contrary to the mass-spring method, mesh-free methods are based on
the theory of continuum mechanics, resulting in an increased reality of the
simulation. The object is replaced by points with shape functions, that are
weighted to have a limited domain of influence. Real-time computation rates
are accomplished for various different physical phenomena, including melting
and very strong deformations, wherefore the method often is applied in the
computer game industry. Topological changes are taken account of by cropping
the domain of influence of the shape functions using different criteria. The
drawbacks and challenges coming with the use of the method include the need
to update neighborhood information of the nodes every time step; physically
plausible, but potentially physically incorrect deformations; and the necessity
of an additional mechanism to create and maintain object surface, particularly
when topological changes occur. We consider the main difficulty in the correct
choice of the integration of the shape functions, particularly since an exact
integration comes along with a deteriorated efficiency.
The finite element method (FEM) discretizes an object using nodes con-
nected by elements. Positions inside the elements are the interpolation of
the element nodes and for each element continuum mechanics yield a stiffness
matrix that relates nodal displacements to nodal forces. In order to use the
conventional form of the FEM for cuts, nodes either need to be moved to or in-
troduced on the cutting surface. Besides the conventional form, other adapted
approaches of the finite element method exist that account for topological
changes. FEM has many benefits such as accuracy and robustness, which
make it relevant in our context and the method of our choice. However, it
also has important limitations: computation time and sensitivity to the mesh
resolution and mesh quality are the most relevant for real-time simulations.
These points are summarized in the following subsection, while further details
are presented in the next two chapters.
1.2 Summary of applied approximations and assumptions
Simulations in real-time only become possible with approximations, in many
cases linearizations. Moreover, assumptions need to be made, to simplify the
considerations. The correct placement of the approximations is key, to address
the relevant parts for the computation time. Note, that we consider small scale
problems, that consist of less than 10000, but rather close to 1000 degrees of
freedom. We chose this size of our problems, such that, without paralleliza-
tion, real-time computation times can be achieved. Detailed theories on the
approximations however, are in most of the cases also applicable to greater
systems with potential adaptions and improvements.
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While this chapter serves as a summary of the approximations and assum-
tions, details are given in the referenced sections and chapters in brackets:
– Isothermic problem, i.e. there is only the deformation variable (see 2)
– Macroscopic scale, i.e. few parameters quantify a set of particles
– The object is stress free in the initial state (see 2.1.1 and 3.2)
– The object has no speed at the beginning (see 2.1.1)
– Conservation of mass (see 2.1.2)
– Balance of linear and angular momentum (see 2.1.2,2)
– Cauchy’s stress theorem, to relate stress and traction tensor (see 2.1.3)
– Balance of energy (see 2.2.1)
– Corotated strain (see 2.2.2)
– Hyperelastic material behaviour (see 2.2), that allows deriving isotropic
material behaviour and a linearized Strain Stress relation (see 2.2.4)
– Spatial discretization (see 3.2)
– Discretization by elements
– Interpolation using polynomial shape functions
– Linearization of internal energy resulting in the stiffness matrix
– Approximation of the integral using Gauss integration
– Boundary Conditions (see end of 2.1.3)
– Dead loads - independent of the deformation
– Propagated to the nodes (see 3.2)
– In most cases time independent
– Dirichlet boundary conditions are in most cases 0
– Time discretization scheme (see 3.3)
– Only one step of the Newton-Raphson method is used (see 3.3)
– Errors due to the solver of the linear equation system (see 2.1.1)
– Round-off and truncation errors for direct methods (see 2.1.1)
– Instabilities for a high condition number (see 2.1.1)
1.3 Notation
In this section, we briefly describe the notation used in our work. Some of the
terms in the description might not be familiar to the reader and are therefore
explained in the subsequent chapters. The standard notation conventions are
adapted to our work, avoiding repetitive usage of the same notation. Hereby,
we mainly follow a combination of the notations proposed by [42, 116, 125].
Our work operates on the vector space of real numbers R and in our appli-
cations we also use the space of natural numbers N = {...,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, ...}.
The current time is notated as t ∈ R+ and a time step as ∆t. We use different
sets, such as Ω,Ω(t), B,B(t), X, Y, ... ⊂ R3, but also X, Y ⊂ N2. For a set Ω
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we define the interior Ω0, the closed set Ω and the boundary ∂Ω = Ω\Ω0. If
the set X has a finite number of elements, the number of the elements inside
of the set is n(X). We use the space of continuous functions C(Ω), of n-times
differentiable functions Cn(Ω) and of polynoms of degree n denoted as Pn(Ω).
Bold letters are vectors or tensors potentially of higher orders (up to order
four) operating in most cases R3. Upper case letters, such as X,U, V, ..., are
used for the reference (or material) configuration, while lower case letters, such
as x,u, v, ..., are used for the current (or spatial) configuration.
An italic or tilted variable, such as X,x,u,V ,v, ..., is usually a function
dependent on (a point in) R3. Straight variables, such as X,x,u, ..., are inde-
pendent of a point.
Partial time derivatives of functions are written as ∂
∂t
and D
Dt
(see subsec-
tion 2.1.1). Derivatives in space are expressed e.g. as ∇Xx = dx/dX. Note,
that ∇X,∇x ∈ R1×3, i.e. derivatives can be considered as a vector vector or a
vector matrix product.
Distances between two entities X, Y are notated as d(X, Y ) with subscripts
indicating which distance measure has been used.
Indices are expressed with the mathematical notation, starting with the
first index 1. For directions, we use i, j and the subscript e, e.g. in xe,Xe,Ue,
F e, ..., indicates for the finite element method a variable, which is related to
an element with the element id e. The connectivity, i.e. the nodes related to
an element, is written as ce, where k = ce(l) is a global node index using the
local node index l. To differentiate between different cell types, the index e is
used for edges, f for faces and v for volumes. Cells around other cells, such
as volumes around an edge are denoted as v(e). In an element, at this point
we exemplarily use an edge with the id e, so called local shape functions N
e,l
and a reference domain e interpolate between the element nodes Pce(l) and
help to describe the region of the particular element
Ωe :=



x =
n(ce)∑
l=1
Pce(l)N e,l(ξ)|ξ ∈ e



(1.1)
Using the size h of the smallest element in the finite element mesh, approx-
imative functions defined for the finite element method are written with a
subscript h, e.g. Uh.
For the discretization of the differential equations we notate matrices with
capital letters, such as M,K, and vectors with lower case letters, such as ✉, ❢int.
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In order to construct a mechanical model, we explain the physical phenoma
considered in this work using the theory of continuum mechanics. This theory
considers an object on a macroscopic scale, i.e. a lot of particles are replaced
by a few parameters quantifying the set of particles. For that, we first discuss
the motion and deformations of an object in different configurations. We
state the important balancing principles for this work, introducing different
representations of the stress. With appropriate boundary conditions, these
allow to formulate a boundary value problem. Then we discuss how the stress
can be related to the deformation using the concept of strain, that simplifies
the analysis. At the end of this chapter, constitutive equations are discussed
closing this chapter on the continuous formulation of the problem. Then, in
the following chapter, we address the discretized formulation.
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In this work we solve isothermal problems, which describe the material be-
haviour only using the displacement or a position. Thus, thermal effects e.g.
the heating due to compression, are not considered. This consideration stands
in contrast to e.g. adiabatic problems, that include thermal effects, but do not
dissipate heat over the boundary of the problem. Moreover, we assume deter-
ministic behaviour, i.e. examples can be repeated with the same outcome. We
restrict the behaviour to material functions that are only pointwise dependent
on the deformation gradient, which is also called local action principle. Based
on this principle equations can be stated without working on domains or with
integrals. As the stress inside an object should not change while being rotated
or translated, we assume an invariance to rigid body motions of the material
functions.
2.1 Displacements, deformation and stress
In the derivations of this section, we follow closely the derivations of [42, 116],
but were also inspired by [48, 125].
2.1.1 Kinematics
We consider a continuum body B, that moves and deforms in space, changing
its configuration B(t) dependent on the time t. Hereby, B is the reference (or
undeformed) configuration and B(t) is the current (or deformed) configuration.
In this work, the reference configuration is the initial configuration at time
t = 0. Points in the reference configurations are denoted as X, while points in
the current configurations are written as x. The components of these vectors
are called material (or referential) coordinates for X and spatial (or current)
for x, both using the same coordinate system oriented using the right-hand
rule. We assume, that there exists a uniquely inversible vector field χ, called
motion, that relates each position in the reference to a position in the current
configuration:
x := x(X, t) = χ(X, t) (2.1)
χ : B → B(t) =: χ(B, t) (2.2)
In the following we consider regions of this body B ⊃ Ω(t) = χ(Ω, t) ⊂
B(t), that do not necessarily fill the complete body. With the inverse of the
vectorfield, the material coordinates of each spatial coordinate can be retrieved:
X(x, t) = χ−1(x, t) (2.3)
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Figure 2.1: Motion of a continuum body with deformation of the object
In the literature, describing a system with the material coordinates is referred
to as the Langrangian description, while the spatial coordinates are part of the
Eulerian description. The displacement field can be written in lagrangian
U(X, t) := x(X, t)−X (2.4)
and in eulerian form:
u(x, t) := x−X(x, t) = U(χ−1(x, t), t) (2.5)
The last equation shows, that the two forms have the same values, but are
dependent on different arguments. Note, due to the assumed equality between
the undeformed and the initial configuration, the displacement vanishes for
t = 0.
With the time derivatives, we can write the velocity and the acceleration
similarly with lower and upper case letters that depend on the arguments:
V (X, t) :=
∂x(X, t)
∂t
= V (x(X, t), t) =: v(x, t) (2.6)
A(X, t) :=
∂2x(X, t)
∂t2
= A(x(X, t), t) =: a(x, t) (2.7)
When a spatial vector field depends on spatial coordinates, we use the
notation D
Dt
to relate to the material time derivative. Then, using the chain
law we obtain:
Dv(x, t)
Dt
=
(
∂v(χ(X, t), t)
∂t
)
X=χ−1(x,t)
=
∂v(x, t)
∂t
+ (∇xv(x, t))v(x, t) (2.8)
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where the first term ∂v(x,t)
∂t
is the spatial time derivative and the second term
(∇xv(x, t))v(x, t) is the convective rate of change of v. For spatial vector
fields, the material derivative and partial derivative by the time are the same
Dx(X, t)
Dt
= V (X, t),
DV (X, t)
Dt
= A(X, t) (2.9)
And, thus the time derivatives of the displacement are
DU
Dt
=
∂U
∂t
= V ,
D2U
Dt2
=
∂2U
∂t2
=
∂V
∂t
= A (2.10)
Besides the quantification of the motion and its time derivatives, we char-
acterize the behaviour of the motion in a neighborhood of a point. For that,
we use the deformation gradient
F (X, t) :=
dx
dX
= ∇Xx = ∇X(U+X) = ∇XU+ I ∈ R3×3 (2.11)
which relates a material line segment dX starting at point X to a spatial line
segment dx starting at point x(X, t) as a linear transformation
dx = F dX (2.12)
Similarly, for three linearly independent positively oriented material line
segments dX, dY, dZ at the point X, one can identify the spatial line segments
dx = F dX, dy = F dY, dz = F dZ at the point x = x(X, t). The volume of
the parallelepiped between the line segments is
dV = (dX× dY) · dZ = det(dX, dY, dZ) (2.13)
where (dX, dY, dZ) is a matrix with dX, dY and dZ in the columns. Then,
the deformation gradient allows to link the volumes of the parallelepipeds in
the two configurations
dv = det(dx, dy, dz)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=det(F dX,F dY,F dZ)
= det(F ) det(dX, dY, dZ) =: JdV (2.14)
Due to the invertibility of F and the positivity of dv and dV , the jacobian J
is positive. Thus
J(X, t) := det(F (X, t)) = |J(X, t)| = | det(∇Xχ(X, t))| (2.15)
and for incompressible materials, the jacobian equals 1 describing the volume
preservation (also called isochoric behaviour). The jacobian relates the vector
of infinitesimally small areas in the material dAN with the spatial configura-
tion dan:
JdAN · dX = JdV (2.14)= dv = dan · dx = dan · F dX = F Tdan · dX (2.16)
And with the arbitrary choice of dX we obtain Nanson’s formula
dan = JF−TNdA (2.17)
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2.1.2 Balance principles
In continuum mechanics, the conservation of mass, the balance of linear and an-
gular momentum and the balance of energy are the fundamental balance prin-
ciples. In this subsection, we describe the conservation of mass and the balance
of linear momentum, while the balance of angular momentum is briefly men-
tioned in section 2 and the balance of mechanical energy in subsection 2.2.1.
Every continuum possesses a mass, which can’t be produced or destroyed
and is assumed to stay the same during a motion
M(Ω) = m(Ω(t)) = const. > 0 (2.18)
Since the mass is independent of the occupied region, the equation in differen-
tial form gives
dM(X) = dm(x, t) (2.19)
with infinitessimal mass elements dM and dm. Defining the material densities
in material P and spatial ρ form, this equation becomes
P (X)dV = dM(X) = ρ(x, t)dm(x, t) = ρ(x, t)dv (2.20)
and with the integration over the domains we obtain the conservation of mass
stated as ∫
Ω(t)
ρ(x, t)dv =
∫
Ω
P (X)dV = const. > 0 (2.21)
Note, when considering equations (2.14), (2.20) the motion allows relating the
two representations of the densities
P (X) = ρ (χ(X, t), t) J(X, t) (2.22)
which is called the continuity mass equation in the literature. This result can
as well be obtained using integration by substitution, with the transformation
χ between the two regions.
The linear momentum in the inital and current configuration is given by
L(t) :=
∫
Ω(t)
ρ(x, t)v(x, t)dv =
∫
Ω
P (X)V (X, t)dV (2.23)
And the balance of linear momentum reads the change of linear momentum in
time is equal to the sum of all external forces acting on body B and thus we
can write
F =
DL
Dt
=
∫
Ω(t)
ρ
Dv
Dt
dv =
∫
Ω
P
DV
Dt
dV (2.24)
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In this equation, the continuity mass equation (2.22) allows to move the ma-
terial time derivative into the integral, without being applied to the time de-
pendent density ρ. To obtain this result several non-trivial steps have to be
performed, which are not stated at this point. For further details, please refer
to [42], page 140.
Our object is subject to time-varying and space-varying forces: the body
forces b = ρg and surface forces expressed as the traction t. Then the external
force F(t) is given by the integral over Ω(t) and its surface ∂Ω(t):
F =
∫
∂Ω(t)
tda+
∫
Ω(t)
bdv (2.25)
Thus the linear momentum applied to the continuum mechanics can be written
as ∫
∂Ω(t)
tda+
∫
Ω(t)
bdv =
∫
Ω(t)
ρ
Dv
Dt
dv (2.26)
2.1.3 Cauchy’s equation of motion
With Cauchy’s stress theorem, the Cauchy traction vector t(x, t,n) exerted on
the outward normal n(x, t), can be related to Cauchy’s (or true) stress tensor
t(x, t,n) = (t1 t2 t3)


n1
n2
n3

 = σ(x, t)n(x, t) (2.27)
And for x ∈ ∂Ω(t) with the normal n of the boundary, we can write:
t(x, t, ∂Ω(t)) := t(x, t,n) (2.28)
Similarly, we introduce the the Piola-Kirchhoff traction vector:
tda = tJdA =: T dA (2.29)
With the divergence theorem we can transform the surface integral of the
balance of linear momentum to a volume integral:
∫
∂Ω(t)
t(x, t, ∂Ω(t))da
(2.27)
=
∫
∂Ω(t)
σ(x, t)nda
(A.29)
=
∫
Ω(t)
∇x · σdv (2.30)
Inserting this result into the balance of linear momentum yields
∫
Ω(t)
(
∇x · σ + b− ρ
Dv
Dt
)
dv = 0 (2.31)
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As this equality holds for arbitrary volumes Ω(t), the integrand has to be
zero and we can write Cauchy’s equation of motion (CEM) in eulerian form
∇x · σ + b = ρ
Dv
Dt
(2.32)
Note, that based on this equation and the balance of angular momentum, the
symmetry of Cauchy’s stress tensor is enforced (see section 2).
Cauchy’s equation of motion can’t be resolved, as Cauchy’s stress σ, the
body force b, the velocity v and the density ρ in spatial configuration are
unknown. In order to transform Cauchy’s stress to the material configuration,
we introduce the Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor (PKST):
tda = σnda = σJF−TNdA =: PNdA (2.33)
Beyond the Cauchy stress tensor and the Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor,
other stress tensors are used in the literature, such as the symmetric purely
mathematical Second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor:
S := F−1P = JF−1σF−T = J(σF−T )TF−T = P TF−T = ST (2.34)
In order to derive the equation of motion in the Lagrangiang form, we come
back to the balance of linear momentum (2.26). Using Nanson’s formula we
transform the first term of the left hand side:
∫
∂Ω(t)
tda
(2.27)
=
∫
∂Ω(t)
σnda
(2.17)
=
∫
∂Ω
σJF−TNdA (2.35)
=
∫
∂Ω
PNdA
(A.29)
=
∫
Ω
∇X · P dV (2.36)
Similar to the derivation in 2.1.2, integration by substitution helps to transform
the second term of the external forces:
∫
Ω(t)
b(x, t)dv
(A.30)
=
∫
Ω
b (χ(X, t), t) | det(∇Xχ(X, t))|
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(2.15)
= J(X,t)
dV =
∫
Ω
B(X)dV
(2.37)
where the body forces in the two configurations are related using the jacobian
of the deformation tensor:
B(X) = b (χ(X, t), t) J(X, t) (2.38)
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In summary, we obtain Cauchy’s equation of motion formulated in reference
configuration in the integral form:
∫
Ω
∇x · P dV +
∫
Ω
BdV =
∫
Ω
P
DV
Dt
dV (2.39)
Again, this integral equation can be derived for arbitrary volumes, thus the
local representation equals
∇X · P +B = P
DV
Dt
= P
∂V
∂t
= P
D2U
Dt2
(2.40)
This equation is valid on the complete body B and only contains geomet-
ric or physical terms. With the appropriate boundary conditions, the infinite
space of solutions to this differential equation can be limited. We impose
boundary conditions like displacements UD on ΓD ⊆ ∂B – Dirichlet or es-
sential boundary conditions – and surface forces or surface traction TN on
ΓN ⊆ ∂B – Neumann or natural boundary conditions. Where boundary con-
ditions have to be imposed on the complete boundary, i.e. ∂B = ΓD ∪ ΓN ,
and can not overlap, i.e. ΓD ∩ ΓN = ∅. Then the boundary conditions can be
formulated as
VD(ΓD,UD) := {x|x(X, t) = X+UD(X, t) ∀X ∈ ΓD}, (2.41)
VN(ΓN ,TN) := {x|σn = TN(X, t) ∀X ∈ ΓN} (2.42)
And thus we can formulate the boundary value problem of non-linear elasticity
at a time t as
Find χ(·, t) ∈ C2(Ω(t))∩C1
(
Ω(t)
)
∩VD(ΓD,UD)∩VN(ΓN ,TN) solving (2.40).
2.2 Constitutive theory - material laws and behaviours
In order to solve the differential equations stated in the last section, forces
need to be related to the stress. Therefore, in this section, we introduce the
constitutive equation, describing the macroscopic material behaviour. These
help to simplify the complexity of the material behaviours and to cover the
observed effects of experimental investigations.
In Cauchy-elastic or simple elastic materials, the stress is independent of
the deformation history. Thus with the same final load, the same stress is
expected, even with different deformation paths. For these materials, the
constitutive equation uses a so called response function G to connect the stress
to the deformation gradient
σ(x, t) = G(F (X, t),X), where X = X(x, t) (2.43)
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The following sections explain the hyperelasticity or Green elasticity, which
is a Cauchy-elastic material behaviour. Rubberlike materials or human tissues
belong to this category (see [48], page 198). This approach postulates the
existence of the strain energy density function ψ, which is used to derive the
stress strain relationship.
Note that one state of deformation can have multiple different deformation
paths. While the stress for this state is the same for material behaviours based
on the equation above, the internal or strain energy of Cauchy-elastic materials
– in contrary to hyperelasticity – is potentially dependent on the deformation
history. This can have an effect on the uniqueness of the boundary problem,
introduced in 2.1.3. Further information about this active area of research is
provided by [21, 41, 56].
In the first subsection, we derive the balance of mechanical energy for
Cauchy’s equation of motion in the material and eulerian configuration using
different stress tensors. The derivation reveals that the strain energy density
function can be used to describe the internal energy of a system. In order to
specify this function better, the strain is introduced in subsection 2.2.2 followed
by further information on possible simplifications using linearizations. Finally,
subsection 2.2.3 uses the constitutive equation (2.43) to link the strain with
the stress using the strain energy density function.
2.2.1 Work rate and balance of mechanical energy
In this subsection, we formulate the balance equation for the mechanical energy
in the material configuration, used for the derivation of the weak formulation
of the finite element method in 3.1. As a byproduct, the change of internal
energy is expressed using different stress tensors. This expression is used to
relate the stress and the strain in subsection 2.2.3.
Multiplying Cauchy’s equation of motion in eulerian configuration (2.32)
with the velocity v, we obtain the differential equation
(∇x · σ) · v + b · v = ρ
Dv
Dt
· v (2.44)
We introduce the spatial velocity gradient l := dv/dx and represent it by
the rate of deformation tensor d and the spin tensor w:
l =
1
2
(l + lT )
︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=d
+
1
2
(l− lT )
︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=w
= d+w (2.45)
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With this decomposition, we change the first term of (2.44) with the prod-
uct rule (A.27) to
(∇x · σ) · v
(A.27)
= ∇x · (σv)− σ : l
(A.24)
= ∇x · (σv)− σ : d (2.46)
For the right hand side, the chain rule yields
Dv
Dt
· v = 1
2
Dv
Dt
· 2v = 1
2
D(v2)
Dt
(2.47)
and insertion into equation (2.44) gives
∇x · (σv)− σ : d+ b · v = ρ
1
2
D(v2)
Dt
(2.48)
After integration over the current configuration Ω(t) one can write
∫
Ω(t)
∇x · (σv)dv −
∫
Ω(t)
σ : ddv +
∫
Ω(t)
b · vdv =
∫
Ω(t)
ρ
1
2
D(v2)
Dt
dv (2.49)
With the divergence theorem, the balance equation for the mechanical energy
in the spatial configuration can be written as:
1
2
∫
Ω(t)
ρ
Dv2
Dt
dv +
∫
Ω(t)
σ : ddv =
∫
∂Ω(t)
t · vda+
∫
Ω(t)
b · vdv (2.50)
where this equation can be decomposed into the different parts: the time
derivative of the kinetic energy
Πkin(t) :=
1
2
∫
Ω(t)
ρv2dv (2.51)
the change of internal energy
Π̇int(t) :=
∫
Ω(t)
σ : ddv (2.52)
and the mechanical power due to surface and volume loads
Π̇ext(t) :=
∫
∂Ω(t)
t · vda+
∫
Ω(t)
b · vdv (2.53)
With these definitions, the balance of mechanical energy in the current config-
uration can be stated as
Π̇kin + Π̇int = Π̇ext (2.54)
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Since the current configuration might not be given, it is desirable to relate
the balance to the the initial configuration. Pursuing this purpose, the velocity
gradient allows to express the time derivative of the deformation gradient:
Ḟ =
DF
Dt
=
∂F
∂t
=
∂
∂t
dx
dX
=
∂
∂t
dx
dx
dx
dX
=
d
dx
∂x
∂t
dx
dX
= lF (2.55)
Thus we have the following equality
l = Ḟ F−1 (2.56)
and the internal energy transforms to
Π̇int(t) =
∫
Ω(t)
σ : ldv =
∫
Ω(t)
σ : Ḟ F−1dv
(A.22)
=
∫
Ω(t)
σF−T : Ḟ dv (2.57)
Then, with integration by substitution and the definition of the Piola-Kirchhoff
stress tensor we have
Π̇int(t) =
∫
Ω
JσF−T : Ḟ dV =
∫
Ω
P : Ḟ dV (2.58)
With similar arguments and by using the first Piola-Kirchhoff traction vec-
tor (2.29) we get
Π̇kin(t) =
1
2
∫
Ω(t)
ρ(x, t)
Dv2(x, t)
Dt
dv =
1
2
∫
Ω
ρ(X)
DV 2(X, t)
Dt
dV (2.59)
Π̇ext(t) =
∫
∂Ω(t)
t(x, ∂Ω(t)) · v(x, t)da+
∫
Ω(t)
b(x, t) · v(x, t)dv (2.60)
=
∫
∂Ω
T (X) · V (X, t)dA+
∫
Ω
b(X) · V (X, t)dV (2.61)
Finally the balance equation for the mechanical energy in the material config-
uration gives
1
2
∫
Ω
ρ
DV 2
Dt
dV +
∫
Ω
P : Ḟ dV =
∫
∂Ω
T · V dA+
∫
Ω
b · V dV (2.62)
In conclusion, we can express the change of internal energy in the initial
and the current configuration
Π̇int(t) =
∫
Ω
P : Ḟ dV =
∫
Ω(t)
σ : ldv
σ=σT
=
∫
Ω(t)
σ : ddv (2.63)
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In the context of pure hyperelastic materials, the internal or strain energy
can as well be expressed in terms of the strain energy density function ψ, that
has to be integrated over the undeformed initial geometry (see [48], page 180)
Πint =
∫
Ω
ψdV (2.64)
This shows the relevance of the strain energy function for the derivation of the
material laws. To link the different representations of the internal energy, we
introduce the strain tensors in the following.
2.2.2 Strain tensors
When a material is deformed, energy is converted from external (e.g. kinetic
or potential) energy to internal – so called elastic or strain – energy. In the
context of elastic material behaviour, it is assumed, that a strained object can
regain its initial state upon the removal of the load, releasing the complete
strain energy into other representations of energy. In order to quantify the
elastic or strain energy, we postulate the existence of the elastic potential or
strain energy function ψ.
The strain energy depends on the deformation of the object and does not
change under rigid-body motions. Therefore, the strain energy function is
invariant to arbitrary orthogonal tensors Q:
ψ(F ) = ψ(QF ) (2.65)
Using the transpose of the orthogonal tensor from the polar decomposition
of the deformation F = RU, the deformation can be decomposed into a
pure rotation matrix R and a symmetric pure stretch matrix U. Note, the
stretch matrix U depends on the material coordinates X. However, to prevent
confusion with the displacement U(X, t), we do not note this variable in italic.
This allows to remove the dependency of the strain energy function from the
rotation:
ψ(F )
(2.65)
= ψ(RTF ) = ψ(RTRU) = ψ(U) (2.66)
However, to obtain this formulation, a polar decomposition has to be performed
at every point X of our object and at every time t. This makes the deformation
F a disadvatageous candidate for a strain tensor in the first place, as it changes
under rigid body motions.
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In the literature, other deformation tensors have been proposed, which we
use to derive the relevant finite strain tensors in the following. If we consider
two infinitessimally small vectors dX, dX̃ starting from a point X, we can
determine deformed vectors dx, dx̃ and the starting point x(X, t). Then the
scalar product in the deformed state can be described in the undeformed state
using the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor (RCGDT):
dx · dx̃ = (F (X, t)dX) · (F (X, t)dX̃)
= (F (X, t)dX)T (F (X, t)dX̃)
= dXT F (X, t)TF (X, t)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=F TF=:C
dX̃
Note that the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor is invariant to the rota-
tions in the deformation gradient
C = F TF = (RU)TRU = UTRTRU
RTR=I
= UTU
UT=U
= UU (2.67)
and for equal angles, it equals the identity matrix:
dx · dx̃ = dX · dX̃ =⇒ C = I (2.68)
To obtain the Green-Lagrange strain tensor, which is zero for rotations, we
substract the scalar products
dx · dx̃− dX · dX̃ = dXTCdX̃− dXTdX̃ (2.69)
= dXT (C − I)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:2εgl
dX̃ (2.70)
With the previous derivations we can express the Green-Lagrange strain tensor
dependent of the displacement:
εgl =
1
2
(C − I) = 1
2
(F TF − I) (2.71)
(2.11)
=
1
2
((∇XU+ I)T (∇XU+ I)− I) (2.72)
=
1
2
(∇XUT∇XU+∇XUT +∇XU) (2.73)
Due to the symmetry and rotational invariance of the identity matrix, this
tensor is as well symmetric and rotation invariant.
For small displacements, the quadratic term of the strain tensor vanishes
duj
dXK
≪ 1 =⇒ ∇XUT∇XU ≈ 0 (2.74)
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and the linearized Green-Lagrange strain tensor can be defined:
εgl,l =
1
2
(∇XUT +∇XU) ≈ εgl (2.75)
Similarly, the assumption of small displacements helps to justify the equality
between the material and spatial gradient of the displacement
∇XU =
dU
dX
=
du
dx
dx
dX
= (∇xu)F = ∇xu∇XU+∇xu ≈ ∇xu (2.76)
Thus, the linearized Green-Lagrange strain tensor for small displacements can
be expressed either using the material or the spatial derivative
εgl,l =
1
2
(∇XUT +∇XU) ≈
1
2
(∇xuT +∇xu) (2.77)
With ∇XU = F −I, the linearization of the Green-Lagrangian strain yields
a direct dependency on the deformation gradient
εgl,l =
1
2
((F − I) + (F − I)T ) = 1
2
(F + F T )− I (2.78)
As a result, rigid body motion like rotations χ(X, t) = RX produce a nonzero
strain εgl,l = 12R+
1
2
RT − I. We obtain a non-zero stress and thus an internal
force that might yield a deformation – so called ghost forces. Thus, the theory
of linear elastic materials designed for small deformations is as well restricted
to small displacements. To allow applying this theory while avoiding an un-
realistic behaviour due to rotations, the literature introduces a rotationfree,
so called corotated, strain tensor. The polar decomposition F = RU of the
deformation gradient, separates the pure rotations R from the strain tensor.
Thus, based only on the pure stretch tensor U, we can define the corotated
strain tensor
εCR =
1
2
(U+UT )− I (2.79)
For the subsequent chapters, we consider the time derivative of the non-
linearized tensor. We obtain with the product rule:
ε̇gl =
1
2
(
Ḟ
T
F + F T Ḟ
)
(2.80)
Which can be expressed using the symmetric spatial velocity gradient d to get
ε̇gl
(2.56)
=
1
2
(
F T lTF + F T lF
)
= F T
1
2
(
lT + l
)
F
(2.45)
= F TdF (2.81)
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Based on this equation, the time derivative of the strain tensor is referred to
as pull back of the spatial velocity gradient.
Moreover, for the variation of the strain tensor in the material configuration
we obtain
δεgl =
d
dα
1
2
[
∇X(x(X, t) + αη)T∇X(x(X, t) + αη)− I
]∣
∣
α=0
(2.82)
=
1
2
d
dα
[(F + α∇Xη)T (F + α∇Xη)− I]
∣
∣
α=0
(2.83)
=
1
2
(
2α∇X(η)T∇Xη + F T∇Xη + (∇Xη)TF
)∣
∣
α=0
(2.84)
=
1
2
(
F T∇Xη + (∇Xη)TF
)
(2.85)
To conclude, in this subsection, we derived different measures for the defor-
mation and strain: the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor C, the Green-
Lagrange strain tensor εgl, the linearized Green-Lagrange strain tensor εgl,l
and the corotated strain tensor εCR.
Note, that due to the invariance under rotations, the strain energy function
usually is expressed in terms of the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor or
the Green-Lagrange strain tensor. However, the following paragraph points
out, that using the standard deformation gradient F is accepted for the con-
stitutive equation of the Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor.
2.2.3 Constitutive equation - relation between strain and stress
In this subsection, we first summarize the results of the two previous subsec-
tions relevant for the material behaviour and then explain the assumption of
pure hyperelasticity.
Similar to the derivations in (2.57) and (2.58) expressing the change of
internal energy in terms of the Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, it can be expressed
with the Second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor. Using integration by substition
we can write
Π̇int(t)
(2.63)
=
∫
Ω
P : Ḟ dV
(2.63)
=
∫
Ω(t)
σ : ddv =
∫
Ω
Jσ : ddV (2.86)
With the definition of the Second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor and the pull
back of the symmetric spatial velocity gradient derived in (2.81) we have
Jσ : d
(2.34)
= FSF T : d
(A.21)
= SF T : F Td
(A.22)
= S : F TdF
(2.81)
= S : ε̇gl (2.87)
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Taking the time derivative of the internal energy based on the strain energy
function, we obtain
Π̇int =
DΠint
Dt
(2.64)
=
D
∫
Ω
ψdV
Dt
=
∫
Ω
Dψ
Dt
dV =
∫
Ω
ψ̇dV (2.88)
Since this equation and equation (2.86) are valid for arbitrary domains Ω, the
integrands equate each other
ψ̇ = Jσ : d = P : Ḟ = S : ε̇gl (2.89)
This equation relates the derivative of the strain energy density function with
different stress tensors. In the following paragraph, the strain energy density
function serves as a link to the strain, closing the circle between stress and
strain.
In hyperelastic materials the stress can be obtained by differentiating the
strain energy density with respect to strain [48], page 184. Dependent on the
stress tensor, appropriate measures for the deformation or strain have to be
applied. Usually, the Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor is directly expressed using
the deformation gradient
P = σJF−T = G(F )JF−T =: HP (F ) (2.90)
For the Second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, the general response function (2.43)
can be written in terms of the Green-Lagrange strain tensor εgl which defines
the response function HS for this stress tensor:
S = F−1σJF−T = F−1G(εgl)JF−T =: HS(εgl) (2.91)
In order to express the response function HP using the strain energy density
function, we take the time derivative and use the chain rule:
ψ̇ =
∂ψ
∂F
︸︷︷︸
=HP
: Ḟ =
∂ψ
∂εgl
︸︷︷︸
=HS
: ε̇gl (2.92)
With (2.89) we obtain
(
∂ψ
∂F
− P
)
: Ḟ = 0 (2.93)
and (
∂ψ
∂εgl
− S
)
: ε̇gl = 0 (2.94)
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for arbitrary deformation gradients F and strain tensors εgl. Finally we can
write the constitutive equation for the Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor
P = HP (F ) =
∂ψ
∂F
(2.95)
and for the Second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor
S = HS(εgl) =
∂ψ
∂εgl
(2.96)
for appropriate strain energy density functions ψ adapted to the material.
2.2.4 Isotropic elastic material laws
In this subsection we derive the main material laws using the strain energy
density function introduced in the previous chapters. The theory described
before is not restricted to these few material laws, but for this work, we do not
need further considerations. Beyond other works, the interested reader might
refer to the work of S. Suwelack [116].
If a material behaves identically in all directions, it is called isotropic.
Essentially this means, that the function ψ has to be independent of rotations
and translation of the used deformation or strain measure. Mathematically
speaking, for an arbitrary rotation matrix or orthogonal tensor Q we can write
ψ(C) = ψ(QCQT ) (2.97)
There exist three invariants under these rotations, that allow to construct the
strain energy density function for every material based on experimental data.
Further information can be found in the reference mentioned above, here we
want to focus on St. Venant-Kirchhoff material [21], with the strain energy
density function
ψ(ε) =
λ
2
(tr(ε))2 + µtr(ε2) (2.98)
that can as well be written as
ψ(ε) =
1
2
ε : D : ε =
1
2
εijDijklεkl (2.99)
with the fourth-order tensor Dijkl := λδijδkl + µ(δikδjl + δilδjk) = Dklij.
The Lamé parameters λ and µ are material-dependent quantities and are of
theoretical nature for hyperelastic materials. Commonly, the Young’s modulus
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E and the Poisson’s ratio ν are defined in terms of the Lamé parameters
E =
µ(3λ+ 2µ)
λ+ µ
, ν =
λ
2(λ+ µ)
(2.100)
This set of parameter better reflects the physical behaviour of the material.
The Young’s or elastic modulus is used to define the stress-strain relationship,
i.e. a higher value results in a stiffer object. The Poisson’s ratio quantifies
the change of the volume, i.e. the expansion of an object perpendicular to
a compression or stretch. While the Young’s modulus can take any positive
values, the Poisson’s ratio is inferior to 0.5 and incompressible materials have
a Poisson’s ratio close to 0.5.
To derive the constitutive equation, it is simpler to calculate the derivative
of the definition using the fourth-order tensor
Smn =
∂ψ(ε)
∂εmn
=
1
2
(
∂εij
∂εmn
Dijklεkl + εijDijkl
∂εkl
∂εmn
)
(2.101)
=
1
2
(δimδjnDijklεkl + εijDijklδkmδln) (2.102)
=
1
2
(Dmnklεkl + εijDijmn) = Dmnklεkl (2.103)
where the second equality is by the product rule and the last equality is due
to the symmetry of D. Summarizing, we obtain a linear constitutive relation
written using the fourth-order constitutive tensor for isotropic materials
S = D : ε (2.104)
expressed using the standard notation
S = λtr(ε)I+ 2µε (2.105)
The St. Venant Kirchhoff material is often seen as a simple extension of linear
elastic materials. For large strains, not many materials show a linear stress-
strain relation, which restricts the linear elastic and St. Venant Kirchhoff
model to small strains. However, linear elastic materials use the linearized
green-lagrange strain tensor εgl,l, while the St. Venant Kirchhoff materials use
the Green-Lagrange strain tensor in its normal form εgl. Consequently, the St.
Venant Kirchhoff model allows for big displacements and rotations, while the
linear elasticity is restricted to small displacements, as mentioned in 2.2.2.
In conclusion, we now can relate a force to the stress using the strain. With
that, we now have the complete continuous theory and address the discretiza-
tion using the finite element method in the following chapter.
Chapter 3
The finite element method
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In this section, we introduce the main notions of the Finite Element Method
(FEM), that replaces an object by a finite number of nodes connected by
so-called finite elements that use the material laws derived in chapter 2.2.
The finite element method can not be directly applied to the boundary value
problem stated in the last section. As the first step, an integral equation – the
weak formulation – is derived based on the strong and variational formulation.
In order to discretize the continuous problem, the space is represented by
points and elements, that interpolate the positions between the points. Then,
these discretizations are inserted inside of the weak formulation approximating
the balance equation at a time t. For the discretization in the domain of the
time, section 3.3 describes different time integration schemes. This allows to
formulate discrete non-linear problem, whose solution is obtained using linear
equation solvers 3.4. We conclude with meshing aspects that are important in
the context of topological changes.
The ideas of this chapter can be found with more details in [116], [48] and
[125]. These references are used as guidance for this chapter and additional
information is given addressing topological changes.
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3.1 The weak formulation
The weak formulation is usually obtained in two different ways, either based on
the strong formulation or using variational principles. Similar to the previous
sections, the partial differential equations are derived differently in the initial
and current configuration, while the main ideas are similar. In this work,
we focus on the initial configuration, as the boundary conditions mentioned
in (2.42) are given in this setting. The interested reader can find further details
in [125], chapter 3.4.
The weak formulation is based on the Cauchy’s equation of motion men-
tioned in (2.40), multiplying with time independent test functions η ∈ C∞(Ω)∩
VD(ΓD,0), which are zero on the Dirichlet boundary. We get
(∇X · P +B)η = ρ
D2U
Dt2
η (3.1)
and after the integration over the initial domain
∫
Ω
∇X · P · ηdV +
∫
Ω
BηdV =
∫
Ω
ρ
D2U
Dt2
ηdV (3.2)
We transform the first integrand using the product rule
∇X · P · η = ∇X · Pη − P : ∇Xη (3.3)
and replace the Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor by the Second Piola-Kirchhoff
stress tensor
P : ∇Xη = FS : ∇Xη
(A.21)
= S : F T∇Xη (3.4)
(A.23)
= S :
1
2
(
F T∇Xη + (∇Xη)TF
) (2.85)
= S : δε (3.5)
Then the divergence theorem gives
∫
Ω
∇X · P · ηdV =
∫
Ω
∇X · PηdV
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=
∫
∂Ω T ·ηdA
−
∫
Ω
S : δεdV (3.6)
Thus we can write the weak form of the Cauchy’s equation of motion in the
material configuration
∫
Ω
S : δεdV
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:a(χ,η)=a(U,η)
−
∫
∂Ω
T · ηdA−
∫
Ω
η ·BdV
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:l(η)
−
∫
Ω
η · ρD
2U
Dt2
ηdV
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:b(χ,η)=b(Ü,η)
= 0 (3.7)
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where we defined the bilinear forms a, b and the linear form l, used in the
derivation of the FEM in subsection 3.2. Similarly one can obtain the solution
for the static case
∫
Ω
S : δεdV −
∫
∂Ω
TηdA−
∫
Ω
ηBdV = 0 (3.8)
Based on the integral equation, the problem can be discretized in space,
using nodes that are connected by elements on which we apply the theory
discussed in previous sections. This discretization is addressed in the following
section.
3.2 Discretization and integration in space
Figure 3.1: Body B discretized using different element types, from left to right: linear
triangles, linear rectangles and quadratic triangles
In this subsection, the integral equation of the weak form is discretized
using n(E) so called finite elements E . In the following, we present briefly
the general idea, while details are given right thereafter. At the end of the
subsection we describe the update of the system due to topological changes,
when the standard form of the finite element method is used.
First of all, the geometry of a body in the initial configuration B is approx-
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imated by a set of regions
B ≈ Bh =
n(E)
⋃
e=1
Ωe (3.9)
In each of the regions Ωe, shape functions interpolate the geometry using the
discrete values Pk. Additionally shape functions help to approximate the pri-
mary variable U of our system using uk. The shape functions help to describe
as well other variables like the vectorfield χh and, as a result, can transform
every element to a reference element Ω . In the reference element, discrete
integration methods yield an approximation of the integral using integration
points ξg. Summarizing, an integral over a body B can be transformed as
follows
∫
B
⋆ dV ≈
∫
Bh
⋆ dV =
n(E)
⋃
e=1
∫
Ωe
⋆ dV =
n(E)
⋃
e=1
∫
Ω
⋆′ d ≈
n(E)
⋃
e=1
n(ξg)
∑
i=1
⋆′ (3.10)
Where the union of the integrals over the elements is used to underline, that
this is not a standard sum, but an assembling process. Similarly, the idea
works on the boundary, since ∂B ≈ ∂Bh, where ∂Bh can be expressed by ∂Ωe.
In the applied Galerkin method, test functions are approximated using the
shape functions, that interpolate the values of the test functions at particular
positions ηk. Inserting the approximations of the displacement function and
the test functions in (3.10) simplifies the integrals to
a(U,η) ≈ ηk · f intk (u), b(Ü,η) ≈ ηk1 · Mk1k2ük2 , l(η) ≈ ηk · f extk (3.11)
Due to the arbitrary choice of the discrete test functions, the terms ηk cancel
out. With the lexicographic order (✉3k+1,✉3k+2,✉3k+3) := uk, where ✉ ∈
R3n(P)×1 and similar replacements of f intk by ❢
int, ük by ✉̈, Mk1k2 by M and
f extk by ❢
ext, we can write the problem as a system of potentially non-linear
equations
M✉̈+ ❢int(✉) = ❢ext (3.12)
Linearization of the term ❢int(✉) and application of the constitutive equation
in every element gives
M✉̈+K✉ = ❢ext (3.13)
Finally, a damping term containing the damping matrix D for the dissipation
of the energy is added
M✉̈+ D✉̇+K✉ = ❢ext (3.14)
In this subsection, we derive and write all the matrices of this equation explic-
itly. The calculation of the velocity ✉̇ and the acceleration ✉̈ is explained in
subsection 3.3 and the solution of the system in subsection 3.4.
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For the finite element approach, an approximation Bh for the geometry of
the body B has to fullfill the following conditions
– The intersection of two elements with ids e1 and e2 is either
– Empty, i.e. Ωe1 ∩ Ωe2 = ∅,
– A point, i.e. Ωe1 ∩ Ωe2 = Ωk,
– An complete edge, i.e. Ωe1 ∩ Ωe2 = Ωe,
– A complete face, i.e. Ωe1 ∩ Ωe2 = Ωf or
– A complete volume, i.e. Ωe1 ∩ Ωe2 = Ωv
– Inside of the body Bh are no gaps between the elements
To quantify the difference between the discrete and the real body, we use
h := max
e∈E
(
max
X1,X2∈Ωe
d(X1,X2)
)
(3.15)
with the euclidean distance d(X1,X2) = ‖X1−X2‖2 and we can write Bh h→0−→
B.
In fact, the finite elements connect the positions Pce(l) ∈ Bh and respec-
tively the unknown positions pce(l) ∈ χ(Bh) with l ∈ {1, ..., n(ce)}, where the
connectivity ce contains the global numbers of the element nodes. Usually, a
reference element Ω helps charaterize arbitrary element geometries and local
shape functions N ,l : Ω → R are defined for every element type. Different
element types with the reference element and their respective local shape func-
tions are summarized in the appendix section 3. Inside a finite element the
interpolation of the local shape functions can transform the reference element
Ω to the initial or current configuration of the element
Xe(ξ) :=
n(ce)∑
l=1
Pce(l)N ,l(ξ) (3.16)
xe(ξ) :=
n(ce)∑
l=1
pce(l)N ,l(ξ) (3.17)
In this definition, we assume that the transformations Xe : Ω → Ωe and
xe : Ω → Ωe(t) are bijective – every point in the element is reached ex-
actly once. Thus we can express the local shape functions and the cur-
rent position in an element as a function of the initial configuration, i.e.
Ne,l(X) := N ,l(X
−1
e (X)) ∀X ∈ Ωe, Ne,l(X) = 0, ∀X ∈ Bh\Ωe and
xe(X) :=
n(ce)∑
l=1
Ne,l(X)pce(l) (3.18)
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Until not stated differently, the notation of the Euler sum is not used. Sim-
ilarly, one can define local shape functions Ñe,l(X) to express the elementary
discretized displacement function
Ue(X) :=
n(ce)∑
l=1
Ñe,l(X) (pce(l) −Pce(l))
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:uce(l)
(3.19)
In our work we use the isoparametric approach that uses the same shape
functions for the geometry and the primary variables, i.e. Ñ = N . In the
previous chapter, we have seen that U(X, t) = u(x, t) when x = x(X, t). As
the discrete displacement for a node with an id k = ce(l) is neither dependent
on the reference, nor dependent on the current configuration, we choose the
lower case letter uce(l) to denote it in the future.
Since the elementary discrete displacement function Ue is a sum of differ-
entiable functions in X, it is differentiable as well. Based on the definitions
xe(X)
xe(ξ)X−1e (X)
Ωe Ωe(t)
Pce(1)
Pce(2)
Pce(3)
Pce(4)
pce(1)
pce(2)
pce(3)
pce(4)
Figure 3.2: Isoparametric mapping of the deformation of a finite element
above, the isoparametric mapping displayed in figure 3.2 can be written as
F e := jeJ
−1
e (3.20)
where the local shape functions serve to express the gradients je and J e
J e := ∇ξXe =
n(ce)∑
l=1
Pce(l)∇ξN ,l (3.21)
je := ∇ξxe =
n(ce)∑
l=1
pce(l)∇ξN ,l (3.22)
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Note that, in these definitions, we used the outer product of vectors, that means
e.g. for Pce(l) ∈ R3×1,∇ξN ,l ∈ R1×3 we have Pce(l)∇ξN ,l ∈ R3×3. Since the
outer product can be considered as a standard matrix multiplication, in the
following declarations, the outer product is used without further comments.
Hence the gradients in the material and spatial configuration can be stated as
∇XUe =
n(ce)∑
l=1
uce(l)∇XNe,l =
n(ce)∑
l=1
uce(l)
(
∇ξN ,l J−1e
)
(3.23)
∇xUe =
n(ce)∑
l=1
uce(l)∇xNe,l =
n(ce)∑
l=1
uce(l)
(
∇ξN ,l j−1e
)
(3.24)
Note, that for linear local shape functions N ,l, the derivative ∇ξN ,l is
constant and thus je,J e,∇xUe,∇XUe are constant.
The global shape functions expressed using the Euler sum
Φk(X) :=
∑
e∈E
n(e)
∑
l=1
δce(l)kNe,l(X) = δce(l)kNe,l(X) (3.25)
allow for an extension of the observations from the elements to the complete
discretized body Bh
Uh := ukΦk = ukδce(l)kNe,l = uce(l)Ne,l (3.26)
In this equation, we used first the representation of the discrete displacement
dependent on the points and then on the elements. Both of these repre-
sentations are important, the first is used to visualize the complete object,
while the second is necessary for the derivation on which details are pre-
sented in the following. Commonly, the local shape functions form a basis
of the function space of the finite elements and thus, with Bh
h→0−→ B we have
Ue(X)
h→0−→ U(X) ∀X ∈ Ωe and Uh(X) h→0−→ U(X) ∀X ∈ Bh. Similar to the
above, we can write
∇XUh = uce(l)∇XNe,l = pce(l)∇XNe,l − I (3.27)
Üh := üce(l)Ne,l (3.28)
Note, that these definitions differ from e.g. (3.23), as we sum over the elements
using the Euler notation.
Applying the Galerkin method, the test functions can be discretized by
interpolating values at specific points ηk using the shape functions
ηh := ηkΦk = ηce(l)Ne,l (3.29)
∇Xηh = ηk∇XΦk = ηce(l)∇XNe,l (3.30)
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In the next steps we insert the results of this chapter in the weak form to
obtain the equation system briefly mentioned in (3.45). The linear form of
equation (3.7) becomes with the definitions above and the compact support of
N ,l
l(η) ≈ l(ηh) =
∫
∂Bh
T · ηh dA+
∫
Bh
B · ηh dV (3.31)
=
∫
∂Bh∩Ωe
TNe,l · ηce(l) dA+
∫
Ωe
BNe,l · ηce(l) dV (3.32)
= ηce(l) ·
(∫
∂Bh∩Ωe
TNe,l dA+
∫
Ωe
BNe,l dV
)
(3.33)
=: ηce(l) · f exte,l = ηk · δce(l)kf exte,l =: ηk · f extk =: ηki❢ext3k+i (3.34)
where we defined the external forces f ext in the elemental and nodal represen-
tation f extk = δce(l)kf
ext
e,l . For the bilinear forms we progress similarly
b(Ü,η) ≈ b(Üh,ηh) =
∫
Bh
ηh · ρÜh dV (3.35)
=
∫
Ωe1∩Ωe2
Ne1,l1ηce1 (l1) · ρNe2,l2üce2 (l2)dV (3.36)
= ηce1 (l1) · δe1e2
∫
Ωe1
ρNe1,l1Ne2,l2dV üce2 (l2) (3.37)
=: ηce1 (l1) · Me1l1e2l2üce2 (l2) =: ηk1 · Mk1k2ük2 (3.38)
= ηk1i1M3k1+i13k2+i2✉̈3k2+i2 (3.39)
Note that M usually is a sparse matrix, as it only contains values at the
positions k1 = ce(l1), k2 = ce(l2), this property has been underlined in the
previous equation using δe1e2 and comes from Ω
0
e1
∩Ω0e2 = ∅. Moreover, we have
f extk ∈ R3, while Mk1k2 ∈ R, i.e. the matrix M3∗k1+i,3∗k2+i := Mk1k2 , i ∈ {1, 2, 3}
contains 3 × 3 blocks with the same constant on the diagonal for the node
combinations k1, k2. Additionally, the node combinations k1, k2 and k2, k1 yield
the same results, thus the matrix M is symmetric. In real-time simulations,
the mass matrix often is simplified to the lumped mass matrix M′ which is
only non-zero on the diagonal. The simplest approach is to divide the total
mass m by the number of nodes n(P) and to write these values on the diagonal
M′ii = m/n(P). Another idea is to sum the values of the lines and write the
result on the diagonal M′ii =
∑
j Mij. While the first approach is faster to
calculate, the second approach is more accurate as it takes account of the real
mass around a node, e.g. in the case of a boundary node or a high resolution
of nodes in a region. Now, for the bilinear form dependent on the discrete
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displacement, we can write
a(U,η) ≈ a(Uh,ηh) =
∫
Bh
S : δε dV
(3.4)
=
∫
Bh
P : ∇Xηh dV (3.40)
=
∫
Bh
P : ηce(l)∇XNe,l dV
(A.26)
= ηce(l) ·
∫
Bh
P∇XNe,l
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:f inte,l (u,X)
dV (3.41)
=: ηk ·
∫
Bh
f intk (u,X) dV = ηk · f intk (u) = ηki❢int3k+i(✉) (3.42)
Inserting above results inside of the weak form (3.7), we obtain the equality
ηk · (Mkk2ük2 + f intk (u)− f extk ) = 0 (3.43)
Due to the arbitrary choice of the test function ηh and with that the arbitrary
choice of the values ηk at the nodes k, the discretized, potentially non-linear
system of ordinary differential equations in vectorial form simplifies to
Mkk2ük2 + f
int
k (u)− f extk = 0 ∀k (3.44)
and after lexicographic reordering of the variables we can write the non-linear
system of ordinary differential equations
M✉̈+ ❢int(✉) = ❢ext (3.45)
where the first term with the mass matrix vanishes for a static problem.
Now, we consider the Taylor expansion around u = uT = 0 of the internal
force
f intk (u) ≈ f intk (uT ) +
∂f intk (uT , u̇T )
∂u
u (3.46)
If the reference configuration is taken as a natural configuration, i.e. one in
which the stress vanishes, then the internal force vanishes f intk (uT ) = 0 ∀k.
And the tangent stiffness matrix can be calculated as
Kk1k2 :=
∂f intk1
∂uk2
=
∫
Bh
∂f intk1
∂uk2
dV = δce(l1)k1δce(l2)k2
∫
Ωe
∂f inte,l1
∂uce(l2)
dV
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:Ke,l1l2
(3.47)
Thus the global stiffness matrix in vectorial form Kk1k2 is assembled as a sum
of element matrices Ke,l1l2 . The element matrices are calculated as the integral
over the elements and using the constitutive equation derived in section 2.2.3
for linear elasticity, are explicitly written as (please refer to section 4 of the
appendix for details):
Ke,3l1+i1 3l2+i2 =
∫
Ωe
λNl2,i2Nl1,i1 + µδi1i2Nl2,i3Nl1,i3 + µNl2,i1Nl1,i2 dV (3.48)
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where (Nl,i)i = (Nl,1, Nl,2, Nl,3) = ∇XNe,l. After the assembling process, the
global stiffness matrix K is sparsely filled using the arguments explained in
detail for the mass matrix. However, in contrast to the mass matrix M, the
blocks for the nodes k1, k2 are filled completely. Equation (3.48) shows, that
the local matrix Ke and thus the global stiffness matrix K are symmetric.
The derived stiffness matrix is based on the linear strain εgl,l, and rigid body
motions produce a non-zero strain, a non-zero stress and thus an internal force
that might yield a deformation – so called ghost forces. To prevent that, one
can use the corotated strain tensor. Inserting the corotated strain tensor into
the constitutive equation used in the linear elasticity (2.105), similar to the
calculations above, a corotated tangent stiffness matrix is calculated as
KCR,k1k2 := δce(l1)k1δce(l2)k2
∫
Ωe
R
∂f inte,l1
∂uce(l2)
RT dV (3.49)
Note, that dependent on the polynomial degree and the integration method,
several rotation matrices need to be calculated for every element, e.g. for every
integration point. As a result, compared to the calculation for pure linear elas-
ticity, additional computation time is necessary for the polar decompositions.
However, the computational costs are reasonable when compared to the ad-
vantages in the results of the simulations, see figure 3.3. Therefore, we choose
to use the corotated finite element method in this work. In the following, we
use K interchangeably for the linear and the corotational approach.
Figure 3.3: Comparison of different solutions of the bending problem; from left to right
reference solution, mass-spring system, corotational FEM, and linear FEM models [2]
Coming back to the system of ordinary equations, for the linear and coro-
tational approach, the internal forces do not depend upon the velocity u̇, so
we have that
M✉̈+K✉ = ❢ext (3.50)
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again, without the first term for a static problem. This equation system cap-
tures the main observations of experiments in the real world, but does not take
account of e.g. viscous effects in the material or internal frictions that often
occur combined. Assuming, that the damping is proportional to the velocity
[125], page 207, we artifically add a term using a damping matrix D, that can
be used to simulate the dissipation of energy from the system:
M✉̈+ D✉̇+ ❢int(✉) = ❢ext (3.51)
where ❢int(✉) = K✉ for linear elasticity and the corotational strain tensor.
Usually, the so called Raleigh or modal damping is used [133]
D = αM+ βK (3.52)
where the parameters α and β have to be chosen experimentally [20]. Due to
the symmetry of M and K, the damping matrix is symmetric as well. The
non-linear differential equation can be rewritten and is used in the following
as
M✉̈ = ❢(✉, ✉̇) (3.53)
where the force ❢ contains the internal forces, the damping term and the ex-
ternal forces.
To calculate the matrices M,K,D and the vectors ❢int(✉), ❢ext, integrals
over the discretized domain Bh need to be computed. As it can be seen in
the equations (3.33), (3.37) and (3.48), these integrals can be subdivided to
integrals over the elements Ωe or element boundaries ∂Bh ∩ Ωe. The inte-
grands include the shape functions, derivatives of the shape functions and
multiplications of the two of them, i.e. the integrands are polynomials with a
maximal degree of two times the polynom degree of the local shape functions.
The general approach to calculate the integrals is a transformation back to
the reference elements Ω using the transformation theorem. In the reference
elements, Gauss integration points ξg allow for an exact integration of the
polynomial integrand and thus we can write:
∫
Ωe
f dV =
∫
Ω
f det(J e) d =
n(ξg)
∑
i=1
w(ξgi )f(ξ
g
i ) det(J e(ξ
g
i )) (3.54)
For further details on the choice of the integration points, please refer to [125].
The conventional finite element method only allows for a separation along
the element faces. Therefore, for an emerging cut, the method needs to update
the element regions Ωe intersecting with the cut. These regions are constructed
based on the current positions pk, that either move or are inserted on the cut
introducing new element regions. These movements or insertions in the spatial
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configuration can be expressed as barycentric coordinates of the existing finite
element mesh and are transformed to the material configuration in order to
calculate the stiffness, mass and damping matrix and the internal and exter-
nal forces. Note, that the choices for the calculation of these matrices have an
important impact on the simulation of the deformation: For example an equal
distribution of the mass to all nodes results potentially increased mass in the
cut region, as it contains more nodes after being remeshed. And with the coro-
tational finite element stiffness matrix, the rotations need to be recomputed
for every updated or newly inserted region Ωe.
To summarize this subsection, we transformed the integral equation of the
weak formulation at a fixed time to a non-linear system of equations, described
by matrices that are computed as the integral over elementary domains that
discretize the space. Then we mentioned necessary updates related to an
emerging cut in the conventional finite element method. Now, we would like
to address simulations with a variation of the time and discretize the space.
3.3 Time discretization and integration
Beyond the displacement in the initial and current position – the static problem
– we would like to know the intermediate states of our body. That means,
that the time needs to be discretized similarly to the space, i.e. with the
same order of accuracy. To meet this requirement, the linear momentum,
angular momentum and the mechanical energy should possibly be conserved
over time. We choose an isochronal discretization, i.e. with the time step
∆t and the start time t0 of our simulation, time is discretized recursively as
tn+1 = tn + ∆t. Aiming on real-time simulations means, that the calculation
of the deformation in a time step ∆t has to take less time than the time step
∆t.
A time integration method is defined to relate the derivatives of the dis-
cretized displacement ✉, ✉̇ and ✉̈ in the discretized space of time. The time
integration method adds the link necessary to transform the system of second
order ordinary differential equations (3.51) to a system of equations.
Explicit time integration methods only can enforce (3.51) at the begin-
ning of the time step ∆t, while implicit methods enforce it as well but not
necessarily only at the end. Explicit methods are fast, parallelisable, but only
conditionally stable dependent on the size of the time step. Implicit methods
are slower per time step but usually allow the choice of greater time steps while
preserving the stability and are therefore used more frequently [3]. Further in-
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formations are given in the following paragraphs that describe the explicit
euler and implicit euler method exemplarily, pointing at the advantages and
disadvantages. In the following, we indicate to which time step the variables
belong to with the superscripts t and t+∆t for an arbitrary t.
The explicit euler method can be expressed as
M✉̈t+∆t = ❢(✉t, ✉̇t) (3.55)
✉̇t+∆t = ✉̇t +∆t ✉̈t (3.56)
✉t+∆t = ✉t +∆t ✉̇t (3.57)
calculating the displacements, velocities and accelerations at the time t + ∆t
based on the known values at the time t. Thus the non-linear behaviour of
equation (3.51) transforms to a linear system of equations. If mass lumping is
used, the mass matrix is sparsely filled and even diagonal and thus the degrees
of freedom can be decoupled. As a result, the solution of the linear system of
equations – and with that the discretized differential equation – is calculated
very quickly and can be parallelized [23]. However, the size of the time step is
limited by material parameters
∆t <
h
√
E/ρ
(3.58)
to maintain the stability of the system [34]. For stiff materials, the increased
Young’s modulus yields a smaller time step to ensure the stability of the sys-
tem. A smaller time step results in more calculation to advance in time par-
ticularly for stiff systems [115]. Therefore, the method is rather used for the
simulation of soft tissues, such as the brain tissues [45]. If the condition for the
time step is violated in a time step, the solution might not show an “obvious”
instability, but only a significant solution error. Such an error is particularly
dangerous, as it can be accumulated over several time steps [6]. As a result, this
research area stays active improving the general applicability of the method,
e.g. by artifical augmentation of the mass matrix for stiff materials [44].
In contrary to the explicit euler method, the implicit euler method
M✉̈t+∆t = ❢(✉t+∆t, ✉̇t+∆t) (3.59)
✉̇t+∆t = ✉̇t +∆t ✉̈t+∆t (3.60)
✉t+∆t = ✉t +∆t ✉̇t+∆t (3.61)
results in a non-linear equation system, as the unknown variables ✉t+∆t and
✉̇t+∆t are inside of the potentially non-linear function ❢. With d✉ = (✉t+∆t −
✉t) and respectively d✉̇ = (✉̇t+∆t− ✉̇t), the Taylor approximation of first order
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F
Figure 3.4: First line: Considered example left rest position with applied forces, middle
deformed position when force is set to zero, right expected final position; Relaxation
process shows different behaviour when using an implicit (second line) and explicit euler
method (third line) that is unstable and explodes at the end
gives
❢(✉t+∆t, ✉̇t+∆t) ≈ ❢(✉t, ✉̇t) + ∂❢(✉
t, ✉̇t)
∂✉
d✉+
∂❢(✉t, ✉̇t)
∂✉̇
d✉̇ (3.62)
= ❢int(✉t) + ❢ext +Kd✉+ Dd✉̇ (3.63)
In this setting, the stiffness matrix K (and the damping matrix D) are so called
tangent matrices that express the changement of the forces in the direction
of the variable ✉ (and respectively ✉̇). Inserting the implicit euler method
transforms the equation above to
M✉̈t+∆t = ❢(✉t+∆t, ✉̇t+∆t) (3.64)
≈ ❢int(✉t) + ❢ext +K(✉t+∆t − ✉t) + D(✉̇t+∆t − ✉̇t) (3.65)
= ❢int(✉t) + ❢ext +K∆t✉̇t+∆t + D∆t ✉̈t+∆t (3.66)
= ❢int(✉t) + ❢ext +K(∆t✉̇t +∆t2✉̈t+∆t) + D∆t ✉̈t+∆t (3.67)
= ❢int(✉t) + ❢ext +K∆t✉̇t + (∆t2K+ D∆t)✉̈t+∆t (3.68)
Assuming the equality, the Newton-Raphson algorithm helps to solve the non-
linear equation system (3.59). The Newton-Raphson algorithm is the primary
solution scheme for non-linear finite element equations. It uses the Taylor
approximation mentioned above to iteratively approach the solution of the
non-linear system of equations. Please find more information on the Newton-
Raphson algorithm in [48], section 2.2.1, [6], section 6.1 and [125], section
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5.1.1. To minimize the computation time, simulations aiming on real-time per-
formance often perform only one iteration of the Newton-Raphson algorithm.
For fully non-linear material behaviours, this approach can raise stability is-
sues, but the chosen method for this work, the corotated finite element method,
stays stable. Then the acceleration ✉̈t+∆t is the solution of the equation system
(M−∆tD−∆t2K)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:A
✉̈t+∆t
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:①
= ❢int(✉t) + ❢ext +K∆t✉̇t
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:❜
(3.69)
Then using the definition of the implicit euler method, we obtain the velocity
and the displacements at the current time step.
When cutting occurs in the conventional finite element method, regions Ωe
intersecting with the cut are updated and the mesh size h potentially decreases.
Since this has a direct impact on the size of the time step (see (3.58)) for explicit
methods, we apply the implicit euler method for our simulation.
Solving the equation system is dependent on the invertibility of the matrix
A defined in the equation above. In the next subsection, solving this equation
system is discussed briefly pointing out the main types of methods used.
3.4 Solving systems of linear equations
In the last chapter the non-linear equation system presented for the implicit eu-
ler method has been solved using one step of the Newton-Raphson method. In
a more general setting, other iterative solvers for non-linear equation systems
are applied, e.g. the quasi-Newton method. Iterative solvers for non-linear
equations systems usually linearize the system and construct very large lin-
ear equation systems for every iteration. The process of resolving these linear
equation systems takes a considerable amount of the time resolving the com-
plete finite element system and thus linear equation solvers play an important
role when considering the real-time aspect of the finite element method. This
chapter is devoted to give a brief insight into the different approaches to solve
systems of linear equation.
We consider the general case of a full rank square matrix A and the right
hand side ❜, aiming on obtaining a vector ① solving A① = ❜. Due to the
symmetry of the mass, damping and stiffness matrix, the equation system pre-
sented in (3.69) is using a symmetric matrix A. Furthermore, the systems
of equations constructed in the finite element method are sparse due to the
sparseness of the mass and the stiffness matrix. Thus, we restrict our de-
scription to symmetric sparse matrices A, please see figure 3.5 for a simple
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example. For the matrix A used in the linear system like the one above, a
F
Figure 3.5: Sparsity of a stiffness matrix in an example of a hexahedral beam: left
example in initial configuration with forces on bottom (black arrows) and fixed displace-
ment conditions on top; middle deformed configuration; right entries in the stiffness
matrix
condition number κ can be defined as
κ(A) =
λmax
λmin
= ‖A‖‖A−1‖ ≥ 1 (3.70)
where λmax is the maximal and λmin the minimal eigenvalue of the matrix A.
A system is ill-conditioned iff the condition number κ has a very high value.
Coming back to the finite element problem, to address the static and the
dynamic system at once, we consider in the following only the eigenvalues of
the stiffness matrix K. To avoid an ill-conditioned matrix K, it is valuable to
provide a lower limit for the minimal eigenvalue λmin and an upper limit for the
maximal eigenvalues λmax. While the minimal eigenvalue λmin is closely tied
to the smallest size ‖Ωe,min‖ (area or volume) and the material parameters
of the elements, the largest eigenvalue λmax can be made by a single badly
shaped element [?]. That means, the condition number is proportional to the
largest eigenvalue of the element stiffness matrices [32]. This proportionality
allows to simplify the consideration to single elements: for triangular elements,
which approach a very small angle, and for tetrahedral elements with a small
dihedral angle, the maximal eigenvalue of the element stiffness matrix can go
towards infinity. If there are no badly shaped elements in a tetrahedral mesh,
the condition number is proportional to the maximal edge length lmax in the
mesh and it can be stated κ ∈ O(lmax/‖Ωe,min‖). Thus, to prevent obtaining
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Figure 3.6: Triangle and tetrahedra with high eigenvalue λmax, due to a small angle
of the triangle (in red) and a small dihedral angle of the tetrahedron (in green)
an ill-conditioned system in the first place, badly shaped elements need to be
avoided and there should not exist a big ratio between very small and very
big elements, i.e. a uniform mesh is advantageous. For further arguments, e.g.
related to the impact of material properties on the condition number, see [?].
Note, that topological changes induced from remeshing methods that replace
one element by several smaller elements, are prone to changing the ‖Ωe,min‖
and thus augmenting the condition number. Therefore, it is important to
observe and control the change of the condition number when introducing a
new remeshing algorithm.
There exist two different approaches to solve a linear system of equations:
direct and iterative solvers. Direct solvers calculate an exact solution in a
finite number of steps [22], even for ill-conditioned or negative definite system
equations, if round-off errors do not affect the solution. Methods of this class
are prone to using a lot of memory in the resolution process particularly for
large equation systems. Iterative solvers approximate and eventually converge
to the solution, are easier to implement, faster and use less memory [4]. Real-
time simulation rates can be achieved by limiting the number of iterations,
which might result in an incorrect behaviour when the iterative method did
not yet approximate the solution enough. An ill-conditioned system has a great
impact on the convergence rate of these methods and without the calculation of
the so called preconditioning matrix, the convergence rate might be extremely
low.
Direct solvers have been an important research area for several decades,
as they can provide trustworthy solutions even under unfortunate conditions,
e.g. when a system is ill-conditioned. Well known from linear algebra, the
Gauss elimination uses multiplications and adding of rows to transform the
linear equation system in a upper triangular matrix U, which is then used in
the backward substitution to find the solution ① of the system. Another type
of direct method factorizes the matrix A into other matrices with particular
properties, that are used to calculate the solution straightforwardly. For the
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symmetric matrix A, the LU decomposition constructs the same upper trian-
gular matrix U as the Gauss elimination and additionally a lower triangular
matrix L, s.t. A = LU. The solution is then computed by first solving L② = ❜
by forward substitution and then U① = ② by backward substition. In both
techniques mentioned above the sparseness of A might not be conserved and
e.g the matrix U is dense, resulting in a high usage of memory. For our ex-
ample of figure 3.5, the global stiffness matrix K has 10785 entries, while L
and U have together 38340 entries. To prevent this effect, sparse solvers have
Figure 3.7: LU decomposition of the example of figure 3.5: left lower matrix L and
right upper matrix U
been developed, reducing the memory usage and thus improving the perfor-
mance. Open source implementations of sparse direct solver are available, e.g.
PARDISO shows very good performance [99]. Due to their robustness, direct
sparse methods often get applied in the early phase of the development of
an algorithm: e.g. for the implementation of a new method, as a first step
the static problem is solved using direct methods to prevent instabilities orig-
inating from the solution process of the linear equation system(s). However,
for large systems, even for sparse direct solvers, the computation times take
a relevant amount of time endangering simulations with real-time framerates,
as resolving the system uses a number of operations of order three. Moreover
direct methods are subject to truncation and round-off errors, that are more
likely for systems with a large condition number [6]. These errors propagate to
future steps and thus are endangering the accuracy of the solution over time.
Iterative solvers, have several advantages over direct solvers, that are ex-
plained in detail in the following using the example of the conjugate gradient.
With the symmetry of A, solving the equation system A① = ❜ can be ex-
pressed as 1
2
AT①+ 1
2
A① = ❜ and thus a solution of the linear equation system
minimizes the so called total potential
Π(①) =
1
2
①TA①− ①T❜ (3.71)
Given an approximation ①(s), the conjugate gradient aims on efficiently calcu-
lating a new approximation ①(s+1), that decreases the total potential rapidly.
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For that, the method generates a space of linearly independent vectors, sat-
isfying particular orthogonality properties, in which it calculates the minimal
possible solution. Every time step, the norm of the residual r(s) = ❜(s)−A①(s)
is compared to a convergence tolerance, that is set dependent on the scenario.
Beyond that, additional criterions on ‖①(s)‖ can be used to evaluate the con-
vergence of the method. For the calculation of the approximations ①(s), the
conjugate gradient only uses matrix-vector and vector-vector products. As a
result, the implementation of this algorithm is very simple. Moreover, the
orthogonality properties and the linear independency of the vector space men-
tioned above ensure the calculation of the solution in n iterations, where n is
the size of ❜. When the n iterations are performed, the conjugate gradient
can be considered as a direct linear solver. In contrary to the direct solvers
of the last paragraph, the conjugate gradient does not construct new matrices
and uses much less memory than direct methods. Furthermore, the algorithm
has the complexity O(N). However, the speed of convergence highly depends
upon the conditioning of our linear equations system: in the worst case, the
residual only reduces by a factor of
√
κ−1√
κ+1
in every iteration [72]. The negative
impact of an ill-conditioned problem can be prevented by using precondition-
ers: these constructed matrices are close to the inverse of the system matrix A
and by increasing the condition of the matrix, the convergence improves. Due
to the proximity to the inverse of the system matrix, preconditioners can take
an important amount of the calculation time of resolving the linear equation
system and compromises are necessary between a good preconditioner and a
rapid construction time. Despite the valuable improvement using precondi-
tioners, the construction of this tool needs to be adapted to the situation and
thus iterative method can not be viewed as a general tool that works in all
circumstances. Still, even without preconditioners, the solving process can be
stopped when the aimed accuracy is achieved and thus the use of iterative
solvers in real-time simulations is advantageous. For further details on the
conjugate gradient, please refer to [103].
In conclusion, we like to underline, that an ill-conditioned system has neg-
ative impacts on both types of linear equation solvers: Direct solvers may
yield inaccurate solutions due to round-off errors [6] and iterative solvers may
endanger the real-time aspect of the simulation because of a deteriorated con-
vergence rate or the computationally intensive construction of an adequate
preconditioner.
Note, that for the corotational finite element method, the rotation matrices
change the condition number of the element stiffness matrix and yield a higher
stability when resolving the linear system of equations for the Newton-Raphson
algorithm.
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Thus the corotated finite element approach keeps the simplicity of the
stress-deformation relationship in linear materials, allowing for geometric, but
not for material nonlinearities. Despite of its non-linearity, the corotated finite
element method does not inherit disturbing behaviours, e.g. the monotony in
compression often resulting in a break down under extreme compressions, from
methods like the St. Venant Kirchhoff material. Therefore, the corotational
finite element method is an interesting candidate for real-time simulations and
is applied in the context of this work.
The arguments mentioned in this section related to the condition number
point towards the meshing aspect of the problem. Further important aspects
are explained in the following.
3.5 Meshing aspects
In this section, we discuss two aspects relevant for this work: we begin with the
choice of the element shape and shape functions, and pursue with the handling
of hanging nodes that can occur due to topological changes.
Section 3.2 is formulated for different element types, usually tetrahedra or
hexahedra with linear shape functions N . The choice of the element shape
and the shape functions e.g. their polynomial degree is of high importance as it
influences the convergence rate and the weakness to numerical misbehaviours.
In the following, we briefly discuss the element shape, comparing triangular
elements with rectangular elements, to introduce the term volumetric locking.
An example on tetrahedral elements underlines the importance of discussing
this issue. Then, further informations are given on the impact of elevated
polynomial degrees on the accuracy of our approximated solution.
As mentioned in previous sections, internal constraints such as nearly in-
compressible behaviour can yield a stiff behaviour which is called volumetric
locking and occurs particularly with linear tetrahedra [122].
At this point, we illustrate the behaviour on the 2D example displayed
in figure 3.8. If we consider nearly incompressible behaviour, the boundary
triangles need to keep the same area and with that the same height. Thus
the free nodes of boundary triangles are restricted to vertical or horizontal
movements. Due to the boundary conditions on the left-hand side and the
bottom, these restricted movements yield that the free point closest to the
left bottom corner can not move. With similar arguments, all points of all
boundary elements are fixed. That means, the boundary condition propagates
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Figure 3.8: Example of locking behaviour on triangles (left) (idea taken from [133],
Fig 11.4) and rectangles (right), with fixed nodes (red squares), loads (black arrows) and
possible movements (black arrows with dashed lines) for the triangles; considering the
rectangles for incompressible materials, the two nodes of rectangle two in the right figure
are free to move, but the rectangle has to keep the same area
through the boundary elements and there is a new line of elements with a fixed
boundary condition. Applying the arguments above repeatedly yields that the
complete object is fixed.
For the rectangular elements, the free nodes of the boundary elements
that are not in the corner can move keeping the same area, while the fourth
node of the element in the corner is fixed for nearly incompressible materials.
Again, repetead application of this argument yields a completely fixed mesh.
However, in contrary to the triangular boundary elements the free nodes of the
rectangular boundary elements are not restricted to a horizontal movement.
Thus a decreased incompressibility has a greater effect on rectangular elements
and the volumetric locking vanishes faster in the example above. Figure 3.9,
* *
Figure 3.9: Example of locking behaviour on triangles (left) and rectangles (right),
with fixed nodes (red squares), loads (black arrows) and possible movements (black
arrows with dashed lines); for incompressible materials, the triangles are locked, but the
rectangles can move
displays the advantage of rectangular elements on a simple example with one
boundary instead of two: triangular elements are locked, while rectangular
elements can move.
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Figure 3.10, shows how the first example can be expanded to the 3D case
with tetrahedral elements: a beam that is fixed for all points that either have
x = 0, y = 0 or z = 0. In order to maintain the volume of the tetrahedral
0
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3
4
5 6
7
Figure 3.10: Example of locking behaviour in 3D: cube (grey lines) is fixed for all faces
containing the node 0 and undergoes load (black arrow) equally distributed on top face
(face with nodes 4,5,6,7); plot of three different tetrahedra types with fixed nodes (red
squares) and possible movements (black arrows with dashed lines)
elements at the boundary, the free node can only move in a plane. In the
corner of the beam, that is fixed by three sides in this example, this restricted
movement forces again a fixed node and a propagation fixing the complete
mesh. We relinquish to expand the example to hexahedra, but would like to
underline, that a boundary hexahedron has four free nodes, while a boundary
tetrahedron only has one free node. Thus linear tetrahedra tend stronger to
volumetric locking than linear hexahedra. Similarly, the second example can
be expanded.
These examples are obviously constructed for the explanation of volumet-
ric locking. In standard settings, volumetric locking decreases the rate of
convergence or yields unrealistic behaviours, particularly for non-symmetric
structured meshes. An example of unrealistic behaviour is displayed in fig-
ure 3.11: we consider an object in the shape of an hourglass that is fixed on
the bottom and a surface force is applied at the top pulling straight up. Since
there are several tetrahedral elements with three fixed nodes (surrounded by
red lines in figure 3.11) on one side of the object, volumetric locking occurs
asymmetrically and the object tilts to the front. This minimalistic, but rela-
tively general example uses a Poisson’s ratio of 0.4, showing issues when using
linear tetrahedral elements. Note, that the asymmetric behaviour is observed
due to the non-symmetric mesh, the upper node of the locked elements are all
at the front of our hourglass – this can be easily seen when taking a look at the
second image of figure 3.11. In a more general case, the locked elements are
distributed symmetrically and instead of an asymmetric behaviour, the object
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behaves generally stiffer and the convergence rate deteriorates.
F
Figure 3.11: Example for an unrealistic behaviour due to volume locking: locked
elements are surrounded by red lines; from left to right: initial configuration with applied
forces on top and fixed boundary condition on bottom, mesh in initial configuration, final
configuration front view, mesh in final configuration front view, final configuration side
view, mesh in final configuration side view
In this example we used the sparse direct solver PARDISO proposed by [99].
When using an iterative solver like the conjugate gradient, a limited number of
iterations prevents the solver to converge and as a result the tilting behaviour
may not occur. Increasing the number of iterations yields the same tilting.
Therefore, it is better to use the error-based criterium to stop the iterations of
the solver. But similar arguments as for the number of iterations apply to the
error-based criterium. Thus, to prevent errors comming from the linear solver
and with that to ensure the correct interpretation of results, direct methods
are the better choice for the early phase of implementing a new method. For
further explanations related to linear solvers, please refer to section 3.4.
Another argument for the improved behaviour of linear rectangles com-
pared to linear triangles is the enlarged space of shape functions: the forth
node adds a linearly independent polynomial to the space of shape functions
in the reference element. The same applies for the three dimensional case,
linear hexahedra have a greater space of shape functions than tetrahedra and
thus, beyond the argument of the volumetric locking, the approximation is
improved. To obtain further insight, we consider the example displayed in fig-
ure 3.12, which has been presented in [19], using a Poisson’s ratio of 0.3 that
avoids the effect of volumetric locking. It can be observed, that the conver-
gence rate for linear shape functions on tetrahedra and hexahedra is for both
of degree 1, but there is a minor difference between the errors from the begin-
ning favoring hexahedral elements. Beyond this result, the experiment shows,
that the convergence rate is rather dependent on the polynomial degree of the
shape function, e.g. elements of order two have a convergence rate of two,
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Figure 3.12: Comparison of different element types from [19] top setup of the exam-
ple and an example of tetrahedral and hexahedral meshes; bottom convergence of the
different element types
while the element type of order three has a convergence rate of three. Note,
that elements with higher polynomial order generally speaking result in higher
computational cost for each degree of freedom and each element, as the spatial
integration process has a higher complexity and the system matrices show a
denser behaviour. In conclusion, due to the improved accuracy combined with
the simplicity second order elements are considered to be a good compromise.
In the example displayed in figure 3.13, the hollow black node only is rep-
resented in the small elements and not in the big. A case like this one can
occur, when remeshing algorithms do not perform the remeshing process prop-
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erly and as a result the new mesh does not fulfill the conditions for the spatial
discretization presented in 3.2. According to the stiffness matrices and the
theory introduced beforehand, this node could move independently of the big
element, as displayed in the right figure. Thus, even if there is no gap inside an
Figure 3.13: Hanging node: Left: initial configuration, the hollow black dot is only
present in the smaller elements; Right: when staying untreated, the node in the middle
(hollow black dot) can move freely introducing a gap between elements (red triangle)
object directly after a topological change, after some deformations the current
discretized object may have gaps inside of the mesh and might not comply
with the conditions. The literature describes these discretizations by the term
non-conformal mesh, with so called hanging or incompatible nodes.
To avoid the behaviour of appearing gaps inside of the object due to hang-
ing nodes, different ideas can get applied, two of them are presented in the
following.
The hanging nodes need to be incorporated into the existing linear system of
equations, such that forces can be propagated from the hanging nodes to the
standard nodes of our mesh and furthermore, that displacements are propa-
gated from the standard nodes to hanging nodes. This style of propagation is
usually called master-slave configuration. Lagrangian multipliers provide this
configuration, but increase the total number of degrees of freedom and can
lead to ill-conditioned systems.
Therefore at this point we work with the standard (reduced) representation to
calculate new positions, and with a representation that also contains all the
hanging nodes [108]. Linking these two representations can be mathematically
described using a transformation matrix T, that contains barycentric coordi-
nates of the hanging nodes dependent on the standard mesh nodes and relates
the system matrices, the forces and the displacements by matrix-matrix or
matrix-vector multiplications. The computational cost of this method remains
low, as only the reduced system needs to be solved, but with a denser matrix
than the initial one. Beyond that, the linking between the initial configura-
tion with the hanging nodes needs to be performed, which goes along with
additional computational costs. For further information, please refer to the
detailed description in [17].
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In this chapter, we give an introduction to virtual cutting, that is used in
the following chapters about linear and quadratic cutting. In the first section,
we give a short state of the art, presenting the main ideas to solve this problem.
The second section presents the eXtended finite element method, a method we
worked on in the past. We conclude with the combinatorial maps, a particular
representation of topologies that is valuable for topological changes in real-
time.
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4.1 Physically-based simulation of cuts in deformable bod-
ies
This section serves as an introduction to the relevant work in the fields of
topological changes resulting from cutting or fracture. In reality, cutting in-
cludes the excertion of a force and potentially a deformation before the object
is separated [114]. Cuts in virtual reality are usually described as a controlled
separation process performed through a directed path, while fracturing or tear-
ing refers to the cracking or breaking of an object under the action of stress.
These two processes lead to the determination of a cutting or fracture path, re-
quiring topological updates and thus a change of the physical behaviour of the
object. The following descriptions use the term virtual cutting interchangeably
for cuts and fractures in simulations. Thus in this state of the art we address
the topological update of deformable models without further notice on the
source of the change. Virtual cutting either takes place on rigid or deformable
solids, but some key challenges are emphasized in the context of deformations
and surgical simulations.
We provide the reader with few essential landmarks for the cutting algo-
rithms presented by Wu et al. [128] and Bruyns et al. [16]. Moreover, we
describe more recent works, that might have importance for the developement
of the research field. Our focus hereby is on the update of the topology and
the simulation of deformations after cuts. For further information on different
techniques for collisions after topological changes, we refer to [128, 127]. We
attach importance to accurate, robust and efficient methods, with particular
interest in methods that allow computations in real-time. Note, that an exact
definition of the term real-time is dependent on the application: when target-
ing at what we call visual real-time, it is commonly referred to be above 25Hz,
while real-time for haptic applications is related to 300Hz until 1000Hz. One
simulation can have two components running at different speeds, to address
both real-time for visual and for haptic feedback with a high efficiency [43]. In
the context of this work, we are mainly interested in the real-time aspect re-
lated to visual feedback. But even with this restriction, it is difficult to evaluate
the speed of different methods, as similar approaches implemented differently,
e.g. on the CPU or GPU, might result in greatly differing frame rates. To
prevent wrong inferences, in this overview, with computation times we provide
the reader with the implementation technique, if it has been mentioned in the
references.
The important building blocks for virtual cuts are: the mechanical model
and material laws, the method to simulate the deformations, and the algo-
rithm proposed for the topological update. Section 1 details our choice for the
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mechanical model and the material laws. However, to prevent a restriction to
this particular choice, this section describes methods for virtual cutting, which
are based on different deformation models. The main deformation models used
for the simulation of virtual cuts on deformable objects are the finite element
method, mass spring systems and mesh-less approaches such as position based
dynamics, e.g. recently combined with metaballs [76]. To adapt to topological
updates, different improvements of the conventional form of these methods
have been proposed and are presented in this section. Let us note that the
similarity between methods like the finite element method and mass spring
systems allow using the same idea for virtual cuts for both mechanical models.
Moreover, re-meshing techniques like the ones presented in subsection 4.1.1
can be combined with mesh-less approaches.
The literature on virtual cuts shows that tetrahedral elements were used
from the beginning until now, e.g. [69, 14, 24, 68, 63, 107, 43, 123], while virtual
cuts on hexahedral elements were introduced more recently [129, 26, 126, 101].
For polyhedral meshes, there has been only a few works [124, 57]. And mesh-
less methods have an increasing importance [65, 83, 88, 104], particularly com-
bined with other approaches or as hybrid ideas [73, 74, 75, 92, 93].
4.1.1 Re-meshing approaches
Subdivisions of hexahedral elements yield in most of the cases non-conformal
meshes (see subsection 3.5 for the definition) and thus re-meshing approaches
for the conventional finite element method are mostly related to other element
types. Thus in this chapter we present ideas proposed for tetrahedral elements,
but also for polyhedral elements and finally – using the T-junctions introduced
in subsection 3.5 – subdivisions of hexahedral elements [59].
When working with the conventional finite element method, ill-shaped ele-
ments lead to numerical instabilities (see the work of Shewchuck et al. [102] and
subsection 3.4) and an elevated number of created nodes potentially reduces
the ability of an algorithm to calculate solutions in real-time. Thus challenges
of re-meshing algorithms include controlling the number of created nodes, and
maintaining the quality of the inserted or updated elements. This is partic-
ularly difficult for partial, multiple and repeated cuts occurring in the same
elements. Mesh creation methods, which are faced with similar challenges,
remain an active research topic [105, 131, 119] and solutions are in some cases
worth being considered.
One of the first works addressing virtual cutting proposes to remove the
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Figure 4.1: Two dimensional illustration of the different methods for the incorporation
of a cut (red curves) into a mesh, with the boundary depicted as a black bold line (figure
extracted from [128])
elements traversed by the cut [24]. The removed elements are in a strip of
material around the cut surface, which leads to jagged cut surfaces particularly
when a coarse mesh is used. Moreover the object looses volume, contradicting
the conservation of mass and thus the balance of energy in the system. The
approach allows for real-time simulation of the cut since no degrees of freedom
are introduced and no subdivision process is required.
The snapping method presented in [68] moves the vertices of the original
grid to the separation surface and disconnects the object at these vertices. It
results in a close approximation of the cutting surface inside of the tetrahedral
mesh adding a low number of degrees of freedom. But, since the topology
remains the same, separations are restricted by the topology of the original
mesh and partial cutting of an element is not possible. Moreover, the method
may lead to ill-shaped elements and moving points on the surface may change
the volume. Dependent on the applied technique to calculate the mass, thus
contradicting the preservation of mass.
The refinement or re-meshing methods – like the ones proposed in [69,
63, 33, 13, 50] – replace a cut tetrahedron by several other tetrahedra that
have their nodes on the separation surface and are disconnected at the desired
location. Some of these re-meshing techniques allow for partial cuts, but usu-
ally introduce a lot more of nodes. Most of these existing methods are either
restricted to planar cuts or enforce a further re-meshing when a second cut
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appears. As further re-meshing potentially results in added nodes, it can slow
down the simulation. In addition, separations close to the nodes may introduce
ill-shaped elements, compromising the stability of the simulation.
A combination of snapping and refinement can alleviate some of the weak-
nesses of the methods [112]. However, since snapping algorithms do not allow
for partially cut elements, partial separations have to rely on the existing re-
meshing techniques.
When used in combination with the conventional FEM, re-meshing opera-
tions need to build conformal meshes. Please keep in mind, that for conformal
meshes, the intersection of two elements is a sub-element of both elements -
either a complete face, a complete edge or a vertex. Except from [13, 50], most
the methods proposed in the literature do not meet this requirement after the
topological operations. But, when augmenting the conventional FEM with
T-junctions as described in subsection 3.5, these methods can be used with
additional computational cost.
Similarly, multiresolution approaches for hexahedra work with T-junctions
[31]. A hexahedron is subdivided using a one-to-eight split, replacing one
hexahedron by eight small hexahedra that have half of the edge length of
the original hexahedron and each small hexahedron contains an original node.
For the small hexahedra new nodes for each edge, face and the volume are
inserted. As these nodes may not be present in the neighboring elements,
the non-conformal mesh needs to be treated with the theory of T-junctions.
Repeating the one-to-eight split, e.g. restricted to maximally two subdivisions,
these methods allow for adaptive refinement in regions where higher details in
deformations are desired. Tetrahedral elements can as well be subdivided into
eight, inserting new nodes on each edge, new small tetrahedra have again half
of the edge length of the original tetrahedron. Four of the new tetrahedra
contain one original node, while the other four only contain new nodes. Thus
this operation allows to construct tetrahedral multiresolution meshes. For
occuring cuts, the mesh can be repeatedly split until the highest level and
then a separation along the face closest to the cut instrument [59]. Results
show for the implementation on a CPU, that the computational cost for a
single simulation step before topological changes and the cost for topological
changes itself stay very low. However, to our understanding, no information
is given for computation times after cuts, and due to a lot of added degrees of
freedom, we expect these to be very high.
The re-meshing approaches presented so far start with a mesh that consists
of one element type, in our cases mainly tetrahedra, but also hexahedra, and
the topological changes are only allowed to introduce new elements of that
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type. This limitation can yield on the one side to ill-shaped elements and
thus to instable simulations or on the other side to non-conformal meshes and
thus a necessity to treat the T-juctions with additional computational cost.
To create a smaller number of elements, the literature proposes to remove this
constraint by allowing the creation of polyhedra [124, 57]. These approaches
potentially yield simplified operations, but polyhedral elements need to stay
convex. Let us note, that there exist no integration schemes for polyhedral
domains and the integrals necessary for the building of the stiffness matrices are
only approximated. Furthermore, similar to tetrahedral elements, ill-shaped
elements negatively impact the stability of the simulation after virtual cuts.
But contrary to tetrahedral elements, quality measures for polyhedral elements
are not existent for general cases and thus numerical instabilities are difficult
to prevent.
In conclusion, the main challenge for the re-meshing approaches is to control
the quality of newly inserted elements and thus to ensure the stability of the
simulation after cuts.
4.1.2 Finite element methods adapted to topological changes
Each computational element (finite element) of the conventional FEM ap-
proach, interpolates the element nodes using the shape functions to obtain
each position in the discretized element. Hence, due to the continuity of the
shape functions, there is no possibility for material discontinuities – or separa-
tions – inside of an element. In order to allow for virtual cuts, the last section
proposed re-meshing approaches, that do not separate inside the elements,
but on the boundary faces of the elements. In this section we present modi-
fied finite element methods, which allow for separations inside of the elements.
Hereby the differentiation between geometrical element (cell) and computa-
tional element (finite element) plays an important role as it helps to balance
between speed and accuracy, while preserving the stability of the simulation.
We first present the virtual node algorithm, an approach known for its stabil-
ity in complex cutting scenarios, that dublicates cut elements by reusing the
existing stiffness matrices. This approach is followed by the composite finite
element (CFEM), an approach that uses a coarse and a fine grid and that is
particularly interesting for simulating very detailed geometries and complex
cuts. CFEM provides real-time frame rates and an adjustable accuracy of the
simulation. Finally, we present briefly the eXtented Finite Element Method
(X-FEM), while details will be provided in subsection 4.2.
The virtual node algorithm first presented in the context of topological
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Figure 4.2: Left: virtual node algorithm (figure extracted from [107]) for two cuts
on tetrahedral elements; Right: composite finite element method (figure extracted
from [128]), with the coarse and the fine rectangular elements and a cut (red curve)
separating the links (green lines) between the elements
changes in [62] proposes to cut an element by creating a copy (or copies) of
the geometric elements (cells) and by assigning a portion of the material to
each copy of the cells. Sliver elements or, in general, ill-shaped computational
finite elements are avoided, as the computational element is the same as the
original element. While Molino et al. [62] only allow to separate a tetrahedron
into four independent parts, each containing one original node of the tetra-
hedron, Sifakis et al. [107] improved the method to split a tetrahedron into
an arbitrary number of sub tetrahedra. And [123] extended the method to be
able to pass trough the tetrahedron mesh vertices, edges and faces and the ap-
plied algorithm has a lower complexity than [107]. In surgical simulations the
virtual node algorithm has been used recently by [43]. Collision and cutting
are handled on the CPU, while deformations are processed by the GPU. Sim-
ilarly to [123], it allows passing through sub-elements, but uses additionally a
reversed node-snapping, i.e. the cutting blade is snapped to the nodes of the
mesh. The implementation runs with high framerates and results in visually
pleasing simulation result, allowing for a lot of different simulation scenarios.
With the improved use of computational power, when cutting arises, frame
rates are still in real-time, around 40Hz for the visual feedback. However,
despite these obvious advantages, the virtual node algorithm copies the stiff-
ness matrices of cut elements and thus does not simulate physically correct
behaviour and is not suitable when aiming at a high accuracy.
Another approach, the composite finite element method (CFEM) [37, 97]
uses a coarse uniform grid for the simulation of deformations and a fine grid
for the visualization and collision. The work introduced in [26] and improved
by [126, 129] proposes to connect elements in the fine grid by links, that are
deleted if a separation takes place. An element of the coarse simulation grid
is duplicated as soon as a separation of the complete fine grid inside of the
coarse element takes place. In contrary to the virtual node algorithm, the
computational elements are not a copy of the initial element, but only contain
a portion of the initial element. As a result, a higher physical accuracy can be
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expected when virtual cuts are performed on meshes with similar resolutions.
The method is very efficient and well-adapted to visually pleasing real-time
simulations. However, since a cut of a coarse element is based on the complete
separation of the fine grid inside the coarse element, partial cuts are not sup-
ported. Moreover, star cuts are difficult to handle, as the links to neighboring
elements is restricted by the number of hexahedral faces.
The eXtended finite element method [8] uses different representations for
the geometry and the computation of the deformation: the space of the stan-
dard shape function can be extended by discontinuous shape functions. When
an element is cut, additional degrees of freedoms related to these particular
shape functions propagate the discontinuity inside of the element. With dif-
ferent enlargements of the shape function space, completely and partially cut
elements with high complexity can be simulated. Let us note, that the appli-
cation of boundary conditions on the cut surface needs particular treatment,
as this surface is inside of the element and does not contain the nodes of the
object. Further informations on the method are presented in subsection 4.2.
4.1.3 Mesh-free methods
In contrary to mesh-based methods, neighborhood informations for mesh-less
methods [9] are computed node- and not saved element-based. Approximation
functions, as well called shape functions, are defined for each node and use so
called kernel, weight or, in the case of smooth particle hydrodynamics (SPH),
smoothing functions. The kernel function of a node determines a domain of
influence of each evaluation point dependent on its distance to the node. That
means every other node in this domain influences the node in consideration
and the influence decays rapidly with increasing distance using a local support
function. When deformations occur, the domain of influence stays the same,
but it is possible, that nodes go in and out of this domain. Still, for elastic
behaviour, the shape functions keep the object together and the nodes can’t
mix arbitrarily, dependent on the grade of elasticity.
In order to account for topological changes, there are two possibilities: first,
the labeling of nodes prevents to take account of nodes on the other side of the
cut and second the neighborhood information and thus the kernel functions
can be adapted. In the literature, the second proposition has been mainly
discussed: first techniques before 1996 are described in high detail in [9], while
more recent approaches were discussed in detail by [128]. We give a brief
insight into the general ideas of cutting methods based on the adaption of the
kernel functions, and mention recent propositions, to label nodes when cuts
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occur afterwards.
The visibility criterion [10] sets the kernel function to zero for areas, that
are not visible from the simulation node. This straight forward approach
introduces an artificial discontinuity for points that are just before and behind
the separation tip p, that results in a nonconvex boundary and yields negative
effects on the applied Galerkin method. As a result, the convergence and
stability decrease. Improvements suggested by [88] use a visibility disk, that
guarantees a smoother adaptation by a continuous decay around the cut.
Figure 4.3: Modelling of a discontinuity (red curve) in meshless methods (figure ex-
tracted from [128]): an object (gray), sampled by simulation nodes (blue dots) with an
example node xi and an evaluation point x
Differently to the visibility criterion, the transparency method [71, 84, 36]
considers that points are visible through a crack. Hereby, the degree of trans-
parency is related to the distance from the crack tip to the point of intersection
a between the crack and the connection of the node xi with the evaluation
point x, see figure 4.3 (b). This degree of transparency is incorporated into
the weighted function and thus changes the adjancy information between two
nodes.
In parallel to the transparency method, Organ et al. [71] proposed the
diffraction method, which uses a distance that “wraps around” the cut: it is the
sum of the distances from the node to the crack tip and from the crack tip to the
evaluation node. Both methods presented by Organ et al are implemented only
for two dimensional domains. Steinemann et al. [113] combine the approach
with a visibility graph and extend it to work for three dimensionsal objects.
The visibility graph contains edges between visible nodes, that are removed
when intersecting with a virtual cut. Then the distance is measured along the
visibile edges and inserted inside the kernel functions.
Note that, besides the good summary of Wu et al. [128], the comparison of
the visibility criteria, the transparency and diffraction method in plots makes
the work of Pietroni et al. [88] particularly interesting for the reader.
Recently, Shrivatava et al. [104] proposed to label nodes close to appearing
cuts and to use the labeling to not take into account of an adjacency of two
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Figure 4.4: Labeling of the nodes ((pair of) numbers close to nodes) when virtual cuts
occur (figure extracted from [104])
nodes lying on different sides of the virtual cut. Different to the approaches
above, the cutting plane is surrounded by a a bounding volume, whose choice
is adapted to the scenario and the paper proposes to use a cylinder. Every
time such a cutting tool enters the deformable object, it is assigned a number.
Nodes inside the bounding volume and above (below) the cutting plane formed
by the tool are assigned the positive (negative) value of this id. These labels are
stored in a vector, that is compared before considering an adjacency between
two nodes and thus a separation between these nodes can take place. In
contrary to the visibility criterion this introduction of a virtual cut does not
allow artificial discontinuity to creep in, but the work only considers planar
cuts.
Since meshless methods are node-based, the surface of the simulated objects
is not represented. To visualize the deformation not only at the nodes but also
at the boundary of the object, the approaches have been applied together with
meshes for the geometry of the object. When virtual cuts occur, new surfaces
need to be constructed. In order to address this issue, the methods in their form
presented above, are often combined with other mesh-based approaches [113,
84, 88]. Interesting combinations with other approaches are discussed in the
following.
4.1.4 Combined approaches and other ideas
The previous chapters reveal several shortcomings or weaknesses of the pre-
sented methods, e.g. illshaped elements and thus instabilities for the re-
meshing techniques or no visualization of surfaces for the meshless approaches.
Adapted methods or extensions often potentially alleviate these issues, some
have been presented in subsection 4.1.2 and briefly at the end of subsec-
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tion 4.1.3. Smart application of two ideas can combine the strengths of the
methods, while circumventing the shortcomings, without a considerable amount
of additional computational resources. In this section, we present some of the
most recent approaches, further combinations, particularly between meshless
methods for the dynamics and surface meshes, are listed in [128].
Pan et al. [73, 74, 92, 93, 75] propose to use position based dynamics
(PBD) for the deformations. This is either combined with a coarse tetrahedral
mesh [73, 74, 92, 93] to enforce a volume and an energy constraint [11] or
combined with metaballs used as a second dynamic system taking account of
the stretching potential energy [75]. To link the approaches, the PBD updates
the positions of the tetrahedral mesh nodes for the first and the sphere centers
of the metaballs for the second approach. For both ideas a high-resolution
surface mesh visualizes the object and is updated by subdivision when a cut
occurs.
Virtual cuts in [73, 74, 92, 93] result in a re-meshing of the coarse tetrahe-
dral elements based on the scheme proposed e.g. in [63], which essentially rep-
resents the five possible subdivisions of a tetrahedral element. The barycentric
mapping between the volume and the surface mesh is updated and constraints
are applied on the newly inserted elements. Incision surfaces are identified by
the intersections between the existing boundary surface mesh, the sweeping
surface of the cutting tool and the volume mesh.
Figure 4.5: Update of the metaballs when a cut occurs: left: before the cut, with
deleted metaballs in red ; right: after the cut leaves the object, with created metaballs in
yellow (figure extracted from [75])
In [75], intersected metaballs are replaced by their sphere centers, that is
simulated by the PBD until the instrument leaves the object and new meta-
balls are packed into the area respecting the adapted topology, see figure 4.5.
Similarly to the approach above, the mapping between the volumetric repre-
sentation by the metaballs and the surface representation updates the position
of visualization for the continuation of the simulation. A constraint delaunay
triangulation provides the cutting surface.
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4.2 Adapted function space – the extended finite element
method
The eXtended finite element method is particularly interesting, as it provides
tools to handle elements that are completely and partially cut with complex
geometries. In this section, we discuss briefly our work on this topic, while
further details can be found in [77].
For simplicity, we only consider one cut, we define the volume above the
cut Ω+ ⊂ Bh and below the cut Ω+ ⊂ Bh. Then the idea of the eXtended
FEM can be stated as follows: Elements intersected with the cutting surface S
are identified and classified as completely and partially cut. Nodes of partially
cut element get branch enriched, while nodes completely cut elements are sign
enriched.
If a node of a sign enriched element is already branch enriched by another
element, the sign enrichment is not performed. An enrichment of a node
results in new degrees of freedom, equivalent to three degrees of freedom, or
one node, for a sign enriched and twelve degrees of freedom, or four nodes,
for a branch enriched node. These degrees of freedom are attached to the
existing displacement vector, first inserting the n(S) sign enriched and then
the n(B) branch enriched nodes.Then the connectivities ce of the elements
are updated by adding first the sign enriched node ids and then the branch
enriched node ids. Note, that a sign enrichment of a node is restricted to
the sign enriched element and thus only changes the connectivity of the sign
enriched element itself. In contrary, the branch enrichment of a node k has
an effect on all adjacent elements v(k) and even the connectivity of adjacent
unenriched elements needs to be updated. Thus a topological representation
needs to supply this neighborhood information. Now we can formulate the
shape functions for a sign enriched node with the global id k = ce(l), l > 4
inside a completely cut element e as
Φk(X) = Ne,l mod 4(X)ψl(X), ∀X ∈ Ωe, (4.1)
where ψl(X) =
H(X)−Hl
2
with
H(X) =
{
1, X ∈ Ω+
−1, X ∈ Ω− , and Hl = H(Pce(l)). (4.2)
In the literature, H is called the Heaviside function and ψl the shifted Heaviside
function. For more information on the choice of the enrichment function ψ,
please refer to Schoch et al. [100].
Now, defining the distance of a point X to the cut front by the radius r
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and the angular difference to the direction of the cut by θ, the shape function
for branch enriched nodes with the id k = ce(l), l > 4 is defined as
Φk(X) = Nl(X) = Fn(r, θ)Ne,l mod 4(X) (4.3)
F (r, θ) =
√
r
(
sin
(
θ
2
)
, cos
(
θ
2
)
, sin
(
θ
2
)
sin(θ), cos
(
θ
2
)
sin(θ)
)T
(4.4)
Here, we use the id n = (k − n(P) − n(S)) mod 4 of the asymptotic crack tip
function (ACTF) F .
With these definitions, the discretized displacement function writes
Uh = ukΦk = uce(l)Ne,l (4.5)
When using the derivation as in subsection 3.2, using the linear elasticity,
the stiffness matrix is expressed as a sum over the element domain and the
derivatives of the shape functions. Most implementations of the conventional
FEM apply the fast and stable Gauss integration. The Gauss integration is ad-
vantageous for the conventional FEM, since an exact numerical integration of
polynomials with low degrees over domains like a tetrahedron can be achieved.
The ACTFs are trigonometric functions wherefore the Gauss integration can
only approximate the solution of their integrals. Furthermore, the disconti-
nuity of the Heaviside function yields to inaccuracy, since an integration over
arbitrary three dimensional domains is necessary. In order to overcome the
negative side affects, we expand the idea of the Gauss integration to replacing
the integral by a sum of function values multiplied with integration weights.
The main contributions of our work [77] are:
• Application of the X-FEM to the simulation of cutting in soft tissue –
with almost arbitrary cuts
• Capability of simulating completely and partially cut elements
• An evaluation that demonstrates the superior accuracy in comparison
with the conventional FEM
• Very precise and application-related description of the X-FEM [77].
• An open source X-FEM implementation1
1Code hosting platform bitbucket - https://bitbucket.org.
Download command: git clone https://chrijopa@bitbucket.org/chrijopa/xfem-in-cpp.git
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Figure 4.6: Convergence analysis displaying the root mean square error (right) of the
eXtended FEM compared to a perfectly aligned conventional FEM solution on an example
of a cut in a beam (figure extracted from [77]): reference solution (left top), solution with
1810 elements and 595 nodes (left middle), zoom on partially (orange) and completely
(green) cut elements (left bottom)
The implementation has been evaluated on an example of a beam, that is
cut half way through, see figure A.24. Solutions using the conventional finite
element method are perfectly aligned to the cut surface and can be considered
as the best possible approximation of the method in this form. The extended
finite element method uses a randomly created mesh and thus is not optimized
for the cut geometry. Figure A.24, shows that even in this disadvantageous
scenario for the X-FEM, the method gives better results.
Figure 4.7: A liver with 888 linear tetrahedral elements is cut by a sinusoidal blade
(figure extracted from [77]): undeformed with the cutting surface (left), and deformation
after the cut (right)
Furthermore we applied the method to a medical example, cutting a volu-
metric mesh of a liver with a complex cut, see figure 4.7.
While the implementation provided with our publication [77] showed the
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advantage of the approach in the examples above, no evaluations on the speed
of the method are provided, as we only consider static simulations. As men-
tioned before, the shape functions defined in equation (4.3) are not polynomials
with a finite degree and the integration domains for completely and partially
cut elements are potentially complex due to the complexity of cuts such as in
figure 4.7. While the integration in completely cut elements can be handled
with algorithms such as [61] accurately, the integrals in partially cut elements
can only be approximated. Our expansion of the Gauss integration has high
computational cost and we do not expect such an implementation to run in
real-time. Moreover, the cut surfaces inside a cut element do not maintain
the Kronecker delta property, and thus a treatment of boundary conditions
on these surfaces needs particular methods. Similarly, multiple cuts need an
improved method, that already has a high complexity on two dimensional ex-
amples [47]. Therefore, despite the promising results, our work was directed
towards an implementation of a re-meshing algorithm (see chapter 5), that
can use standard integration methods, boundary conditions and does not need
new methods to deal with multiple cuts.
4.3 Mesh topology for virtual cutting
The overview of the last sections helps to define the main properties that a
topology confronted with appearing cuts should have. In this section, we briefly
state these properties and we show, that the conventional representation with
the connectivity ce of each element e falls short to meet the requirements.
Then we describe the combinatorial map topology and show how it fullfills
the needs for topological changes and point to different implementation of this
topological representation.
In the first part on real-time simulations of soft bodies and the previous
overview of cutting methods, several different representations of element shapes
have been used: triangles for surfaces, tetrahedra, hexahedra and even poly-
hedra for volumes. In finite element simulations these element shapes exist
side by side and even arise mixed in one mesh. Applying different degrees of
polynomial approximations on the element shapes yield different topological
structures, e.g. control points of quadratic shape functions can be assigned to
an edge of a quadratic triangle or tetrahedron (see chapter 6). A separation
of the topology, i.e. the connectivity and neighborhood information, and the
information on an entity or cell of the topology is valuable. Informations like a
control point on an edge are attached to every entity (or cell) of the topology,
including e.g.
–Vertex: Position Pk, displacement uk, velocity u̇k, ...
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–Edge: cut or uncut, control points for quadratic shape functions, ...
–Face: T-junctions [59], links between two hexahedral elements [129], ...
–Volume: cut or uncut (see subsection 4.2), ...
Similarly to the informations on cells, the neighborhood information be-
tween the different dimensions of the cells are necessary. Examples for neces-
sary neighborhood informations include, but are not restricted to
–Volumes around a vertex v(k): for the update of the connectivity ce of
all the elements around a branch enriched node (see section 4.2)
–Volumes around an edge v(e): to obtain all cut elements from a cut edge
–Volumes around a face v(f): for the T-junctions used by [59] and e.g.
for the visualization of an objects boundary
Figure 4.8: Separation process on the topological level for linear elements: intended
separation direction (red dotted line/curve) and node to be duplicated (black dot), dupli-
cation of node (blue dot): before topological change (left), at node duplication and the
update of direct neighbors of the edge (middle left) and the update of elements sharing
the node (middle right and right)
When topological changes arise, an indication of a face inside a volumetric
mesh and an edge in a surfacic mesh should be sufficient, such that the dupli-
cation of a node and the update of the element connectivities are performed,
see figure 4.8. The requirements mentioned above should be updated auto-
matically in the case of topological operations, i.e. the entities themselves,
the data on the entities and particularly the connectivity information. Where,
from an implementation point of view, it is advantageous, if topological opera-
tions on a particular element shape can be applied for any degree of polynomial
approximation without major changes.
The conventional topological representation, based on the connectivity ce
of every element, usually saves informations like vertex positions, velocity and
others separately in vectors related to the id of the vertices. For a volumetric
mesh, edges and faces need to be introduced using the connectivity of the
volumetric element. Then, necessary neighborhood informations similar to
the ones above are calculated. In simulations without topological changes,
the conventional representation of the topology only has high computational
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costs for the generation of these structures at the beginning of a simulation.
However, already simple scenarios like the one presented in figure 4.8 can be
cumbersome to implement. It is challenging to know, when a node has to be
duplicated and to which elements the duplicate is attached, particularly in
the volumetric case. Moreover, when topological changes occur as a result of
virtual cuts, the costs of reinitializing the topological structure endanger the
real-time aspect of the simulation. And implemented topological operations
are difficult to reuse, as the conventional topological representation only has
limited information on the element shape.
Introduced by Edmonds [27], the combinatorial representation uses so called
darts and bindings between the darts to construct a topology. In oriented
combinatorial maps, the combination of the bindings allows retrieving all the
informations on the topology, including the vertex, edge, face and volume ids of
and around any other entity. For a simple separation like the one in figure 4.8,
a face (or the edge for surfaces) where a separation takes place has to be pro-
vided to the topology. Then the topological structure deletes the bindings
between the two volumes (or respectively two faces for surfaces), adds auto-
matically a node if necessary and updates the connectivity information. That
means, the structure is maintained after topological operations, thus costly re-
constructions of neighborhood informations are prevented. Arbitrary element
shapes can be represented and topological operations are defined dependent
on the element shape. Saving informations on the polynomial degrees, e.g.
the control nodes for quadratic elements on the data of an edge, thus allows
reusing these operations without major implementation times.
The CGoGN2 library provides a very efficient implementation of combina-
torial maps, due to the fast processing times and versatility of implemented
operations [51]. Data structures are saved as attributes related to each cell
and updated efficiently, e.g. when a cell is deleted, the entry in the attributes
is skipped and when a new cell of the same dimension is added, this entry is
reused. This implementation has been used for the main contributions of this
work cutting volumetric elements, that are presented in the following chap-
ters: first we address the simulation of cuts on linear tetrahedral elements in
chapter 5. The topological operations are based on the theory of combina-
torial maps, that allow a smart extension to quadratic elements presented in
chapter 6.
2http://cgogn.unistra.fr/
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In this chapter, we present a re-meshing method that introduces a separa-
tion surface inside a mesh of linear tetrahedra with two main benefits: First,
the number of inserted nodes (vertices) and elements (tetrahedra) is kept as low
as possible to maintain real-time performances. Secondly, the quality of the
generated mesh is controlled, i.e. the shape of the introduced elements do not
hinder the numerical aspects of the FEM method. Our re-meshing algorithm
creates smart approximations of the cutting surface, can deal with complex
cutting scenarios and is compatible with classical snapping approaches.
The work described in this chapter has been published as a conference [81]
and a journal paper [80]. These publications serve as the main orientation for
the chapter.
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5.1 Virtual cutting of deformable objects based on effi-
cient topological operations
As virtual cuts occur in the simulation, the mesh supporting the FEM model
has to be adapted so that the simulation takes account of the expected phe-
nomena and reproduces what we call the mesh separation. The separating
surface S may be defined as the trajectory of a cutting tool or computed by
a fracture algorithm describing the occurrences of tearing or shearing in the
material. The tetrahedral elements traversed by this surface have to be cut,
refined or rearranged to reflect the new physical state.
The first step of our method is the sampling or detection of the separation
surface at the level of the edges of the FEM mesh. For each edge e of the
mesh, we compute or estimate a cutting or breaking point and the normal of
the separation surface at this point. The surface S may also pass through some
of the vertices of the mesh. This special case is addressed in section 5.1.3.
The second step consists in a local re-meshing of the model. Several re-
finement have been proposed in the computer graphics field. Most of them
insert too many vertices [12, 94] or introduce non tetrahedral elements [98].
The idea we defend here consists in the building of a set of triangles τj that
approximate the separation surface. These triangles are emerging from the
initial mesh after splits and flips on the tetrahedral elements.
The re-meshing algorithm we present is an extension of the
√
3-subdivision
scheme introduced by [18]. This approach soundly and efficiently handles
partial cuts, the emergence and propagation of cracks and the existence of
overlapping or crossing between separation surfaces.
5.1.1 Approximating the separation surface
An edge that crosses the separation surface indicates that incident volumes
are cut by the surface S. To take account of that, we introduce vertices in the
tetrahedra incident to crossed edges. The newly introduced vertices, denoted
pk, are positioned on the surface S. The next steps proceed with the insertion
of edges between the pk and finally the insertion of the triangles τj connecting
the newly introduced vertices.
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Inserting vertices: The first step consists in subdividing every tetrahedron
that is crossed, even partially, by the separation surface S. We use the 1-4 split,
replacing the initial tetrahedron by four new tetrahedra sharing the inserted
vertex pk (see figure 5.1).
1-4 split
pk pk+1
Figure 5.1: A set of tetrahedra incident to an edge before (top left) and after (top
right) the 1-4 split; (bottom) 1-4 split of a tetrahedron.
The 1-4 split allows for an arbitrary choice of the vertex position inside
the volumes. The intersections of the edges with the separation surface are
computed: If the separation surface crosses three or more edges e on a tetra-
hedron, we insert the new vertex at the barycenter of the intersections. If only
one or two edge(s) of a tetrahedron are crossed – in case of partial cut – we
use intersecting points between the edges of the tetrahedron and the extension
of the separation surface to compute the barycenter. The position of the in-
serted point belongs to one of the most important parts of our technique and
is discussed in detail in section 5.3. In case of a further cut of the tetrahedron,
the vertices are moved to the updated barycenter following the same rules.
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Inserting edges: The second step aims at creating edges between the in-
serted vertices. Let us consider the tetrahedra generated by the 1-4 splits
around the initial edges e. They form a sequence of pairwise adjacent tetra-
hedra. Each pair of tetrahedra vk,vk+1 share a face f , incident to e, and thus
three vertices. Their fourth vertices are respectively pk and pk+1.
We perform a 2-3 flip around the face f , replacing two adjacent tetrahedra
by three tetrahedra with the same vertices. The shared face is deleted, but the
three new tetrahedra share the edge {pk,pk+1}. This way, the faces initially
incident to e are replaced by a sequence of edges. These edges form a closed
polygon lying on the surface S (see figure 5.2).
2-3 flip
pkpk pk+1
pk+1 pk+4
Figure 5.2: A set of tetrahedra before (top left) and after (top right) the 2-3 flips.
Flipping the faces incident to e creates a closed polygon {pk, . . . ,pk+n(v(e))} (green);
(bottom) 2-3 flip of two tetrahedra.
In order to perform the 2-3 flip, the connection between {pk,pk+1} has to
be completely inside the two neighboring tetrahedra. The vertices {pk,pk+1}
inserted by the 1-4 splits both depend on the intersection of the separation
surface with the tetrahedras’ edges. This choice helps to ensure that the 2-3
flip can be performed.
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Inserting triangles: Each crossed edge e is now surrounded by a set of
n(v(e)) tetrahedra that contain the vertices of the crossed edge and two points
of the polygon {pk, . . . ,pk+n(v(e))}. The last step builds a set of (n(v(e))− 2)
triangles τj by triangulating the polygon {pk, . . . ,pk+n(v(e))}.
pk
pk pk+1
pk+1
pk+2
pk+3pk+4pk+4
Figure 5.3: (left) tetrahedra surrounding the cut edge (yellow); (middle) general flip;
(right) triangulation of the separation surface (green triangles), showing the tetrahedra
below the cut
As the vertices {pk} are placed to sample the separation surface, the tri-
angles τj approximate the separation surface by construction. The n(v(e))
tetrahedra surrounding the edge are replaced by 2(n(v(e))− 2) tetrahedra de-
fined by the three vertices of each τj and by one of the vertices of e (figure 5.3).
In the literature, this operation is called a general flip or an edge removal.
5.1.2 Consideration of the boundary
When the separation surface crosses the boundary of the simulated object, a
specific refinement of the boundary tetrahedra is needed to build this cut line.
The additional refinement combines the previous tetrahedral re-meshing with
an extended
√
3-refinement of the boundary triangles.
Re-meshing the boundary surface: In this paragraph, we describe the
refinement of triangles of the boundary surface, ignoring the tetrahedra behind
them (figure 5.4). The edges that are crossed by the cut line are first selected.
New vertices are inserted on the cut line in the adjacent triangles that are split
into three. Then the selected edges, except the boundary ones (at the left),
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Figure 5.4: (left) an outline of the
√
3-refinement on two triangles; (middle) the
edges crossed by the cut line are selected; (right) the adjacent triangles are refined to
approximate the curve. The extremities of the cut line are obtained with the insertion of
vertices on the boundary edges.
are flipped to link the new vertices. The flipped edges define a polygonal line
that smartly approximates the cut line. The boundary edges are finally split
at the crossing point of the cut line with an edge with a feature.
Re-meshing the boundary tetrahedra: The refinement of boundary
tetrahedra follows this scheme, but uses volumetric operators replacing the
operators of the two dimensional case. Similar to the case for edges inside the
object, a crossed edge induces a 1-4 split. Then we deal separately with the
re-meshing of the boundary tetrahedra: The 1-3 split of triangles is replaced
by a 1-3 split extended to tetrahedra shown in figure 5.5 (left). We obtain a
polygon of {pk} with vertices on the separation, but in contrast to the inner
edges, that polygon is opened, between the points inserted by the 1-3 split.
edge
bisection
Figure 5.5: (left) 1-3 split of a tetrahedron: a vertex is inserted in the boundary
triangle; (right) bisection of a boundary edge: the incident tetrahedra are split.
Since more than two tetrahedra may be incident to a boundary edge, the
replacement of the edge flip on the boundary faces is not straightforward. We
use the general edge flip illustrated in figure 5.3 (left) to replace the n(v(e))
tetrahedra incident to the boundary edge with 2(n(v(e))−2) tetrahedra. This
operator inserts an edge that closes the polygon between the vertices inserted
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into the two boundary triangles as shown in figure 5.6 (middle top) and ap-
proximates the separation surface by a set of triangles τj.
p
p
Figure 5.6: Re-meshing around a boundary edge (dotted blue line). (left) 1-4 splits
are applied to all tetrahedra (new edges are plot as red lines), next 1-3 splits are applied
on the boundary tetrahedra only (new edges are plot as green lines); then, the boundary
edge is replaced by a general flip (middle top) or split to maintain a desired feature
(middle bottom); (right) the final re-meshing on the boundary of the object after a split
of the edge.
The general flip removes the initial boundary edge, which may locally
smooth the surface. If this edge belongs to an important feature of the mesh
this could be undesirable. The dihedral angle of the boundary faces incident
to the cut edge helps to determine, whether the edge belongs to an important
feature: for angles close to 180◦ a general flip can be performed without neg-
ative impact, while a general flip on smaller angles changes the surface and
thus the volume of the object. In that case, we replace the general flip by the
bisection of the boundary edge illustrated on figure 5.5 (right). The bisection
introduces a new vertex p at the intersection of the edge with the separation
surface. The new vertex p is used to close the polygon. Again, we end up with
tetrahedra, that approximate the separation surface with a set of triangles τj.
This case is illustrated in figure 5.6 (middle bottom) and (right).
5.1.3 Disconnection of the mesh
At this point, the separation surface S is approximated with inserted vertices,
edges and triangles built from the set of crossed edges. This approach is tai-
lored to the case where S crosses the edges far away from their extremities.
When the surface S passes near vertices of the FEM mesh, it may be desir-
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able to move these vertices to the surface – or snap them – instead of inserting
unnecessary elements and vertices. The presented re-meshing approach is com-
patible with classical snapping strategies, like the one presented by [68]. Their
combination is presented hereafter, before the disconnection step is discussed.
Snapping to the separation surface: Intersections of the separation
surface S with an edge Ωe(t) either yield a re-meshing or result in a movement
of one of the existing vertices k(e) to the separation surface. In order to decide
which alternative is chosen, we introduce a parameter ǫ.
Figure 5.7: Left: Cut (red curve) of a triangular mesh (black lines); Right: Intersected
edges (black lines), with the slope of the cut curve at the intersection (dotted green
lines), and the distances to the edge vertices (dotted blue lines)
If an intersection occurs, we obtain the position pS∩Ωe(t) of the intersec-
tion and we save the normal nS(pS∩Ωe(t)) of the separation surface S at the
intersection. Then we calculate the distance of the vertices of e to the plane
through the point pS∩Ωe(t) with the normal nS(pS∩Ωe(t)). We compare the dis-
tance to the threshold ǫ multiplied by a mesh parameter – in our case the
average length of the edges in the rest position of the mesh. Finally, a vertex
is snapped – or moved – to pS∩Ωe(t), if its distance is smaller than the distance
of the other vertex on the edge and is below the value mentioned above. We
discuss the choice of the threshold in the section on the results.
Unsewing over the separation surface: To allow for a fine management
of the topological relations linking cells (vertices, edges, faces, volumes) in the
mesh, we use the idea of combinatorial maps presented in section 4.3. An
efficient implementation of the data structure based on this model is proposed
in the CGoGN library [51]. It provides tools to manipulate the topology of
meshes and an attribute manager for the different cells.
An important property of combinatorial maps is that they explicitly repre-
sent the volumetric binding between the two faces of adjacent tetrahedra. In
order to separate our mesh at the separation surface S we unsew that link as
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soon as a face f is known to be on the separation surface S. To track this
information during the re-meshing, we use markers in the way described in the
following paragraph.
Each vertex introduced on the separation surface (by the previously pre-
sented operators) is marked. The snapped vertices are marked the same way.
As soon as the three vertices of a face are marked, its volumetric binding
is deleted. This operations results in a hole between the two elements shar-
ing this face, but, at this stage, their vertices are still connected. The faces
are disconnected one after the others what makes the holes grow in a greedy
manner.
Finally, as soon as a cycle of adjacent faces, incident to a same vertex, are
disconnected, the vertex is separated into two vertices (i.e. it is duplicated)
triggering an update of the FEM part. This last condition is automatically
checked by the CGoGN library, see section 4.3 for further information.
5.1.4 Handling successive cuts
After carrying out the topological changes introduced in the preceding subsec-
tions, we obtain a volumetric mesh naturally supporting an occurrence of new
separations. This allows our method to separate initial and newly inserted
edges several times.
However, each additional separation of an edge reduces the edge length –
which can result in ill-shaped elements or edges with greatly differing lengths.
Our algorithm prevents this negative impact using the threshold ǫ introduced
in the last subsection: as soon as the edge length decreases beyond the thresh-
old multiplied by the average length of the edges, the snapping of vertices is
performed, avoiding a further subdivision and additional computational cost.
Beyond that, our algorithm can be used iteratively to incorporate a sepa-
ration surface into a volumetric mesh with higher detail: This can be achieved
by using the operations mentioned beforehand repetitively – but inserting the
nodes of the 1-4 split at the barycenter of the tetrahedron – in the elements
that intersect with the separation surface. Finally, at the highest level of re-
finement, the vertices of the 1-4 split are inserted on the separation surface,
allowing a detailed representation of the separation surface inside the volumet-
ric mesh. Our approach is specifically interesting in the context of iterative
refinement, since a refinement around an edge only has an impact on the tetra-
hedra around the edge, but not on their neighbors – an advantage that has
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also been presented in [50]. However the nodes inserted by the iterative re-
finement that are not on the separation surface go along with an additional
computational cost, that can endanger the real-time aspect of our approach.
Therefore, we use the iterative approach in the context of this work.
5.2 Results and impact on numerical stability
(a) Cut in knee surgery, with the opening of the wound
(b) Advancement of a cut in liver surgery
(c) A cut that results in a propagating crack
Figure 5.8: Virtual cuts produced with our method.
We implemented different examples, based on the proposed method, using
the open source framework SOFA [29]. We perform interactive cuts on soft tis-
sues models: for example on a knee in figure A.26a or on a liver in figure A.26b.
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In addition, we show that a combination of cutting and breaking of a cylinder
can be realized using our method, see figure A.26d.
The quality of the re-meshing – regarding real-time FEM simulation – can
be measured with the number of nodes and the condition number of the system
that has to be solved (for further information of the condition number on the
system, see section 3.4). Thus, we use these two measures to demonstrate the
benefits of our method.
Figure 5.9: Reference re-meshing algorithms: Left: 1:17 subdivision (figure extracted
from [13]); Right: one step of the re-meshing algorithm proposed by [50] (figure extracted
from [50])
We choose to compare our approach with the approach followed by Bielser
and al. [13, 14] based on the 1:17 subdivision of the tetrahedra traversed by the
separation surface (see figure 5.9 (left)). Introduced in the framework of mass-
spring systems, this approach has the advantage of being compatible with the
FEM based simulations as the built meshes are conformal. It supports the
same range of cutting scenarios than our approach.
Moreover we compare our approach to the recent work of Koschier [50]
which aims at enhancing the granularity of a mesh to generate detailed frac-
tures without a limitation of the inserted nodes. The beginning of one refine-
ment step of this method (1-4 splits followed by 2-3 flips) is similar to our
approach and has its origin in [18]. However, the last steps differ: The work
of Koschier inserts two nodes on each cut edge, where our approach avoids a
node insertion and limits the number of nodes. The completed subdivision of
one element is displayed in figure 5.9 right. Since this is an important property
to maintain real-time performance, it will be considered in the following.
Hereafter, we give a theoretical analysis of the number of nodes introduced
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by Bielser’s, Koschier’s and our re-meshing methods. Then, we present exper-
imental results showing the evolution of the numerical quality of the meshes
during a simulation considering a cut on a deformable beam.
5.2.1 Theoretical analysis
The re-meshing impacts the FEM simulation in two ways: first, a local stiffness
matrix must be computed for each modified element, and second, solving the
resulting linear system depends (at best) linearly on the number of nodes in
the new mesh. In the following we evaluate these quantities for our re-meshing
method and for the method proposed by Bielser and Koschier.
Let us consider a tetrahedral mesh and a cut surface that traverses n(v)
adjacent tetrahedra. For that, let n(k) be the number of added nodes and n(v′)
the number of tetrahedra that replace the initial n(v) tetrahedra during the
re-meshing process. To simplify the calculations, we assume that an average
of 5 tetrahedra are adjacent to each edge and that the cutting plane intersects
all tetrahedra at three (case 1) or four edges (case 2). The reality lies between
these two cases.
Let us evaluate n(e) the number of cut edges and n(f) the number of cut
faces. In the case 1, 3 edges are cut for each tetrahedron. It follows that
n(e) = 3
5
× n(v) and n(f) = 3
2
× n(v). In the case 2, 4 edges are cut for each
tetrahedron resulting in n(e) = 4
5
× n(v) and n(f) = 4
2
× n(v).
In the approach followed by Bielser, a node is inserted on the middle of
each cut edge and face. Thus, in the case 1, n(k) = n(e) + n(f) = 21
10
× n(v)
and in the case 2, n(k) = n(e)+n(f) = 28
10
×n(v). In one refinement step of the
method presented by Koschier, one vertex is inserted for each cut tetrahedron
and two vertices on each cut edge. We obtain n(k) = n(v)+2n(e) = 11
5
×n(v)
for case 1 and n(k) = n(v)+2n(e) = 13
5
×n(v) for case 2. With our method, in
either case, only one vertex by tetrahedron is inserted, during the 1− 4 split,
and n(k) = n(v).
Note, that we presented the number of nodes, when the mesh is remeshed to
incorporate the cut surface into the mesh. In order to separate the mesh at the
cutting surface, all the nodes on the surface need to be duplicated. As all the
nodes of Bielsers and our approach are inserted on the cut surface, the number
of added nodes needs to be multiplied by two. For the method presented by
Koschier, only one of the two nodes inserted on an edge is duplicated, thus we
obtain for case 1 that n(k) = 2n(v)+3n(e) = 19
5
×n(v) and for case 2 we have
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n(k) = 2n(v) + 3n(e) = 22
5
× n(v).
The number of tetrahedra introduced by the 1 : 17 subdivision is, n(v′) =
10 × n(v), in the case 1, and n(v′) = 16 × n(v), in the case 2. On average
n(v′) ≈ 13×n(v). In the Koschier method the number of tetrahedra is n(v′) ≈
14× n(v) (see figure 5.9).
With our method, in the case 1, the n(v) cut tetrahedra become 4 × n(v)
tetrahedra after the 1-4 split, n(v)+3×n(v)× 3
2
after the 2-3 flip, and n(v)+3×
n(v)× 3
2
× 2×5−4
5
after the last general flip. Thus, n(v′) = 6.4×n(v) after these
operations. In the case 2, the n(v) cut tetrahedra become 4× n(v) tetrahedra
after the 1-4 split, 4 × n(v) × 3
2
after the flip 2-3, and 4 × n(v) × 3
2
× 2×5−4
5
after the last step. Thus, n(v′) = 7.2× n(v) after these operations.
Our method is far more efficient as it introduces ≈ 2 times less tetrahedra
and ≈ 2 times less nodes than Bielser or Koschier. This makes it a better match
for real-time simulations what will be demonstrated with the experimental
results provided hereafter.
5.2.2 Experimental results
This section shows the results we obtained in experiments performed to evalu-
ate and compare the proposed method with the approach proposed by Bielser.
In this scenario a deformable beam is progressively cut. The beam we consider
initially has 371 tetrahedral elements and 131 nodes. The cut advances step by
step, separating the beam in two pieces (see figure 5.10). We chose a cut plane
close to the initial nodes in order to challenge the methods that we compare.
Figure 5.10: Cutting a deformable beam
To make a sound statement about our method, we combined the approach
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of Bielser with snapping. The snapping of nodes is performed, based on the
threshold ǫ, introduced and described in detail in section 5.1.3. We evaluated
the two re-meshing methods with different values for ǫ. The results are plotted
in figure 5.11. In these figures, the x-axis is the simulation step and is directly
related to the number of tetrahedra that have been cut by the moving plane.
Figure 5.11 left shows the evolution of the total number of nodes in the
mesh. As expected, our method introduces less vertices than Bielser, even
when the snapping is enforced.
Figure 5.11 right shows the evolution of the condition number of the sys-
tems. The condition number is a measure to evaluate the numerical quality
of the systems. A higher condition number results in more iterations to solve
a numerical system, negatively impacting the performance of the simulation.
The plot shows that the decreased quality of the elements introduced along
the separation surface is intimately involved in the evolution of the condition
number.
With the Bielser method, the condition number increases and with that the
numerical quality deteriorates quickly. An increase of the snapping threshold ǫ
delays that deterioration, but the final performance remains poor. The benefits
of our method are clearly visible here – the numerical quality of the mesh is
much better controlled. The snapping clearly improves the performance, as
it introduces less nodes and the condition number remains lower. But even if
the number of nodes has been doubled, the simulation still run with real-time
performance. The example demonstrates that our approach allows the system
to stay well-conditioned even in case of large cuts.
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Figure 5.11: Evolution of the the number of nodes (left) and condition number (right)
Figure 5.12, displays the built separation surface using both re-meshing
methods. Please keep in mind, that the smallest element size leads to a small
minimal eigenvalue λmin, while the biggest eigenvalue λmax is in most cases
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related to illshaped elements. In figure 5.12 potential candidates for both can
be identified and are surrounded by a red circle for the minimal and red dashed
ellipses for the maximal eigenvalue. Thus this figure helps to identify potential
source of the difficulties of the Bielser method. Our method displays globally
a more homogeneous behaviour.
Figure 5.12: The separation surface: (top) with Bielsers approach; (bottom) with our
re-meshing method; small triangles and thus potentially small tetrahedra are surrounded
by a (red circle), sliver triangles and thus potetially illshaped tetrahedra are surrounded
by (red dashed ellipses)
5.3 Discussion and conclusion
In this section, we give details on the positioning of middle points for complete
and partial cuts and we discuss important features of the topological operations
that we use. Then we close with a summary of the work presented in the
chapter.
The position of inserted points on the separation surface is crucial for our
method: on the one hand for the correct approximation of the cut surface and
on the other hand to obtain well-shaped elements.
In order to approximate the cut, usual re-meshing algorithms sample a
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cutting surface using the intersections with the edges (and in three dimensions
potentially with faces) of the mesh, i.e. the boundary of the elements. This
is displayed in figure 5.9 for the 3D case and figure 5.13 first row for a 2D
case. For our re-meshing approach, points are not inserted on the boundary
of the elements, but inside the volume. Thus, a cut is sampled by points in
the volume, resulting in a higher freedom of the choice for their positions.
Currently these positions are calculated based on geometric constraints, that
are detailed and discussed in the following.
For completely cut elements our algorithm inserts the middle point at the
barycenter of the intersections between the cut surface S and the edges. That
means, the cut is sampled in the volume of the element using positions of the
cut on the element boundary. Figure 5.13 displays this scenario in the second
row and reveals, that this choice potentially leads to an inaccurate approxi-
mation of the cut. It is more natural, to set the middle point positions on the
Figure 5.13: Approximation of a cut (red curve) inside a mesh (black lines) using
different sampling and re-meshing ideas, before the re-meshing (left) and after the re-
meshing (right): Top row: sampling and re-meshing on the edges; Middle row: sample
nodes chosen on the edges but placed inside the element Bottom row: sampling and
re-meshing inside the element
cut inside of the element. This idea results in the two dimensional example to
a better approximation, see figure 5.13 third row. However, this improvement
only shows relevance for cuts that have strong changes in direction inside an
element and thus will be adressed in the future.
The position of the middle point inserted in the split 1 to 4 operation in par-
tially cut elements is likewise not restricted to intersections of the tetrahedral
element boundary and the cut front, but can be displaced along the cutting
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front inside of the element. As the re-meshing of partially cut elements is
prone to yield illshaped elements (see figure 5.14 (second column)), we choose
to place the point at the intersection with the edges between a point in the
barycenter and the corners of the element. While this improves the condition
number, it has a negative impact on the approximation of the cut surface, as
the partial cut is performed either too far or not far enough, see figure 5.14
(middle right). Thus, in the three dimensional case, the cut front potentially
has a zick-zack shape, as it can be seen on the left part of figure 5.12. In
Figure 5.14: Partial cut (red line) on triangle, before topological change (left) and
after topological change using different ideas
order to improve this behaviour while preventing flat elements, a split 1 to 4 of
neighboring elements followed by a flip 2 to 3 is potentially interesting. In the
two dimensional case the equivalent is represented by a split 1 to 3 followed by
a flip 2 to 2, see figure 5.14 (top right). Since this suggestion can not be applied
for boundary elements, partial cuts either should be performed as soon as they
have a certain depth or progressed to that depth, to prevent negative impact
on the stability of the simulation. As this idea has not yet been implemented,
it will be addressed in our future work.
Beyond the importance for a correct approximation of the cut surface and
the prevention of illshaped elements, the correct positioning of the middle
points is critical for the topological operations that follow a 1 to 4 split. In
rare cases, inverted elements occur as a result of the 2 to 3 flip and respectively
for the 2 to 2 flip in the two dimensional case, see figure 5.15. It can be seen,
that the triangle spans over the boundary of the original triangles. The figure
reveals, that the inversion is due to the nonconvexity of neighboring elements
(triangles in 2D, tetrahedra in 3D). Thus an initial check of the mesh and
potential adaptation of the point positions could prevent the scenario.
The intersection of several cuts is one of the main challenges for cutting
algorithms. The virtual node algorithm allows for an arbitrary number of po-
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Figure 5.15: Rare case of cutting (red curve) a noncomplex set of triangles (black lines):
Left: before topological change; Middle: after split 1 to 3 (new edges in turquoise); Right:
after flip 2 to 2, with the new triangles (hatched in green and blue)
tentially intersecting cuts inside one element (see figure 5.16 (top)), but the
behaviour after the cuts might not be physically correct (further details can be
found in section 4.1.2). In contrary to this approach, our algorithm is restricted
to the initial topology of the mesh. One tetrahedron can maximally be sepa-
rated into 24 subtetrahedra and one triangle can maximally be separated into
six subtriangles (see figure 5.16 (bottom)). This is an acceptable behaviour,
when compared to the best cutting algorithms in the literature: For example
the work of Wu et al [126, 129] allows in the two dimensional case for a sep-
aration into eight subelements (see figure 5.16 (middle row)). However, using
a cutting algorithm, similar to their work, with links between two elements
to triangles, would yield to a maximal separation into six subelements. Sim-
ilar ideas apply to the three dimensional case. Note, that the figures display
visual element computational element
Figure 5.16: Comparison of different cutting algorithms when crossing cuts (red lines)
occur; First row: virtual node algorithm; Second row: Composite finite element method,
links in green; Thrid row: our re-meshing approach combined with the snapping of the
nodes ToDraw: improve the visualization of visual and computational elements (later)
best case scenarios: Our algorithm and the proposition of Wu are particularly
challenged with cuts, that have small (dihedral) angles between them.
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In the example above, we tested the abilities of our re-meshing algorithm.
In our work, we combine it with the snapping of nodes and thus allows for
separations along element boundaries. Therefore, when considering several
elements, our approach can handle a higher variety of crossed cuts (see fig-
ure 5.17). However, this variety is dependent on the position of the intersec-
tion of two cuts. For the two dimensional example in figure 5.17 (first row),
the intersection is located close to a node of the mesh and an intersection of
twelve cuts can be handled – for triangles with a 60◦, the best case scenario.
When the intersection of the cut is dislocated, i.e. not close to a node of the
mesh, our algorithm has to move a node of the mesh to the cut intersection,
to allow for a similar scenario. Resulting meshes are prone to contain small
or illshaped elements and do not represent all cuts, as displayed in figure 5.17
(second row). Moreover, in the three dimensional case, the intersection of the
cut can be a line or a point, yielding to more challenges. Thus, to prevent small
or illshaped elements, current implementations only consider a case where a
node is close to the intersection of the cuts. Results for the three dimensional
case are displayed in figure 5.17 (bottom).
As it has been mentioned in section 5.1.4, our algorithm has very inter-
esting properties for an iterative or multiscale refinement of a mesh in order
to incorporate the separation surface into the volumetric grid. Therefore, it
could be very interesting to evaluate these properties in a wider scale and to
allow for real-time performance in the context with the iterative or multiscale
approach. For crossing cuts, even only one refinement to place a node on the
intersection of the cuts already could yield very promising results.
In this chapter we addressed and discussed in detail the challenge of effi-
cient cutting simulation in the context of real-time soft tissue modeling. Our
approach relies on a new re-meshing algorithm, that introduces well-shaped
elements that produce well-conditioned system matrices. During the cutting
process, the number of added degrees of freedom is well controlled. For cuts
close to nodes, we improve the performance and stability of our re-meshing
method with the snapping of vertices. The combination of the ideas has been
implemented on top of a real-time finite element method. The implementation
keeps performances of the simulation over the time. The re-meshing method
has the ability to create an adaptive approximation of the cutting or tearing
surface, which gives the ability to tune between the flexibility and speed of the
re-meshing.
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Figure 5.17: Crossing cuts (red lines) over several elements (black lines) using our
re-meshing approach combined with the snapping of nodes; intersection of cuts close
(top row) and far (middle row) to mesh node; results in three dimensional case (bottom
row)
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A geometrical representation that uses linear tetrahedra is sufficient for
applications in engineering, as the objects often have sharp corners. But for
the curved surfaces of organs or other structures like the membrane in the
eye, many linear tetrahedra need to be used to represent the smooth surface.
In this particular context, cutting and cauterizing movement trajectories are
smooth and thus difficult to represent by the straight lines and planar surfaces
of the linear tetrahedra.
As described in section 3.5, linear tetrahedra suffer severe locking for in-
compressible materials and thus an unnaturally stiff behaviour is observed.
Suwelack et al [118] propose to use quadratic tetrahedra as a robust and
accurate model for real-time soft tissue simulations. The paper gives a detailed
numerical analysis on the improved accuracy of quadratic shape functions – as
already pointed out in section 3.5 – and even shows an improved efficiency for
the same accuracy.
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In this chapter, we expand the re-meshing algorithm presented in chapter 5
to quadratic tetrahedral elements, using the work of Suwelack et al [118]. To
our knowledge, we present the first algorithm re-meshing quadratic tetrahedral
elements in real-time. We close with our ongoing work about the fracture
simulation of quadratic shells.
6.1 Cutting quadratic tetrahedra
Based on the encouraging results for our novel re-meshing algorithm for lin-
ear tetrahedra presented in section 5.2, this chapter applies the re-meshing
approach using quadratic shape functions. Subsection 6.1.1 describes how the
combinatorial maps are used to represent tetrahedra with a higher polynomial
degree. It details how meshes are generated and how the smooth surface of
an element is visualized in the simulation. Then, we explain the necessary
adaptions of the re-meshing method to apply them for quadratic elements in
subsection 6.1.2, i.e. the way nodes on the edges have to be introduced and
moved. Results are presented in subsection 6.1.3 as a theoretical analysis and
in subsection 6.1.4 on a few examples. The section closes with a brief discussion
in subsection 6.1.5.
6.1.1 Topological representation and visualization
Reusing the topological operations provided for the re-meshing algorithm pre-
sented in section 5.1 is particularly interesting to save implementation time.
Remember, that this work is based on the combinatorial maps topology de-
scribed in subsection 4.3 and topological operations are related to linear tetra-
hedral elements. In order to account for the additional node on each edge of
a quadratic element, we use attributes on the edges, that save the ids of the
nodes on the edges, see figure 6.1 (left) for a two dimensional example. With
the node ids, the quadratic triangle can be expressed in its continuous form
using the interpolation equations (1.1), (3.16), (3.17), see figure 6.1 (middle).
For visualization, tesselations are used, that discretize the boundary of the
elements by a finite number of straight elements, see figure 6.1 (right). Same
ideas apply for quadratic tetrahedra and can be extended to shape function of
any polynomial degree using additional node ids on faces and volumes. But
this work only investigates into the analysis of the quadratic case. Based on
the description above, the topological operations of section 5.1 can be applied
for quadratic tetrahedra as well. The correct insertion and duplication of new
points is discussed in section 6.1.2.
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Figure 6.1: Quadratic triangle representations: Left: topological, with vertex ids
saved as edge attributes; Middle: continuous representation; Right: visualization using
tesselation
Compared to the generation in the linear case, quadratic tetrahedral meshes
are difficult to obtain: for a given smooth surface, standard mesh generators
often fail generating a coarse quadratic tetrahedral mesh. Mezger et al [60]
propose to first produce a coarse triangular mesh from the smooth surface,
which serves as an input to generate coarse linear tetrahedra. Then edge
middle points are inserted at the barycenter between the tetrahedral nodes
and adjusted to the surface, see figure 6.2. In our work, we follow this idea
Figure 6.2: Movement of nodes to the smooth surface (figure extracted from [60])
with a modified last step: when moving the middle points on the surface, we
use a simulation based on linear elasticity to prevent sliver elements.
6.1.2 Extension of re-meshing idea from linear tetrahedra
In this subsection, we extend the re-meshing algorithm described in chapter 5.
At this point the topological operations presented in the previous chapter are
not repeated in their entity, since we focus on particular aspects. Therefore it
is recommended to first read section 5.1 before continuing this subsection.
As mentioned in the previous subsection, our specific topological represen-
tation allows for a reuse of the topological operations. Since quadratic elements
have additional degrees of freedoms on the edges, particular attention has to
be paid for the correct movement of old and the correct placement of newly
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inserted nodes on the edges. The nodes on the edges result in an increased
computational cost for every element and further details on this subject can
be found in subsection 6.1.3. In the following we address all the steps of the
re-meshing algorithm, we adapt it to the quadratic case and highlight the
differences.
Similarly to the linear case, the location of the virtual cut is sampled using
the edges of the mesh. For example for a cutting surface S, the intersections
with the curved edges are calculated and stored alongside with the normal of
the separation surface at this point.
Figure 6.3: Two points (blue crosses) on curve (black) with straight or direct barycenter
(red cross) and interpolated edge barycenter (green cross)
When placing nodes in quadratic tetrahedra, two cases can be distinguished
(see figure 6.3): on a, what we call straight or direct barycenter, i.e. at the
average of all the points. Or on what we call in the following an interpolated
element barycenter : averaging all the barycentric coordinates of the points
and then inserting this averaged barycentric coordinate into the interpolation
inside the element (an edge, a triangle or a tetrahedron). For newly inserted
edges inside of the object, we assume that edges can be straight without leaving
the tetrahedron. That means that the edge nodes can lie on the middle of the
two edge points. Therefore, if not specified otherwise, points are inserted on
the straight barycenter of the two edge nodes. Thus the split 1 to 4, flip 2 to 3
and the general flip for edges inside the object are performed like in the linear
case with the insertion of edge points at the straight barycenter. This choice
may yield to inverted elements and an adapted boundary, as it is discussed in
subsection 6.1.5.
For quadratic shape functions, the position of the middle point is as es-
sential as the edge points themselves. When displacing e.g. the middle point
along the curve of the edge, the continuous representation changes greatly, see
figure 6.4 (left). Thus when cutting a boundary edge attention has to be paid
to set the points in the interpolated edge barycenter between the cut point
and the edge points 6.4 (right).
The middle points on the edges of a quadratic triangles and tetrahedra have
the same importance and change the elements shape if not correctly placed.
Therefore cut boundary triangles need a special treatment for the split 1 to
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Figure 6.4: Left: Effect of displaced middle point: original edge (dashed curve) and
displaced middle points with resulting curves (other colors); Right: Cut (red line) of
edge (dotted curve) and placement of new edge nodes (green and blue dots) with new
edges (green and blue curve)
3 operation: The split 1 to 3 point p13 is inserted at the intersection of the
cut with the curve connecting the interpolated triangle barycenter with the
nodes 6.4 (left). Then edge points are inserted as the interpolated triangle
barycenter between p13 and the triangle corner points, see figure 6.5 (middle
right). For a split 1 to 3 of a tetrahedral element, an additional edge point has
p13p13
Figure 6.5: Split 1 to 3 (black dots and curves, dashed when not visible directly): Left:
Cut scenario; Middle left: Insertion of the split 1 to 3 point; Middle right: Split 1 to 3 on
surface, new edges and points in pink; Right: Split 1 to 3 on tetrahedron with additional
internal edge (turquoise)
to be inserted as the interpolated tetrahedron barycenter between p13 and the
tetrahedron node that does not lie on the boundary of the object.
The split 1 to 3 is followed by a bisection of the boundary edges inter-
secting with the cut. Similarly to the description above on the bisection of a
quadratic edge, an intersection point pS∩Ωe(t) is inserted on the edge. Then
the tetrahedron is split into two by inserting a node at the interpolation edge
barycenter between pS∩Ωe(t) and the nodes of the cut edge. New edges are
inserted between the other nodes of the tetrahedron and the intersection point
pS∩Ωe(t). These new edges use the intersection between the curve between the
two existing edge middle points on the surfaces, that are adjacent to the cut
edge, see figure 6.6.
If the cut boundary edge does not represent an important feature of the
mesh, then a general flip is of advantage, since it does not insert nodes on the
cut edge. Again, this operation needs minor adjustments to account for the
quadratic case: as most newly inserted edges lie inside of the object, we insert
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pS∩Ω1,e(t)
Figure 6.6: Bisect edge on quadratic tetrahedron (black curves (dotted in the back)
and dots): Left: cut scenario; Middle: determination of edge middle points; Right: After
bisection of edge, new edges and points in pink
the edge points on the straight barycenter of the two edge points.
Note, that the topological changes result in standard quadratic tetrahedra,
i.e. the visualization mentioned in the previous chapter can be used without
further updates.
6.1.3 Theoretical analysis
Similarly to the linear case, this chapter contains a theoretical analysis of
the number of nodes added in order to allow for a separation along a cut
surface. To our knowledge, there exist no re-meshing techniques, that refine
a quadratic tetrahedral element into quadratic tetrahedral elements. Thus
we reuse the algorithms of Bielser et al [13, 14] and Koschier et al [50] and
compare their extension to quadratic elements with our re-meshing technique.
We denote these extended algorithms in the following with a superscript 2,
i.e. as Bielser2, [13, 14]2, Koschier2, [50]2, our and [81, 80]2. The number
of created tetrahedral elements is independent of the polynomial degree and
we refer to the derivation for linear elements in section 5.2.1. The following
theoretical analysis helps to determine the impact of the re-meshing algorithm
on the FEM simulation, as solving the resulting linear system depends (at
best) linearly on the number of nodes in the new mesh. Moreover, we compare
to the linear case and the reader can decide whether the linear or quadratic
re-meshing algorithm is better suited for a particular applications.
We consider a tetrahedral mesh and a cut surface that traverses n(v) adja-
cent tetrahedra. For that, we denote the number of added nodes on the cutting
surface as n(kS) and the added nodes that are not on the cutting surface as
n(k). This distinction is necessary to allow for a derivation of the number of
nodes, when the two parts above and below the cut are separated. To simplify
the calculations, we assume that an average of 5 tetrahedra are adjacent to
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Figure 6.7: Topological operations used in the theoretical analysis with newly inserted
edges in green and deleted edges in red : Top: Bielser three cut edges and four cut edges
(figures taken from [13, 14]); Middle: Split 1 to 4 and flip 2 to 3; Bottom: 2 node
insertion (applied in [50]) and general flip
each edge and that the cutting plane intersects all tetrahedra at three (case 1)
or four edges (case 2). The reality lies between these two cases.
Let us evaluate n(e) the number of cut edges and n(f) the number of cut
faces. In the case 1, 3 edges are cut for each tetrahedron. It follows that
n(e) = 3
5
× n(v) and n(f) = 3
2
× n(v). In the case 2, 4 edges are cut for each
tetrahedron resulting in n(e) = 4
5
× n(v) and n(f) = 4
2
× n(v).
In contrast to linear tetrahedra, an evaluation in text form is difficult to
understand and we use figures and tables. Quadratic tetrahedra use addi-
tional nodes on every edge. Figure 6.7 displays the operations for the different
methods and highlights the inserted and deleted edges. Based on the obser-
vations in the figures, the number of newly inserted nodes can be calculated,
see table 6.1. Compared to the linear tetrahedra, the theoretical analysis on
quadratic tetrahedra shows, that there are at least 5 times more nodes in-
serted, see table 6.2. For the same accuracy, the number of elements is greatly
reduced when using quadratic instead of linear shape functions. Similarly, the
number of cut edges is greatly reduced. If we consider e.g. the subdivision
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Method case n(kS) n(k) n(kS) + n(k) 2n(kS) + n(k)
Bielser2 1 n(e) + n(f) + [2n(f) + 4n(v)] [n(e) + 3n(f)] 14.2n(v) 23.3n(v)
[13, 14]2 2 n(e) + n(f) + [2n(f) + 6n(v)] [n(e) + 3n(f)] 19.2n(v) 32.4n(v)
Koschier2 1 n(v) + n(f) + n(e) + 2n(f) [4n(v)] + [3n(e) + 2n(f)] 14.9n(v) 21n(v)
[50]2 2 n(v)
︸︷︷︸
split14
+n(f)
︸︷︷︸
flip23
+n(e) + 2n(f)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
2 node insertion
[4n(v)]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
split14
+ [3n(e) + 2n(f)]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
2 node insertion
18.2n(v) 26n(v)
Our 1 n(v) + n(f) + n(e) [4n(v)] 7.1n(v) 10.1n(v)
[81, 80]2 2 n(v)
︸︷︷︸
split14
+n(f)
︸︷︷︸
flip23
+ n(e)
︸︷︷︸
general flip
[4n(v)]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
split14
7.8n(v) 11.6n(v)
Table 6.1: Re-meshing quadratic tetrahedra with different methods: the number of
added nodes for the re-meshing n(kS) + n(k) and for the re-meshing with separation
2n(kS) + n(k); nodes added on the edges, are surrounded by []
of a quadratic tetrahedral element into eight linear tetrahedral elements, then
there is potentially one additional edge cut per tetrahedra and two per face.
That means, when cutting n(e) quadratic edges we can expect 2n(f) + n(v)
cut linear edges. Thus, for the first case we get 2 ∗ 3/2n(v) + n(v) = 4n(v)
and for the second case 2 ∗ 2n(v) + n(v) = 5n(v) cut linear edges. This fac-
tor is below the factors of inserted nodes, but it has to be underlined that a
quadratic tetrahedron, which has the same number of degrees of freedom like
the eight linear tetrahedra might have a higher accuracy (see [19, 118] and
figure 3.12). Therefore, the theoretic results presented in table 6.2 are com-
parable to the results in the linear case. Comparing our re-meshing approach
Linear Quadratic Quadratic/Linear
Method case n(kS) + n(k) 2n(kS) + n(k) n(kS) + n(k) 2n(kS) + n(k) n(kS) + n(k) 2n(kS) + n(k)
Bielser2 1 2.1n(v) 4.2n(v) 14.2n(v) 23.3n(v) 6.8 5.5
[13, 14]2 2 2.8n(v) 5.6n(v) 19.2n(v) 32.4n(v) 6.9 5.8
Koschier2 1 2.2n(v) 3.8n(v) 14.9n(v) 21n(v) 6.8 5.5
[50]2 2 2.6n(v) 4.4n(v) 18.2n(v) 26n(v) 7 5.9
Our 1 n(v) 2n(v) 7.1n(v) 10.1n(v) 7.1 5.1
[81, 80]2 2 n(v) 2n(v) 7.8n(v) 11.6n(v) 7.8 5.8
Table 6.2: Re-meshing tetrahedra: comparison between linear and quadratic case
to other re-meshing methods for linear tetrahedra applied used with quadratic
shape functions, we introduce more than two times less nodes and thus our
method is the best suited method as well for quadratic tetrahedra.
Method case n(kS) + n(k) 2n(kS) + n(k)
Bielser2 1 2 2.3
[13, 14]2 2 2.5 2.8
Koschier2 1 2.1 2.1
[50]2 2 2.3 2.2
Table 6.3: Re-meshing quadratic tetrahedra: comparison of methods of literature ap-
plied to quadratic tetrahedra2 with our method
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6.1.4 Experimental results
In order to confirm the theoretic results of the last subsection, we conducted the
same example as in the linear case, which is well suited due to the high number
of cut elements (see table 6.4 (left)). For three different beam resolutions,
table 6.4 (right) displays the number of tetrahedral elements n(v) intersecting
with the cut and the number of added nodes using our re-meshing algorithm
to allow for a separation. In this example boundary elements are cut and the
Beam elements n(v) 2n(kS) + n(k)
371 124 2050− 739 = 1311 ≈ 10.6n(v)
712 215 3033− 1334 = 2199 ≈ 10.2n(v)
4621 982 16786− 7334 = 9452 ≈ 9.6n(v)
Table 6.4: Left: Example of the cut (red plane) inside of a beam with 371 elements;
Right: Evaluation on other resolutions of beams
split 1 to 3 (and the bisect edge) add nodes for cut boundary elements, that
are not considered in the theoretical analysis. Beams with a low resolutions
have a higher ratio of cut boundary elements when compared to cut elements
inside the volume. Thus, we expect more nodes added per cut element for cuts
of low resolution beams. Table 6.4 (right) confirms this expectation, but also
reveals, that the theoretical values are above our results in the experiment. We
explain this behaviour by a lower number of tetrahedra adjacent to an edge
than in the theoretical analysis.
A cutting example on a low resolution quadratic mesh of a liver is displayed
in figure A.28. Our re-meshing algorithm shows visually pleasing results at
real-time frame rates without parallelization or any other attempts to improve
computation time. It can be observed, that the spatial discretization with
quadratic elements is smooth inside the elements, but not on the element
boundaries. Thus sharp feature of an object can be represented, but, on the
other hand, the representation with quadratic elements does not preserve the
smoothness of the objects, even without cuts.
Table 6.5 helps to evaluate the impact of the cut on the size of the model
and with that on the potential computation times. Every split 1 to 4 inserts
five new nodes: one on the cut and four on the edges, see table 6.1. Thus for
the cut of the liver we have n(v) = 45/9 = 5 tetrahedral cut elements and we
get for the number of added nodes 2n(kS) + n(k) = (278− 36)/5 = 48.4n(v).
This is equivalent to a factor close to five, when comparing to theoretic results.
Note, that the presented case could be considered as worst case scenario: due
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Figure 6.8: Cut of quadratic liver with a smooth surface (red) and curved edges (grey):
Top: initial and final configuration; Bottom: intermediate steps from left to right (cutting
tool in dark grey)
to the low resolution most cut elements are boundary elements and since their
surface is curved, the general flip can not get applied. Further important points
Initial
12.9%
1-4 split
19.8%
1-3 split
12.6%
2-3 flip
3.6%
Bisect edge
22.3%
Duplicate nodes
28.8%
Number of nodes
Initial mesh 36
Split 1 to 4 81
Split 1 to 3 126
Flip 2 to 3 136
Bisect edge 198
Duplicate nodes 278
Table 6.5: Cut of quadratic liver (see figure A.28), impact of the different topological
operations on the number of nodes: Left: pie chart; Right: table with the added nodes
after the subsequent operations
are considered and discussed in the next subsection.
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6.1.5 Discussion
In this subsection we present and summarize advantages and disadvantages
occuring when extending our re-meshing algorithm from linear to a quadratic
tetrahedra.
In subsection 6.1.2, the split 1 to 4 inserts the tetrahedron (and the edge)
middle point(s) on the direct barycenters of the four (respectively two) points
of the tetrahedron (respectively edge). With this choice, nodes can be placed
outside of the original element, risking to change the geometric and mechanical
representation of the object. A better choice is the placement of the nodes on
the interpolated barycenters, that prevents the problems mentioned above (see
figure 6.10). However, as the examples presented in the previous chapters do
not contain non-convex tetrahedral elements, we use the standard placement
of the nodes.
Figure 6.9: Different placements of the inserted point from the split 1 to 3 using the
direct barycenters (left) and the interpolated barycenters (right)
Figure 6.10: Rare cutting scenario of two non-convex neighboring triangles: Left:
Initial configuration Middle: Split 1 to 3; Right: Flip 2 to 2
Due to the quadratic representation of the object, less elements can be
used while the same accuracy of approximation is maintained. A negative side
effect of the lower resolution is, that partially cut elements occur more often
and may be represented in a worse fashion than for linear elements.
To conclude, this section presented the extension of the re-meshing algo-
rithm from the linear to the quadratic case (see subsection 6.1.2). The theoret-
ical analysis reveals that our method introduces less nodes, when compared to
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other re-meshing algorithms proposed in the literature for linear elements and
extended to quadratic elements (see subsection 6.1.3). Furthermore, results on
a beam with different resolutions (see subsection 6.1.4) show that while the
number of nodes per element increases by a factor of 10/4 = 2.5, the number of
added nodes increases by a factor around 5 (see table 6.2). This is reasonable,
due to the higher accuracy per degree of freedom of and the lower number of
cut edges for quadratic elements. Still, on an example on a liver represented by
coarse quadratic tetrahedra (see subsection 6.1.4), an unexpected high num-
ber of nodes has been inserted. Combining the re-meshing algorithm with the
snapping of the nodes could alleviate, but not completely remove this effect.
Remember, that the snapping or movement of a node changes the interpola-
tion of the element and thus its mechanical and geometrical representation.
For quadratic elements, the effect of a snapped moved point on the mesh is
more difficult to estimate, as it might get necessary to move the edge middle
points as well.
Thus, in order to investigate into the snapping of nodes to the cut, while
looking at other ideas of re-meshing algorithms, we consider in the following
section the separation of simpler topological structures: triangular shells.
6.2 Fracture of quadratic shell elements
A cut at a microscopic scale is similar to a fracture around and due to sharp-
edged devices. Beyond this, fracture or tearing are relevant in surgical inter-
ventions, such as the removal of the epiretinal membrane mentioned in the
introduction. In this example, only very thin and surfacic structures are torn
apart. Based on these arguments, in this section, we present our ongoing work
on fracture phenomena using triangular shell elements.
Quadratic shape functions are particularly interesting in this context, as
they allow representing the curved surfaces and they improve the stress com-
putation, see figure 6.11 and [60] and further details below.
Figure 6.11: Von Mises stress distribution in tetrahedral elements with linear (left
subimages) and quadratic (right subimages) shape functions (figure extracted from [60])
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From the computational point of view, a fracture has different stages: First,
a failure of a material has to be identified by evaluating the stress and com-
paring it to the strength of the mechanical model. As soon as a failure is
detected, the topological change to react to the failure needs to be calculated
and propagated to a mechanical model that simulates the deformations of the
object after the failure.
With the Cauchy stress tensor, it is not directly possible to calculate the
position and the direction of an emerging fracture. The common approach is
to transform the stress tensor into another coordinate system by rotation with
the angle
θP = arctan
(
2σ12
σ11 − σ22
)
(6.1)
such that the shear stress in the new coordinate system is zero. Here we
used σij for the entries of the Cauchy stress tensor calculated for a triangular
element. We define the principal stress
σP ,± :=
σ11 + σ22
2
±
√
(
σ11 − σ22
2
)2
+ σ212 (6.2)
If the maximal principal stress σP ,+ exceeds the ultimate tensile strength σf
of the object, i.e.
σP ,+ > σf (6.3)
we assume a material failure in the direction of the rotation angle θP . Material
failure is commonly classified in plasticity and breakage. For plasticity, the von
Mises yield criterion based on the von Mises stress is applied. In our work we
consider material failure only in form of a breakage and not as a permanent
plastic deformation. Thus, our object deforms elastically until it breaks when
reaching the ultimate tensile strength.
Linear shape functions yield constant derivatives ∇Xu (see the explana-
tion after (3.24)), a constant linearized Green Lagrange strain tensor εgl,l and
thus a constant stress tensor in every element. When using quadratic shape
functions, the stress tensor changes non-linearly inside the element. This has a
positive effect on the correct calculation of the stress inside of the elements [60].
We calculate the stress tensor at the Gauss integration points and extrapolate
the values to the six element nodes. Since the stress depends upon the spatial
derivative of the shape functions and these are only continuous and not dif-
ferentiable at the element boundaries, for both kinds of shape functions, there
are jumps of the stress tensor values between neighboring elements. But with
quadratic shape functions, due to the improved reality of the stress calculation
inside the elements, the difference of the stress tensors between neighboring
elements is smaller than for linear shape functions. Therefore, in this work we
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choose to simulate the deformation and to calculate the stress using quadratic
shape functions.
In order to smooth the jump between neighboring elements, the stress
tensor of the element node around a global node that has the highest principal
stress σP ,+ is assigned to the global node. Figure 6.12 displays this approach
on two examples: an L-shaped and a precut sheet. Note, the calculation of
the stress tensors and thus the principal stresses depend on the number of
elements attached to a node. Since edge middle nodes are only attached to
two elements, it is difficult to correctly calculate their smoothed strain and
it might be interesting to use another smoothing methods that weighs all the
stress values of the attached elements.
Figure 6.12: L-shape (two images left) and precut sheet (two images right) with the
interpolated principal stress σP : elementwise (left subimages) and smoothed by choosing
the maximal nodal element value (right subimages)
In order to separate the triangular elements, we identify the direction of the
principal stress and simply disconnect existing egdes that follow the best the
direction of the fracture. We choose the minimal angle between the fracture
direction and the vectors from the point with the maximal stress to the end
points of the edges. Thus we choose the approach depicted in dark green in
figure 6.13 (left). Similarly to the calculation of the stress, the number of
edges attached to the node with the maximal principal stress determines the
possibility of the mesh to react to a fracture direction.
The separation at the edge can be combined with the snapping of the edge
nodes to the fracture direction, where the boundary nodes are not snapped
to maintain the geometry of the object. Figure 6.13 (right) reveals, that our
choice for the edge maintains a better mesh quality than figure 6.13 (middle).
If the object is deformed, one has to ensure, that the moving of nodes to the
fracture direction does not change the stress inside the object. In our imple-
mentation, the strain and the stress are calculated based on the difference of
the undeformed position Pk and the current position pk. Thus to keep the
same stress inside the object, we calculate the barycentric coordinates for a
point on the fracture direction and transform it to the undeformed configura-
tion using the shape functions. Note that the calculation of the barycentric
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θP θPθP
Figure 6.13: Snapping of quadratic triangles to a fracture direction (red line) that
starts from a node with the maximal principal stress σP ,+ (red dot): Left: comparison
of angles between edges and fracture direction (different approaches in green); Snapping
of lower (middle) (and respectively upper (right)) edge, based on criteria presented in
light green (and respectively dark green) on the left
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Figure 6.14: Calculation of the fracture direction in the material configuration: Left:
calculation of the intersection between a curve inside an element with the fracture direc-
tion in spatial configuration to obtain the barycentric coordinates of the point (middle);
Right: fracture direction in material configuration
coordinates results in a system of quadratic functions. We use the intersec-
tion pθP of the fracture direction with a curve inside an element simplifying
the problem to one quadratic equation. Then the undeformed positions are
snapped on the fracture direction that is calculated using the position PθP in
the undeformed configuration, see figure 6.14.
Figure 6.15: Fracture on the L-shape without using snapping
We present preliminary results on a L-shaped membrane (see figure 6.15)
and precut sheet in the following. Observations reveal, that the snapping
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results in a deterioration of the stress calculation due to deformed elements and
finally in instabilities (see figure 6.16 (middle)). While the effect is reduced
when using the transformation of the fracture direction to the undeformed
configuration (see figure 6.16 (right)), the approach without snapping has the
highest stability. However, this approach can only follow the fracture path
using existing edges and thus is inaccurate. Beyond that, when considering
Figure 6.16: Fracture of a thin sheet without snapping (left) and with snapping (mid-
dle, right). Without (middle) and with (right) transforming the fracture direction in the
undeformed configuration
curved instead of plane geometries, snapping the nodes potentially changes the
topology (see figure 6.4).
To conclude, in this section we presented an approach for the simulation of
fractures on triangular shell elements. Theoretical considerations and prelim-
inary results on the stress calculation confirm the interest of using quadratic
shape functions. The separation is performed along the existing edges and the
accurate following of the fracture direction is improved using node snapping.
However, due to greatly deformed elements, the stability is deteriorated.
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Augmented reality has shown significant promise in overcoming certain
visualization and interaction challenges in various domains such as medicine,
construction, advertising, manufacturing, and gaming. Despite the promise of
augmented reality and its successful application to many domains, significant
research challenges remain. Among these challenges is the augmentation of
non-rigid structures, which can undergo topological changes, such as fracture,
tearing or cutting. This is for instance the case in minimally invasive surgery,
which has gained popularity and became a well-established procedure thanks
to its benefits for the patient, in particular with shortened recovery times.
This surgery remains complex from a surgical point of view, mainly because
of the reduced field of view which considerably impacts depth perception and
surgical navigation (for further arguments see chapter 1). The introduction
of augmented reality during surgery has the potential to significantly improve
these limitations [67]. Despite such recent improvements, only few studies have
investigated in the impact of cutting or resection actions performed during the
operation. Given that these are essential steps of any surgical procedure, it is
obvious that if the meshes of the underlying mechanical model are not correctly
modified, significant errors are generated in the registration and consequently
in the estimation of internal structures or tumor localization.
The motivation of our work is to address these issues. We describe the
context and begin with a brief state of the arts, which contains the main ideas
used for augmented reality applications. Followed by a detailed description of
the placement of our work stating our main contributions, we continue with
the error assessment, that can be used in our setting. Then, we proceed with
the theory of our approach addressing the detection of topological changes
from images and a mechanical model. We apply the approach on cut and torn
silicone bands and present results for cut organs.
Note, that the work presented in this chapter closely follows our published
work [78, 79, 82]. However, additional informations are provided allowing
for an improved understanding and an easier identification of strengths and
weaknesses coming with our approach.
7.1 Related works
In the context of non-rigid objects, two main material behaviors can be iden-
tified: inextensible ones such as clothes and elastic ones such as soft tissues.
First, inextensible surfaces have been considered with the exploitation of dis-
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tance constraints. The surface deformation is essentially computed through
parametric geometrical models [5, 85, 89, 132]. Approaches based on learn-
ing methods have also been considered. The solution is estimated from a
representative sample of possible shapes using a dimensionality reduction pro-
cess [95, 96].
As regards elastic behaviors, geometrical properties can not be exploited.
The closed-form solution constrained by shading information [64] can capture
stretching surfaces and yields good results. But the method assumes a Lam-
bertian surface with a single point light source what greatly limits the possible
applications.
More recently, Agudo et al [1] describe elastic shapes with physical mod-
els and combine the finite element method with an extended Kalman filter.
Other approaches try to minimize a stretching energy [54] that unifies geo-
metric and mechanical constraints using a projective camera and locally linear
deformations. In a similar way, non-linear elastic models [38] have been used to
augment highly elastic objects. The model is constrained by features extracted
from a single view camera and a set of boundary points.
The aforementioned methods cope with the registration or augmentation of
surfaces. Augmenting 3D objects requires a more advanced acquisition process.
For instance, a stereoscopic visual tracking [39] can be associated with a
physical model to augment a volumetric object. A regularization mechanism
makes the method more robust to errors in the tracking process. In a similar
way, Leiza et al [52] exploit a depth camera to capture a 3D deformed shape.
The approach presented by Petit et al [86] fits the point cloud provided by
an RGB-D sensor with a tetrahedral mesh using a geometrical point-to-point
coupling. Linear elastic external forces are applied on an adapted corotational
finite element model increasing the weight of the forces applied to the contour
of the object. The method supports occlusion of the object and strong or
highly elastic deformations. It has been extended, but only for non-elastic
objects, to cope with fractures [87] that appear when the maximal eigenvalue
of the stress tensor exceeds the toughness of the material.
Tsoli et al [120] use an RGB-D sensor for 3D tracking of deformable sur-
faces with dynamic topology. After a manual initial registration of the surface
template, the approach is restricted to inextensible materials and therefore can
remove overstretched edges of the template to account for topological changes.
Based on geometrical considerations, the approach is independent of mate-
rial behaviours and works with similar parameters for different scenarios, e.g.
multiple or intersecting cuts.
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In the context of Computer Assisted Surgery, patient-specific biomechan-
ical models demonstrated their relevance for volume registration. They take
into account anisotropic elastic deformations to infer in-depth structure mo-
tion [40, 117]. Pratt et al use a 4D scan [91] of the heart and a biomechanical
model to couple the surface motion with external forces that emanate from
camera data. This method uses the cyclic pattern of the heart deformations to
improve the registration. A local tuning is used to propagate the surface de-
formation to in-depth invisible structures. In the context of liver surgery, [40]
used a heterogeneous model that takes into account the vascular network to
improve the soft tissue behavior while real-time performance is obtained using
adequate mesh resolution and pre-computed solvers. In [117], a physics-based
shape matching approach is proposed. Non-rigid registration between the pre-
operative elastic model and the intra-operative organ shape is modelled as an
electrostatic-elastic problem. The elastic model is electrically charged to slide
into an oppositely charged organ shape representation.
Cuts and resection are essential in surgical procedures: The virtual model
on which the augmented view relies has to be updated to allow a sound local-
ization of the internal structures or tumors. In the context of image-guided
neurosurgery, Ferrant et al. [30] handle the registration issues induced by tumor
resection using the removal of the elements of the brain model that contains
the resected tumor and the surrounded area.
In conclusion, providing information using augmented reality for topolog-
ical changes like cutting and tearing of elastic objects has not yet been ad-
dressed in the literature to our knowledge. Moreover, the existing approaches
that consider topological changes rely on RGB-D sensors or other sophisticated
imaging techniques [30] when detecting the topological changes. In order to
compare our approach to the state of the art, the following section specifies
the setting in which we place our work and thus allows to better identify our
contributions.
7.2 Setting of our work and contributions
The planification phase of laparoscopic surgeries includes the examination of
the patient with imaging systems such as computer tomography (CT) or mag-
netic resonance imaging (MRI). Based on these systems, the three dimensional
geometry of an organ can be retrieved yielding an improved analysis. In the
intervention, most surgeons rely on a monoscopic camera, resulting in two
dimensional images, that show the potentially deformed organ from another
point of view.
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In order to allow for a general applicability of our augmented reality so-
lutions, we propose to use a monoscopic video stream. Moreover, we use a
mechanical model, the virtual representation, which is retrieved from one of
the imaging systems mentioned in the previous paragraph. We assume the
model to be correctly aligned to the monoscopic image at the beginning of our
simulation.
Our main contribution addresses the identification of topological changes,
like cuts and tearing, by comparing the motion of the object tracked in the
video and its virtual representation. Hereby, our method does not rely on
computer vision techniques to detect if an instrument is generating the cut,
making this approach also suitable for detecting the tearing of an object.
The proposed idea has been evaluated on highly elastic silicone bands, on in
vivo livers and ex vivo kidneys. Beyond the update due to topological changes
of the volumetric objects, internal structures of the organs are updated and
overlaid on the view, giving important additional information. Pre-cut, cut
and torn objects have been considered and results are visually satisfying.
In order to correctly evaluate our approach, the following section introduces
error measures, that are used in the following chapters.
7.3 Detection of topological changes – overview
In the following sections we describe our idea to detect topological changes,
that are applied to the mechanical model using the method presented in chap-
ter 5. Figure A.29 displays the workflow of our approach when applied in the
medical setting, which can be applied to other settings as well. The figure
gives a valuable overview of our method by providing links to the subsections.
The work presented in the following closely follows our published work, mainly
using [82], but also based on [78, 79].
In the following, we use XSE to name a variable X of the entity E in the
simulation state S. The variable X can denote either one point p, a set of
points P , the connectivity c of one FEM element or the connectivity C of a
set of elements. The name E denotes the entity the variable belongs to. In
the case of a 3D object we use V for the volume, ∂V for the surface of the
volume, I for the interior or internal structures and F for the features. In a 2D
image, we use f for the features. In order to calculate the 3D features based
on the 2D image features we use the position of the camera v and different
projections. Note, that different representations of the 3D features exist and
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Figure 7.1: Pipeline of our method in the medical setting: [S] Segmentation, [1]
identify image features pl,f (see subsection 7.4.1), [2] map image features on model (see
subsection 7.4.2), [N] construct feature neighbourhood C0F (see subsection 7.5.2), [3]
use initial/updated model (PV , CV ) and compare image pl,f and surface features pl,F
by [4] calculating the measure µlm on the neighborhood C tF , [5] detect outliers, insert
cut points pc, expand cut points to cut lines, [6] expand cut line to cut surface S (see
subsection 7.5.3), update topology of model and internal structures (see 5 and 7.5.4), [7]
solve minimization problem (7.2), [8] display model on output frame; the dashed flashes
are performed at initialization; one frame with image features can be used several times,
repeating the steps [2]-[8] in the blue area.
are presented in 7.4.2.
Finally, the status S can be either the initial state 0, the current state t or
the target state 1. Let us point out that the targets denote here the features
extracted from the images in the video stream that the virtual model tries
to follow. Thus the targets change with each video frame. In addition, the
current state is related to the actual position of the virtual model while it
moves towards the target.
Before a surgical intervention, the organ and its internal structures are seg-
mented from the pre-operative images. Separate meshes are built for each of
the considered 3D objects. The virtual organ is discretized in a set of tetra-
hedra C0V whose elements are denoted c0V . Those elements connect the vertices
P0V of the volume mesh that models the organ. The internal structures are
discretized as a surface mesh C0I that connects the vertices P0I . To geometri-
cally bind the two initial sets of points, the P0I are expressed as barycentric
coordinates of the (P0V , C0V ). Finally, constitutive laws and a set of parame-
ters are chosen to approximate the elastic behavior of the organ and internal
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structures.
Features points p0l,f ∈ P0f ( N2 of the real organ are identified in the
laparoscopic view and are registered to the virtual model in its initial position.
We denote this set as P0F = {p0l,F} ( R3. During the surgical intervention,
the detected features are tracked in the video stream p0l,f ∈ P1f ( N2 and they
form the target points P1F = {p1l,F} ( R3. The real and virtual organs are
coupled, by means of these two sets of features points: the tracked features
P1F and their initial registration P0F , that move according to the deformation
of the virtual model and whose current positions are P tF .
Our method captures the deformations, and detects cuts and tears, through
an analysis of the displacement field of these two point clouds. Detected cuts
are reproduced on the virtual organ and the internal structures are updated
providing additional information for the surgeon during the advancement of
the surgical procedure.
7.4 Linking a model with a monoscopic image
To move the mechanical model, a virtual representation, according to the real
object, we introduce spring forces that connect features in the image to features
glued to the mechanical model. For the correct interpretation of the two
dimensional points in the three dimensional space, the virtual representation
of the object is assumed to be registered to the image at the beginning.
Features are identified and tracked in the video stream (see subsection 7.4.1),
transformed to three dimensional features (see subsection 7.4.2) and deform
the virtual representation (see subsection 7.4.3).
7.4.1 Identification and tracking of features in the 2D image
We rely on a simple combination of the speeded-up robust features (SURF)
detector [7] and the iterative Lucas-Kanade optical flow [15, 53]. This combi-
nation shows effective results tracking highly elastic objects [38, 40].
From the first frame of a monocular video stream in a single view position
we extract 2D features in their initial positions p0l,f ∈ P0f using the speeded-
up feature detector. In our scenarios the object does not cover the complete
images of the video stream and masks are used to only consider features in the
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region of interest, see figure 7.2. For the frame-to-frame tracking the Lucas-
Kanade optical flow yields 2D features p1l,f ∈ P1f .
Figure 7.2: From left to right: Image from laparascopic view, applied mask, identified
features (blue dots)
To ensure a trustworthy and robust detection of cuts, unrealistically tracked
features – that jump or slide in improbable directions – need to be filtered
out. For that, we compare the evolution of the features to determine outliers,
looking for spatio-temporal discontinuities. Precisely, we analyze the evolution
of the euclidean norm between features during a time step, i.e. we consider
the measure ‖p1l,f (t)− p1l,f (t+∆t)‖, and determine outliers comparing to the
measures’ average. If a feature p1l,f has been identified as an outlier, then it is
not used any more.
7.4.2 Transformation of 2D to 3D features
Each feature point pl,f is associated with a virtual feature point pl,F ∈ R3.
Dependent on the scenario, the virtual feature points can be calculated in two
different ways, projecting the feature points either onto the plane against which
the video leans back in 3D or on the surface of the mechanical model. For the
first idea, we calculate the initial virtual feature points p0l,FP and the target
virtual feature points p1l,FP in the same way. Using the second idea, we first
project the features on the surface of the object to retrieve the initial virtual
surface feature points p0l,FS and an initial set of target virtual surface feature
points p1l,FS . A direct projection of the updated target features on the surface
of the object is not possible: when the real object moves, its boundary goes
beyond the boundary of the virtual object and a ray to the feature possibly
does not hit the object, see figure 7.3 (right). Thus for each updated set of
target feature points, we update the target virtual surface feature points p1l,FS
using the intercept theorem and the virtual target points p1l,FP :
p1l,FS(t+∆t) = p
1
l,FS
(t) +
(
p1l,FP (t+∆t)− p
1
l,FP
(t)
) d(p1l,FP (t),v)
d(p1l,FS(t),v)
(7.1)
Figure 7.3 and figure 7.4 display the calculations on several examples.
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Figure 7.3: Calculation of the virtual features using the intercept theorem, with the
projection plane (black line), the object (red curve), the camera position v and the rays
defining the virtual features (dashed black lines)
Since the first idea applies feature displacements at the position of the
projection plane, they might not be interpreted correctly, see figure 7.4. While
this is not a problem for the projection on the surface, the object might undergo
unrealistic deformations, as the spring forces introduced in the next subsection
only affect surface elements. Obviously, since the 2D image does not give
information on the depth, both ideas are challenged with movements of the
objects that go into the view direction.
p1l,FS(t)
p1l,FS(t)
p1l,FS(t+∆t)
p1l,FS(t+∆t)
p1l,FP (t)p
1
l,FP
(t)p1l,FP (t+∆t) p
1
l,FP
(t+∆t)
vv
Figure 7.4: Virtual features on thin object non-perpendicular to the camera (left) and
a thick object (right), with the projection plane (black line), the object (red curve), the
camera position v and the rays defining the virtual features (dashed black lines)
The figures reveal, when the difference between image plane of the recorded
object is placed close to the surface of the virtual object, then the difference of
the target virtual feature points p1l,FP and surface feature points p
1
l,FS
vanishes.
This is particularly true for flat objects, since the slope of the surface is close
to the slope of the plane, and for thin objects, since a placement of the image
plane inside of the object directly means, that it is close to the surface.
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The idea applied has to be chosen dependent on the scenario, in the follow-
ing, we use p0l,F ∈ P∂V and p1l,F . If a stereoscopic view is used, these features
are directly retrieved from the video stream, but in our work, we only used the
monoscopic view allowing for an application in many different settings.
7.4.3 Mechanical linking of the image and the object
In the simulation, an additional set of virtual feature points are used. The
current virtual features points p tF are initialized at the positions of the initial
virtual feature points p0F and barycentric coordinates in the FEM mesh of the
object are calculated.
The choice of the constitutive law determines the set of deformations that
can be represented while discriminating non-plausible configurations that could
be induced by wrong target surface feature point cloud P1F . We apply the coro-
tational linear elasticity that secures the rotational invariance and thus non-
linear characteristics, while keeping the simplicity of the stress-deformation
relationship in linear materials [106]. For more information, please refer to
section 3.2.
The coupling of the real and virtual models is obtained with the introduc-
tion of spring forces between each surface feature point p tl,F (P tV ) and target
surface feature point p1l,F , which accumulate to the stretching potential energy:
ΠS(P tF (P tV ),P1F ) =
∑
l
1
2
kl dF (p
t
l,F (P tV ),p1l,F )2 (7.2)
The parameters kl are experimentally chosen and are in the same order of
magnitude than the Young’s modulus of the deformable object. The updated
set of vertices P tV is obtained by solving the minimization problem between
internal elastic potential and stretching potential energy
argmin
P t
V
(Πint(P tV , C0V ) + ΠS(P tF (P tV ),P1F )) (7.3)
Further information on the calculation of the internal energy are detailed
in [116], page 73-76. External energies, such as boundary and body forces,
could be added, but are not necessary for our application, as the linking to the
image already takes account of these forces. For further information on the
internal energies and their derivations refer to the subsections 3.1 and 2.2.1.
The surface feature points P tF (P tV ) and the internal structures P tI (P tV ) are up-
dated applying their initial barycentric coordinates to the new positions of the
P tV .
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Since we use a dynamic simulation, there is no need for boundary conditions
to obtain a stable problem. We apply the Euler implicit method for the time
integration, see section 3.3, and the minimization problem is solved every time
step using the conjugate gradient method, see section 3.4.
7.5 Detecting topological changes in the image
The ideas applied in the previous section allow to move a virtual object ac-
cording to the movement of a real object in the image. However, when topo-
logical changes as cuts or tears occur, the mechanical object is restricted to
its initial topology, thus preventing to move correctly. In this section, we for-
mulate the problem we are facing (in subsection 7.5.1) and identify the effect
of topological changes in the image on the virtual object (in subsection 7.5.2).
Subsection 7.5.3 discusses the detection and subsection 7.5.4 the propagation
of topological changes to the internal structures of the mechanical model.
7.5.1 Problem formulation
We assume that the initial positions of the surface feature points P0F , the
virtual organ P0V , the internal structures P0I and the target positions of the
surface feature points P1F are given. The tetrahedral elements C0V – respectively
the triangular ones C0I – connect P0V (and respectively P0I ) to the virtual organ
(and the internal structures).
Our objective is to update the shape (geometry and topology) of the vir-
tual organ (P0V , C0V ), based on the position of the target surface feature points
P1F . This includes the deformation and update of the topology of the model
(P tV , C tV ) and the internal structures (P tI , C tI ). With the previous notation the
problem can be formulated as:
Given P0F , (P0V , C0V ), (P0I , C0I ) and P1F (7.4)
Find (P tV , C tV ) solving (7.3) (7.5)
and thus minimizing dF (P tF (P tV ),P1F ) (7.6)
When a ground truth of the surface of the volumetric model (P1∂V , C1∂V ) or of
the internal structures (P1I , C1I ) are given, the problem could be complemented
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by:
Minimize d∂V (P t∂V (P tV ), C t∂V ), (P1∂V , C1∂V )) (7.7)
Minimize dI((P tI , C tI ), (P1I , C1I )) (7.8)
The choice of the distances depends on the application and is discussed in
the subsection 7.6. To solve the problem, the displacement field between the
current features P tF (P tV ) and target features P1F is analyzed. Discontinuities
in this field reveal an inconsistency between the biomechanical model (P tV , C tV )
and the target surface feature points P1F (see the previous subsection). Such
an inconsistency can be triggered by a cut of the real model that moves the
target surface feature points P1F . The detection of a cut or other topological
changes is discussed in the following subsection.
7.5.2 Effect of topological changes in the image on the virtual object
When the organ deforms smoothly, the biomechanical model (P tV , C0V ), and
with it the surface feature points P tF (P tV ), can properly follow the target surface
feature points P1F . As soon as a cut occurs, observations of the surface feature
points are twofold:
First, the uncut model (P tV , C0V ) becomes unable to adapt to the motion
enforced by the stretching energy. In consequence, the vector between the
current and the target positions dl(P tV ,P1F ) = p tl,F (P tV )−p1l,F diverges around
the cut.
Secondly, the distance between two target feature points p1l,F and p
1
m,F
that lie on two different sides of the cut increases much more than the average
distance between feature points.
To exploit the observations, we call two feature points p0l,F and p
0
m,F neigh-
bors iff their initial Euclidean distance δ0lm,F = ‖p0l,F −p0m,F‖ is smaller than a
given radius rP
F
, that is related to the density of the features. The Euclidian
distances δ tlm,F and δ
1
lm,F are defined respectively. The neighborhood informa-
tion is stored in the graph C0F = {(l,m)|δ0lm,F < rPF } (see figure A.29.[N]).
We conclude from the first observation: in the region of a cut, the phys-
ical model prevents the surface feature points P tF (P tV ) from moving towards
their targets P1F and the vectors dl(P tV ,P1F ) and dm(P tV ,P1F ) – simply denoted
dl and dm in the following – point in two different directions (compare fig-
ure A.30(top right) with (bottom right)). This difference is quantified with
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Figure 7.5: Effects of topological changes in image on virtual object (turquoise) with
target (blue dots) and current features (red dots) connected by springs (orange lines):
Top left: complete object with overlayed virtual object; Top right: cut region; Bottom
left: region without strong deformation; Bottom right: region with strong deformation
µlm,1 = d(dl,dm) (7.9)
where d is the euclidean distance.
For the second observation, we evaluate the ratio
µlm,2 = δ
t
lm,F/δ
0
lm,F or µlm,2 = δ
1
lm,F/δ
0
lm,F (7.10)
of the initial and current/final distance of neighboring surface feature points.
An increase indicates either an elongation of the object or a separation due
to a cut or a tear. These two cases are distinguished by comparing this ratio
with its average in the neighborhood, see the next subsection.
While [78] relies on δ tlm,F/δ
0
lm,F , [82] uses δ
1
lm,F/δ
0
lm,F . The choice of [78]
yields a higher stability for the simulation as the underlying mechanical model
regularizes or smooths strong movements or jumps of the surface feature points.
Applying δ1lm,F is closer to what happens with the real object and µlm,2 is
independent of the choice of the virtual model. Finally, the choice is dependent
on the application and whether the surface feature points are trustworthy.
Based on these observations and introduced notations, we now can identify
cut regions as described in the following subsection.
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7.5.3 Interpretation of incompabilities between real and virtual object
Identification of a cut region: With the observations of the last subsec-
tion, we define the measure
µlm = µlm,1µlm,2, ∀(l,m) ∈ C0F (7.11)
and we denote µø the mean value over C0F . In a normal configuration, the
deformations of the real object smoothly diffuse in the vicinity of each feature.
Thus neighboring features should have motions that are similar in size and
direction. In that case, the measure µlm remains small. In the case of a normal
elongation, neighboring features are stretched. If the deformation stays below
the mechanical strength of the virtual object, their associated virtual features
controlled by the FEM mesh move the same way – with a possible latency.
Thus the norm of the difference between dl and dm remain small and even
if the two vectors have opposite directions, the measure µlm remains in the
magnitude of µø. In the case of a cut or a tear, the motion of the virtual
features cannot follow the real features. Therefore, the vectors dl and dm
elongate in opposite direction and the measure µlm takes values that are far
beyond µø. Outliers – i.e. pairs of divergent features – are identified as pairs
(l,m) ∈ C0F such that µlm > τµø, with a threshold τ that depends on the
scenario. Figure 7.6 (left) depicts the increase of the measure on an example
of two neighboring features.
The measure defined in (7.11) contains parts that use informations purely
from the features, e.g. for µlm,2 = δ1lm,F/δ
0
lm,F , and from the features combined
with the information from the mechanical model, e.g. µlm,1 = d(dl,dm) or
µlm,2 = δ
t
lm,F/δ
0
lm,F . A third part of the measure that purely depends on the
virtual model, e.g. using the stress or the strain inside the mechanical model,
can allow for a better detection of a fracture, but has not yet been used.
Insertion of cut points: To detect the cuts, we first search for couples of
neighboring feature points (l,m) that are outliers for the measure µlm. For two
outliers (l0,m0), (l1,m1) with µl0m0 > µl1m1 > τµø the cut should be closer to
the (l0,m0) couple. As soon as the number of outliers exceeds a given threshold
n({(l,m)|µlm > µø}), we insert a cut point pc at the averaged barycenter of
the outliers weighted with their respective measure.
Then, to avoid the insertion of another cut point in the next time step at
the same location, we delete from the set C tF of neighbors the couples that
cross the sphere of the radius rpc around the inserted cut point (see figure 7.7
left, middle). After the update of the neighbors, the measure defined in (7.11)
is only evaluated on C tF .
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Figure 7.6: Left: Neighboring features: From left to right initial position, increasing
measure, an identified outlier (black cross); Right: Initialization of a cut point as the
weighted barycenter of the outliers (black crosses); Target (blue dots) and current fea-
tures (red dots) are connected by springs (orange lines), the neighborhood information
between two features displayed in green
+
+
+
+
x x
Figure 7.7: Left: removed connectivity information (turquoise) in circle around new
cut point (red cross); Middle: insertion of a second cut point yields a cut line (polygon)
(red line); Right: cut polygon is extended until the end of its radius rpc
With the first insertion of a cut point, we introduce a sequence of cut points
{pi0,c, . . . ,pin(pc),c} with i0 = in(pc), that extends to a cut polygon continuously,
i.e. new cut points can be inserted before the first and after the last extremity.
New cut points are inserted before or after the nearest extremity (figure 7.7
middle) and the polygon fits the widening of the cut.
Our first publication [79] uses cut lines that advance in two directions in-
stead of cut points that are connected to form lines. An angular restriction
in which the cut can go replaces the removal of connectivity information men-
tioned above. This approach showed nice results, but when the objects move
or deform, the direction of the line sticked to the object changes and results in
unrealistic behaviours or no detections of cuts due to the angular restriction.
Optimizations: The parameters n({(l,m)|µlm > µø}) and rpc allow to bal-
ance between the precision of the cut and the robustness of the cut detection.
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Setting these parameters on a high value, i.e. aiming rather at the robustness
than at the precision of the cut detection, reduces the ability of the detection
to react instantly on an emerging cut. That means, the detection has the ten-
dency to lag behind. To overcome this negative side effect, we insert another
cut point located at the intersection between the line connecting the last and
the current cut point and the sphere around the current cut point (figure 7.7
right).
The surface feature points do not go beyond the boundary, i.e. inserted
cut points stop before the boundary of the object, preventing the occurrence
of complete cuts. The preventive step of the last paragraph results in a cut
over the boundary which alleviates the problem without adding a parameter.
For the publications [78, 79], the additional cut point has not been in-
serted. Thus the boundary is treated differentely: we check after each cut
point insertion whether there are still neighboring virtual features in front of
the cut. If this is not the case, the cut line is lengthened to cross the boundary
of the FEM mesh and the limit of real object.
Expansion to cut surface and propagation to mechanical model: Us-
ing the direction of the camera or a predefined vector, the separation polygon
can be extruded to a separation surface S, which can be forwarded to any cut-
ting algorithm [128]. In our work we use the approach presented in chapter 5,
which is a combination with a node snapping technique [80].
When the detected cutting plane crosses springs, a target surface point p1l,F
potentially pulls the current surface point p tl,F on the other side of the cut and
thus closes the topological change performed on the mechanical model. To
prevent this behaviour, we introduce a margin r around the cut surface, that
deletes springs connected to a current surface point with a distance smaller
than the margin, see figure 7.8.
7.5.4 Handling internal structures and closing remarks
In our work we use the biomechanical model (P tV , C tV ) of the virtual organ
to update internal structures given by a preoperative scan. For that, the
initial positions P0I and the initial triangular surface connectivity C0I repre-
sent the internal structures like vessels, the urinary system, tumors or others.
At initiation, barycentric coordinates are computed for each point p0l,I ∈ P0I
dependent on the shape functions used in the finite element formulation.
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Figure 7.8: Left: Example of a detected cut (red line) that would be closed due to a
spring intersecting with the cut (yellow dashed line), the actual cut is plot in dark red,
target features (blue dots) pull the current features (red dots) with the springs (orange
lines) away from the cut; Right: springs are removed in margin (dashed red lines) around
the detected cut
Similar to the surface feature points, this helps to express the current po-
sition of the internal structures dependent on the biomechanical model, i.e.
p tl,I = p
t
l,I(P tV , C tV ) ∈ P tI (P tV , C tV ).
When the cut or the tearing of the organ yields a detection of a separa-
tion surface S as being described in subsection 7.5.3, we aim on propagating
this change to the internal structures. In order to correctly update the inter-
nal structures, we update the connectivity C tI by deleting the triangles that
intersect with the separation surface S, i.e.
C tI = {(c1,I , c2,I , c3,I)|[p tc1,I ,I ,p
t
c2,I ,I
,p tc3,I ,I ] ∩ S = ∅} (7.12)
Thus with this update, our detection algorithm described in this chapter com-
bined with our cutting algorithm [80] allows to apply topological changes to a
biomechanical model and its internal structures. These topological changes up-
date the mechanical model to a new representation of the mesh (P tV , C tV ), thus
the barycentric mapping for the internal structures p tl,I(P tV , C tV ) ∈ P tI (P tV , C tV )
needs to be reinitialized. This reinitialization is only of local nature, since in
the genereal setting only a part of the mesh is cut.
Proposed ideas have been implemented using the open source framework
SOFA [28] for the simulation of the deformation of the object. In the following,
we give further details on, and we demonstrate the potential of, our approach
to detect topological changes by the analysis of the motion obtained from
a monocular video and to incorporate these changes in a virtual volumetric
deformable model used for augmented reality. Different scenarios are possible
for ongoing topological changes in the video stream: either the object is precut
and we record a deformation opening the cut, or the object is undergoing
topological changes as cutting and tearing while being recorded.
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Our algorithm can address both scenarios, even with the increased degree
of difficulty in the second case, see section 7.7 for results on silicone bands.
Then, section 7.8 presents cuts on in-vivo livers and ex-vivo kidneys to show
the clinical relevance of our work and to evaluate the accuracy.
The results presented in this chapter are part of our publications [79, 78,
82], which are used as the main landmarks. Since the ideas evolved in these
publications, table 7.1 gives an overview on the applied ideas.
Example Reference Advancement by... Virtual features pl,F Measure µlm
Silicone cut left [79, 82] Cut lines pl,FP d(dl,dm)
Silicone cut middle [79, 82] Cut lines pl,FP d(dl,dm)
Silicone v-example [78] Cut points pl,FP δlm,F/δ
0
lm,F d(dl,dm)
Silicone s-example [78] Cut points pl,FP δlm,F/δ
0
lm,F d(dl,dm)
In-vivo liver 1 [79] Cut lines pl,FP d(dl,dm)
In-vivo liver 2 Cut points pl,FP δlm,F/δ
0
lm,F d(dl,dm)
Ex-vivo kidney 1 [82] Cut points pl,FS δ
1
lm,F/δ
0
lm,F d(dl,dm)
Ex-vivo kidney 2 [82] Cut points pl,FS δ
1
lm,F/δ
0
lm,F d(dl,dm)
Table 7.1: Summary of the applied ideas for the examples of this chapter
7.6 Error assessment
In the context of our work, we can compare our results either by overlaying
them on the two dimensional image or by direct comparison to a three dimen-
sional reference solution.
For the comparison based on the image of the size [0, n(x)] × [0, n(y)] ⊂
N×N, the object in the image is identified and classified as a setX ⊆ [0, n(x)]×
[0, n(y)] and similarly, the overlay of the virtual object in the image is classified
as a set Y ⊆ [0, n(x)] × [0, n(y)]. Then the Dice’s coefficient compares the
intersection of two sets X and Y with the sum of the two sets:
dD(X, Y ) =
2|X ∩ Y |
|X|+ |Y | (7.13)
where |X| is the number of elements in X. This number is finite, as we have
a finite number of pixels in each image [0, n(x)] × [0, n(y)] ⊂ N × N. A few
examples for this coefficient are displayed in figure 7.9. Our scenarios are in
most cases similar to the second image from the right, as we do not remove a
part of the object.
If a reference solution in the three dimensional space exists, the surface
of the objects or internal structures is particularly important, as it is visible
when being overlaid onto the image. Defining X as the surface of the real or
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Figure 7.9: Example for dice coefficients from left to right: 0, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 2∗15/(16+
15) = 0.968, 2 ∗ 15/(16 + 16) = 0.9375, 2 ∗ 14/(16 + 14) = 0.933
reference solution and Y as the surface of its virtual simulated solution, we
can define the Hausdorff distance as
dH(X, Y ) = max{sup
x∈X
inf
y∈Y
d(x, y), sup
y∈Y
inf
x∈X
d(x, y)} (7.14)
An example for the calculation of the Hausdorff distance is displayed in fig-
ure 7.10 (left). As it can be seen, the two parts of the Hausdorff distance yield
different results. Therefore in many cases it is valuable to consider the two
parts separately in order to better identify the areas where errors occur, see
figure 7.10 (right) for an example. Beyond that, average values give added
information, as they can clarify whether the maximal value is an outlier.
X
Y
supx∈X infy∈Y d(x, y)
supy∈Y infx∈X d(x, y)
Figure 7.10: Example for the calculation of the Hausdorff distance in two dimensions
(left) and example of a color plot for infy∈Y d(x, y) ∀x ∈ X (right: low values in blue,
high values in red/orange)
7.7 Results on silicone data
Our algorithm was applied to several scenarios involving highly elastic silicone
bands which are cut and torn. A video is recorded while manipulated to induce
deformations showing the topological changes. Both scenarios are presented:
the precut (see subsection 7.7.1) and the general case (see subsection 7.7.2),
detecting source independent topological changes. Results are quantitatively
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evaluated using the classical dice coefficient on the two dimensional domain
of the video data (see subsection 7.6 for more details). The feature tracking,
deformable model update, cut detection and topological changes are performed
in real-time. The majority of the computational cost is dedicated to solving the
minimization problem mentionned in section 7.4.3. Our separation detection
algorithm only adds a minor computational load in most examples 1% of the
complete computational cost, which is equivalent to an average of about 0.20
and 0.25 ms. We consider this as very promising, since the implementations
have not been optimized and could be parallized if necessary. This makes
our approach specifically interesting as added functionality for any simulation
framework that can deal with topological changes.
7.7.1 Precut objects
In surgical interventions, the cutting process might not be visible, due to in-
struments and fog in the field of view. Thus it is interesting to update the
deformation and the topology of a biomechanical model based on a precut
object, after the action of cutting itself. In order to use our algorithm for
similar scenarios, surgeons need to first perform the cut and then close it.
The mechanical model has to be registered to the organ in its initial position.
When recording an opening the cut, our algorithm allows for an automatic
udate of the model and thus an additional information coming from the three
dimensional biomechanical model for the surgeon.
For results on surgical interventions please refer to 7.8, in this subsection,
we discuss results on two precut silicone bands undergoing strong deforma-
tions [79]. We consider an object cut from the side and in the middle, thus
cuts with and without intersection of the boundary of the object in the video
stream. Note, that the results use the first version of our algorithm, where
two cut lines advance to form the cut [79] (see subsection 7.5.3). Our algo-
Figure 7.11: Advancement of the cut (dark red) inside the virtual object (edges are
plot as white lines)
rithm potentially detects several cut lines in one step of the simulation, that
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are extruded to cut planes to separate the object, see figure 7.11. After the de-
tection of cut lines, the object undergoes strong deformations without further
detections (see figure 7.12), demonstrating the ability to distinguish between
large strains and cuts. Even with the loss of features in the example of a cut
from the left, since part of the object is not visible at the end of the video,
the updated mechanical model shows a convincing overlay with the real sili-
cone bands. For the second case, the object returns to its initial state and the
mechanical object follows without further cut detections.
Figure 7.12: Detection and simulation of cuts in silicone bands demonstrating the
ability of our approach to distinguish between large strains (186% and 166%) and cuts,
augmented with an uncut/cut model (edges are plot as white lines)
Evaluations confirm the positive outcome of the visual observations: The
results for the first case scenario (object cut on the side) are 0.815 when not
accounting for topological changes, and 0.952 when using our algorithm. Re-
sults for the second case scenario (object cut in the middle) are 0.900 for the
uncut mesh, and 0.964 when applying our method.
7.7.2 Source independent detection
If an object is under tension, initialized cuts potentially result in tearing or
fractures. In this section we consider this process on two other silicone bands,
that first undergo great deformations, and then are cut and torn.
V-Example: In the first example – displayed in figure 7.13 – we stretch
a soft, highly extendable silicone cuboid in its length and width, while the
cuboid is fixed at its stem. Almost at the maximal level of elongation before
tearing, we perform a vertical cut, that is proceeded by a separation due to
tearing. The rectangular shape changes until it resembles the letter "v" – this
is why we call this example in the following the v-example. The real cuboid
is 10cm in width and height and has a thickness of 8mm, while the virtual
duplicate consists of 288 degrees of freedom and 605 tetrahedral elements.
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Figure 7.13: V-Example: Detection of the combination of strong deformations (green
boxes), cutting (yellow boxes) and tearing (red boxes)
Figure 7.14 illustrates the workflow of the proposed method on this exam-
ple: From the input video stream we extract features pl,f and track them over
Figure 7.14: From left to right: raw image with image features (blue dots); image
features and their corresponding point on the deformable model (red dots) and the
orange line showing the distance between real and virtual features; connectivity graph
(green lines) between virtual features with the endpoints of the cutting path (red crosses);
resulting updated mesh overlayed on the image.
time - for the v-example, we extracted 531 features (figure 7.14 (left)). We de-
form the volumetric object by connecting the real features pl,f to the virtual
features pl,F (figure 7.14 (left middle)). Using the neighborhood information
CF of the virtual features, the measure µlm can be calculated (figure 7.14 (right
middle)). Outliers compared to the average of the measure, define a cut region
in which we put the cut points, that are illustrated in figure 7.14 (right middle)
as well. At every update, a cut line between an old and a new cut point is
extended to a cut plane, which then introduces the topological change in the
volumetric model (figure 7.14 (right)).
The v-example uses 6795 neighboring virtual features for the detection of
an emerging separation. Due to the topological change, the neighborhood
information CF is updated until we have 6049 neighboring features in the final
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frame of the video. A topological change such as a cut or a fracture yields more
freedom of motion for the object. In this example, the volumetric model makes
use of additional 149 vertexes to take account of the appearing separation.
Despite the additional computational cost of to the added degrees of freedom
the computation remains real-time, above 25 frames per second.
S-Example: The second example considers another cuboid, that is made
of a silicone ten times stiffer than the silicone of the first example. Again,
the object is deformed by elongation, but this time, we cut horizontally, with
a complex cut geometry – similar to a part of the sinusoidal function, the s-
example. After the cut is performed, the object is separated into two parts
Figure 7.15: S-Example: Detection of the combination of strong deformations (green
boxes), cutting (yellow boxes) and tearing (red boxes)
by tearing. Between the three actions – deformation/elongation, the cut and
the tearing – the object returns several times to a position with less stress,
disturbing the detection of a cut. The objects dimensions are 8cm in width
and height, but the object is thicker 1.2cm. Like in the first example, we apply
a virtual model with 288 degrees of freedom and 605 tetrahedral elements. The
video stream yields 693 features, that are initially connected by 9225 pairs of
neighboring virtual features. In the course of the simulation the number of
neighboring virtual features pl,F reduces to 8023 while the number of vertices
in the volumetric model increases to 315. Compared to the v-example, the
increase is relatively low, as we used the snapping algorithm and not the re-
meshing algorithm. Similar to the v-example, the impact on the computation
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time is negligible, the real-time computation is not endangered.
Figure 7.16: Comparison of an augmentation without and with our method the v-
example (left) and the s-example (right)
Accuracy: Our examples yield very good results for the dice measure, in
particular when compared to an augmented reality that would continue using
a volumetric model not accounting for topological changes. Visual evaluation
can be performed by looking at figure A.31. In the first test case – the vertical
cut from the top – the dice measure in the final frame using our method is
0.951, whereas an approach based on an uncut model only has a dice measure
of 0.740. The second example delivers similar results: our method has a dice
measure of 0.964 in contrary to an uncut model that can only react incorrectly
to the topological change yielding a dice measure of 0.819.
Based on these promising results, we address the application in a surgical
setting in the following.
7.8 Application in surgical interventions
Visualizing internal structures of organs in minimally invasive surgery is an
important avenue for improving the perception of the surgeon, or for support-
ing planning and decision systems. Our physics-based non-rigid augmented
reality is particularly interesting for that, as singularities caused by topologi-
cal changes are detected and propagated to the pre-operative model and thus
models can be used throughout the complete surgery.
In subsection 7.8.1 we assess our algorithm on a video of the deformation
showing the cut of a porcine liver’s lobe in minimal invasive surgery [79, 82] and
we briefly discuss an example of the handling of sliding or jumping nodes. The
chapter closes with the most recent results on augmenting internal structures
[82], which has not yet been addressed in the literature to our knowledge.
Note, that the scenarios of this section are using precut organs, refer to 7.7.1
for further details.
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7.8.1 Validation on an in-vivo liver
We evaluated our approach on video clips involving a deformation of porcine
liver lobes that have been cut before starting recording. The initial and the
final frames of the first example are shown in figures 7.17 (left) and (right). In
this example, the algorithm extracts 438 features pl,f from the video stream
(see figure 7.17 (left)), 32 are identified to be outliers in the advancement
of the video (as it has been explained at the end of subsection 7.4.1). The
features deform a volumetric mesh, using the spring energy ΠS(P tF (PV ),P1F ).
Figure 7.17 (middle left) illustrates the initial configuration of the vertices PV .
We calculate the measure µ on 18503 pairs of features and lose 1478 of these
pairs in the course of the simulation due to identified outliers – the initial
neighborhood information CF is displayed in figure 7.17 (middle right).
Figure 7.17: From left to right: Detected features pl,f (blue dots); (b) FEM mesh of
the virtual organ (black lines are the edges); Computed neighborhood CF (green lines);
Organ manipulation after a cut
When applying our method, the measure µij is calculated on the neighbor-
ing pairs of features in CF and a pair of features is identified to be cut using a
threshold τ = 7.0. The resulting three-dimensional representation of the liver,
as illustrated in figures 7.18 (right), is very similar to the actual organ shape.
A tumor has been inserted into the virtual representation of the organ.
With no topology update, the augmented view of the tumor is distorted and
misplaced, whereas with our cut detection and simulation, the tumor stays
undeformed and correctly located below the cut.
To analyze our results, we compute the dice measure comparing the surfaces
of the uncut pre-operative mesh and the cut mesh obtained with our method.
The dice coefficient associated with our result is 0.963, whereas it was 0.906
for the uncut object, confirming the benefits of the proposed method.
Compared to the evaluation on silicone bands, retrieving and tracking the
features in the laparoscopic video stream is cumbersome around the cut and
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Figure 7.18: Top: Augmented reality on cut and deformed liver overlaid by the virtual
organ and a tumor; with a normal elastic model (left) and with our method (right)
due to the reflection of the light of the camera. Moreover, the instrument on
the left hand side of the image is going a little bit over the liver lobe and
features tend to stick to it when the liver or the instrument move. Thus,
before using the two dimensional features p1l,f , we filter out jumping or sliding
features using the idea discussed in subsection 7.4.1. A second example on an
in vivo liver presented in figure 7.19, shows the neglected points on the left
and the final augmentation on the right side.
Figure 7.19: Augmentation of endoscopic images using a 3D liver model: Left: iden-
tified outliers of the detected features (yellow crosses); Right: The 3D model topology
is updated according to the cut of the liver lobe
While figure 7.18 displays the motivation for an augmentation with internal
structures, it does not give information of the accuracy of the estimated posi-
tion of internal structures. This topic is addressed in the following subsection,
on ex-vivo kidneys.
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7.8.2 Validation on ex-vivo kidneys with internal structures
The experiments presented in this subsection involve the cutting of an ex-vivo
kidney. It provides a challenging evaluation of our method, as the internal
structures of the kidney (the calyces – a part of the urinary system) have a
complex geometry and cover a large part of the organ.
Ground truth
A trustworthy ground truth for the kidney and its internal structures is ob-
tained as two CT scans were performed before and after the manipulation. To
ensure a good visualization of the internal structures in the CT images and
to avoid a loss of volume when the cut occurs, we filled the calyces with a gel
that solidifies. The gel contains BaSO4 microparticles, showing high contrast
in CT images [25].
The kidneys are cut perpendicularly to the long axis in the middle of the
parenchyma, incising a part of the calyx system. The cut is widened by stretch-
ing the kidney along its longitudinal axis. The organs and internal structures
have been segmented using active contour techniques (Snakes) [46]. The re-
sulting surface meshes, displayed in the following, have been smoothed using
nearest neighbor smoothing algorithm.
In order to quantify the obtained results, we measure the (sampled) Haus-
dorff distance H between the surface and the internal structures of the kidney
comparing the simulated solution – with and without cutting – with the goal
positions provided by the final CT scan. For the surface feature points we use
the Euclidean norm:
‖p tl,F (P tV )− p1l,F‖F= ‖p tl,F (P tV )− p1l,F‖2 (7.15)
Averages and maximal values for the measures are collected in table 7.2.
Our results
Kidney 1 measures 102x27x55mm, the internal structures 58x11x27mm. We
extracted 225 feature points, that are connected using a radius rP
F
= 15mm.
We applied our algorithm with a threshold τ = 8 to identify outliers when
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Average (mm) Max (mm)
Object Entity Measure Without cutting With cutting Without cutting With cutting
Kidney 1 P tF (P tV ) ‖. . . ‖F 1.69 0.52 11.2 5.4
(P t∂V (P tV ), C t∂V ) H 1.76 1.49 13.1 10.1
(P tI (P tV ), C tI ) H 1.10 0.82 8.9 7.6
Kidney 2 P tF (P tV ) ‖. . . ‖F 2.45 1.28 12.9 5.6
(P t∂V (P tV ), C t∂V ) H 1.96 1.22 13.1 6.9
(P tI (P tV ), C tI ) H 1.69 1.04 7.4 4.6
Table 7.2: Evaluation on ex vivo kidney data. Our method results in a higher accuracy
than standard approaches without cutting.
Figure 7.20: Augmented reality on cut and deformed kidney 1 (top) and 2 (bottom)
overlaid by the virtual organ, the initial registration (left), final registrations: uncut
(middle left), cut (middle right) and reference registration (right).
comparing to the average of the measure, inserting a new cut point pc as soon
as we have n = 8 outliers and updating the neighborhood information using
rpc = 7mm.
Kidney 2 measures 96x27x56mm, the internal structures 52x12x32mm. We
identified and tracked 219 feature points in the video stream and applied our
method with rP
F
= 20mm, τ = 10, n = 3, rpc = 13mm.
In both cases, the simulations were performed at minimally 25 fps, while on
average the simulations run at 35 fps using a single CPU computer. The algo-
rithms proposed in this work add less than 3% computational costs to a normal
elastic FEM implementation, which is reflected in average by 0.15ms for the
detection of a cut and 0.15-0.25ms for the update of the internal structures
every time step.
For a visual comparison we refer to the overlaid images in figure A.32.
More details can be retrieved from figure 7.21, which displays the values of the
sampled Hausdorff distance overlaid on the meshs. Table 7.2 summarizes the
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results by giving average and maximal values for the measures mentioned in
section 7.8.2.
Object For x ∈ X : inf
y∈Y
d(x, y) For y ∈ Y : inf
x∈X
d(x, y)
Kidney 1 uncut Max
Max
Kidney 1 cut Max
Max
Kidney 2 uncut Max
Max
Kidney 2 cut Max
Max
Figure 7.21: Visualization of the two parts found in the Hausdorff distance, surfaces
X of the simulated and Y the reference solution; low values in blue, high values in
red/orange.
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Short discussion and additional information
In the presented results, our method shows a clear advantage over existing
approaches that do not account for (surgical) cuts. Particularly interesting
is the impact of the parameters, that have to be adapted for the different
scenarios – for example the radius rpc : for a small rpc (e.g. kidney 1), the
cut advances in several steps (a progressing cut), while for a greater rpc (e.g.
kidney 2), cut lines are longer, more robust, but less precise.
The results are highly dependent on the deformation. Subsections 7.7.1,
7.7.2 and previous work [78] shows the potentially positive impact of strongly
deformed objects on the measure. Nevertheless, in the medical examples, we
refrain from using strong deformations, to stay close to the medical workflow.
Part III
Conclusions and perspectives
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Simulations for surgical interventions remain challenging as the surgical act
includes many different physical behaviours while interactive simulation rates
need to be provided. During surgery, organs may undergo large deformations
and thus when a cut is performed, the resulting updated biomechanical model
needs to maintain the stability and the consistency of the simulation.
In this PhD thesis we mainly considered the cutting and fracture of de-
formable objects in real-time. Furthermore we presented results for the detec-
tion of cutting and tearing from a monoscopic video stream with a visualization
in the intraoperative view showing internal structures of an organ. Deforma-
tions are based on elasticity theory and computed using the finite element
method.
Cuts based on the eXtended finite element method: First we pre-
sented results using the eXtended Finite Element method, which adds new
nodes that are related to adapted shape functions. These shape functions
allow for a separation inside elements without changing the original represen-
tation of the mesh. The convergence analysis reveals that the method out-
performs the best possible solution of a conventional finite element method in
terms of solution accuracy. Moreover, visually pleasing results are obtained
when performing a complex cut in sinusoidal shape on a model of a liver. Our
implementation is publicly available1 and can be added to existing finite ele-
ment implementations. However, due to the high computational costs of the
integration algorithms required for partially cut elements, our implementation
does not provide real-time performance. Also it currently only considers static
problems.
Re-meshing tetrahedral elements: Therefore, in chapter 5 we pre-
sented another cutting approach based on a novel re-meshing technique. Re-
meshing algorithms replace cut tetrahedra by tetrahedra with nodes on the
cut surface, therefore allowing for an opening of the mesh. Our re-meshing ap-
proach is based on a series of efficient topological changes that are combined
with a moving of nodes to the cut surface. Our ideas have been implemented
in the open source framework SOFA, which aims at real-time simulations, and
has been combined with CGOGN, an open source framework that handles
topological changes efficiently. Several theoretical and experimental examples
illustrate the great advantage of our method compared to the literature. In
particular our method allows for a limited increase of the number of added
nodes during the cutting process. Also, thanks to our method, the condi-
tion number of the linear system of equations, arising from the finite element
method, changes much less than with the approaches proposed in the litera-
1Code hosting platform bitbucket - https://bitbucket.org.
Download command: git clone https://chrijopa@bitbucket.org/chrijopa/xfem-in-cpp.git
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ture and we our algorithm maintains real-time computation frame rates after
the cuts.
One of the problems we encountered in our simulations was a jagged cut
front (see figure 5.12) and potentially an incorrect following of the cut inside of
the completely cut elements (see figure 5.13). Thus, a short term perspective
is an improved placement of the middle points that control and could alleviate
both behaviours. However, the improved placement of the nodes might come
along with a deteriorated element quality, particularly for partially cut ele-
ments (see figure 5.14). Therefore, in a second, medium term step, we propose
to remesh also the neighborhood of the cut elements in order to improve the
condition number of the system.
Based on the positive results for tetrahedral elements with linear shape
functions, the re-meshing approach has been extended to quadratic shape
functions. Due to the improved convergence of quadratic tetrahedra, less
nodes yield the same accuracy. Additionally, the smooth surfaces of these
elements better fit the curved surface of an organ. To our knowledge, our
re-meshing algorithm is the first to be applied to quadratic tetrahedra. Our
theoretical analysis proves that our method inserts less nodes when comparing
to the extention of re-meshing algorithms proposed in the literature for linear
tetrahedra. Experimental results underline the theoretical observations and an
example cutting a coarse mesh of a liver gives visually pleasing and physically
reasonable results.
While our current implementation allows for curved object surfaces, the
cut surfaces in our results are planar. Thus as a short term perspective, we
propose to allow for curved cut surfaces, e.g. provided from the smoothed
movement of a mouse. For linear shape functions on tetrahedral elements, the
snapping of nodes to the cut surface helps to prevent ill-shaped elements and
reduces the number of added nodes. We expect similar improvements in case
of quadratic shape functions and we will, as a long term perspective, allow
for the snapping of the nodes to the cut surface. This is more difficult to
realize due to two reasons: First, in order to maintain the same boundary,
the movement of a corner node needs to be followed by the movement of the
edge nodes. Second, with the update of the current positions we also need to
update undeformed positions to prevent introducing artificial stress. Thus, we
considered the snapping of nodes on simpler elements with quadratic shape
functions, briefly discussed in the following.
Fracture of quadratic shells: Given that quadratic elements allow for a
better, more localized, computation of the stress, we proposed to use such ele-
ments in the context of fracture simulation. We applied this idea to triangular
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shell elements and used the principal stress to calculate the fracture direction
in the deformed configuration. The separation of the shells along the crack is
performed along the element edges closest to the fracture direction, which are
then snapped along the crack direction. This limits the introduction of new
nodes, ensuring stability and real-time performance. Preliminary results on an
L-shaped sheet show a first implementation of our approach.
For future work, we will improve the snapping method by splitting the frac-
tured triangular elements into four elements, constructed from the six nodes
of the quadratic triangle. This will lead to new elements and new nodes in
the fractured region, making it easier to adapt the mesh to the actual fracture
direction, while maintaining the original geometry of the shells. In order to
limit the number of added nodes and to prevent non-conformal meshes, we
propose to use T-junctions for the new nodes on existing mesh edges. Then we
plan the application to the simulation of removing the epiretinal membrane in
the eye. This work might also give interesting insights for an extension to the
fracture of tetrahedral elements.
Augmented reality with topological changes: In the context of regis-
tration and augmented reality, physically-based methods have been proposed
to overlay information coming from a three-dimensional pre-operative model,
such as the location of tumors or vessels, onto the laparoscopic image of the
organ. With these approaches, additional information coming from the three
dimensional model, such as the location of tumors or vessels, can be overlaid on
the view of the surgeon. While the literature contains very promising ideas and
approaches, to our knowledge, our work has been the first to detect topologi-
cal changes, that include cutting and tearing, on a highly elastic object from
a monoscopic video stream. This work and our recent publication [82] present
moreover, beyond the update of the three dimensional mechanical model, the
update of the internal structures and thus important additional information
could be provided to surgeons in the future. In order to incorporate detected
topological changes into the model, we use the re-meshing approach briefly pre-
sented beforehand. The evaluation on highly elastic silicone bands, an in-vivo
porcine liver and an ex-vivo porcine kidney show the improvement compared
to the state of the art, that does not update the initial mechanical model.
While our results are very promising and we are the first addressing the
topological changes detected from a monocular video stream in the literature,
there are several shortcomings, that we would like to address: The camera
observing the scene, the object itself are fixed and we can not handle occlusions.
To formulate it differently, our algorithm can not recover or reidentify features.
Thus, when a cut occurs and the cut surface is visible, the deformation of the
volumetric object is still only based on the features of the initial surfaces,
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which might not give enough information for the correct deformation of the
volumetric object. This issue will be considered as a next step and compared
to our results without recovering features. Additionally, the identification of
the cutting instruments [111] would improve the detection of a separation.
Then, we propose to address partial cuts in the direction of the camera and
we expect the detection to improve due to the newly identified features on the
cut surface. For the detection of partial cuts the depth of view has higher
importance, as it determines the cut depth. Therefore, for the partial cuts we
would use stereoscopic video streams and compare the results between to the
results obtained from a monoscopic video stream.
We are confident that the methods presented in this PhD thesis will find
their application in the simulation of surgical interventions or in the support
of surgeons in their daily routine. While our work is to most part based
on the conventional finite element method, specialized methods for real-time
simulation of complex structures might gain relevance. We believe in and will
investigate into the immersed boundary method, that uses a high resolution
surfacic mesh embedded into a coarse mesh, that is used for the simulation.
Part IV
Appendix

1 Basics
1.1 Matrix manipulations
In our work we use the Euler sum, which indicates a sum over indices that
appear twice in an equation
aibi :=
∑
i
aibi (A.16)
The upper and the lower limit of the sum usually is apparent from the context.
Note, that as soon as the indice appear only once on the left hand side of the
equation, then the Euler sum does not get applied
ci = aibi 6=
∑
i
aibi (A.17)
With this notation, the multiplication of two matrices or tensors A and B
writes as
AB = (AikBkj)ij (A.18)
For matrices of same size, we define the inner product as
A : B := AijBij (A.19)
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We obtain the following equalities:
A : B = AijBij = AjiBji = B : A (A.20)
AB : C = AikBkjCij = BkjA
T
kiCij = B : A
TC (A.21)
A : BC = AijBikCkj = AijC
T
jkBik = AC
T : B (A.22)
For symmetric matrices A = AT , the transose can be forwarded to the other
matrix
A : B = AT : B = AijBji = AijB
T
ij = A : B
T (A.23)
and if we use additionally a skewsymmetric matrix B = −BT , the inner prod-
uct is zero
B = −BT =⇒ A : B = A : BT = −A : B =⇒ A : B = 0 (A.24)
When we define the outer product of two vectors b ∈ Rm×1, c ∈ Rn×1 as
bc = (bicj)ij ∈ Rm×n (A.25)
we can combine inner product of the matrices with the outer vector product:
A : bc = Aijbicj = biAijcj = b ·Ac (A.26)
1.2 Derivatives and integral equations
If we consider a smooth vector field v and a smooth tensor field A, then we
have
∇x(ATv) = (∇xA)v +∇(A) : ∇xv (A.27)
Considering integral equations, we state the divergence theorem: for a
compact region Ω and a piecewise smooth boundary ∂Ω it gives
∫
∂Ω
vnda =
∫
Ω
∇x · vdv (A.28)
∫
∂Ω
Anda =
∫
Ω
∇x ·Adv (A.29)
and the integration by substitution: for a continuous vector field v and an
open set Ω, linked by a bijective function χ ∈ C1, χ−1 ∈ C1, we have
∫
χ(Ω)
v(x)dv =
∫
Ω
v(χ(X))| det(∇Xχ(X))|dV (A.30)
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2 Symmetry of the Cauchy stress tensor
Based on the angular momentum and similarly to the derivation of Cauchy’s
equation of motion, a second differential equation can be obtained (for further
information please refer to [110], page 52)
∇x ·
(
x× σT
)
+ x× b = ρ
(
x× Dv
Dt
)
(A.31)
where
x× σT = ×ijkxjσlk (A.32)
with the third order permutation tensor ×ijk that is zero for all entries other
than
×123 = ×231 = ×312 = −×132 = −×321 = −×213 = 1 (A.33)
Using the product rule, we can write
[
∇x ·
(
x× σT
)]
i
=
∂
∂xl
(×ijkxjσlk) =
[
x×∇x · σT
]
i
+×ijkδjlσlk (A.34)
Then the linearity of the cross-product operator and a rearranging the differ-
ential equation above gives
0 =






x×
(
ρ
∂v
∂t
−∇x · σT − b
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(2.32)
= 0






i
= ×ijkδjlσlk = ×ijkσjk (A.35)
As a result we obtain the symmetry of the CST:
σjk = σkj (A.36)
3 Shape functions and spatial integration
In this section we list the shape functions and the integration points for dif-
ferent element shapes and polynomial degrees.
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Element type Ω Shape functions ξg w
Triangle lagrange 1 {ξ ∈ [0, 1]2|∑i ξi ≤ 1}
N ,0(ξ) = 1− ξ0 − ξ1
N ,1(ξ) = ξ0
N ,2(ξ) = ξ1
(1
2
, 1
2
) 12
Triangle lagrange 2 {ξ ∈ [0, 1]2|∑i ξi ≤ 1}
N ,0(ξ) = λ(2λ− 1)
N ,1(ξ) = ξ0(2ξ1 − 1)
N ,2(ξ) = ξ1(2ξ2 − 1)
N ,3(ξ) = 4ξ0λ
N ,4(ξ) = 4ξ0ξ1
N ,5(ξ) = 4ξ1λ
where λ = 1−∑i ξi
(1
2
, 1
2
)
(0, 1
2
)
(1
2
, 0)
1
6
1
6
1
6
Tetrahedron lagrange 1 {ξ ∈ [0, 1]3|∑i ξi ≤ 1}
N ,0(ξ) = 1− ξ0 − ξ1 − ξ2
N ,1(ξ) = ξ0
N ,2(ξ) = ξ1
N ,3(ξ) = ξ2
(1
4
, 1
4
, 1
4
) 1
6
Tetrahedron lagrange 2 {ξ ∈ [0, 1]3|∑i ξi ≤ 1}
N ,0(ξ) = λ(2λ− 1)
N ,1(ξ) = ξ0(2ξ1 − 1)
N ,2(ξ) = ξ1(2ξ2 − 1)
N ,3(ξ) = ξ2(2ξ3 − 1)
N ,4(ξ) = 4ξ0λ
N ,5(ξ) = 4ξ0ξ2
N ,6(ξ) = 4ξ1λ
N ,7(ξ) = 4ξ2λ
N ,8(ξ) = 4ξ0ξ2
N ,9(ξ) = 4ξ1ξ2
where λ = 1−∑i ξi
(α, β, β)
(β, α, β)
(β, β, α)
(β, β, β)
where α = 0.58541020
and β = 0.13819660
1
24
1
24
1
24
1
24
Table A.3: Different element types with reference domain, shape functions and Gauss
integration points and weights
4 Derivation of the stiffness matrix in linear elasticity
To simplify the notations of the following derivations, we use
uce(l) =: (uli)i = (ul1, ul2, ul3) (A.37)
Ue =: (ui)i = (u1, u2, u3) (A.38)
∇XUe = (∇Xuij)ij =
∂Ue
∂X
=
(
∂ui
∂Xj
)
ij
(A.39)
Nl := Ne,l, Nl,j :=
∂Nl
∂Xj
(A.40)
εgl,l =: (ε 1 2) 1 2 (A.41)
With these definitions, we can write
∂∇Xui1i3
∂ul2i2
=
∂ (ul3i1Nl3,i3)
∂ul2i2
= δi1i2δl2l3Nl3,i3 = δi1i2Nl2,i3 (A.42)
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Insertion inside of the linearized Green-Lagrange strain tensor (2.75) gives
∂εi1i3
∂ul2i2
=
1
2
∂
∂ul2i2
(∇Xui1i3 +∇Xui3i1) =
1
2
(δi1i2Nl2,i3 + δi2i3Nl2,i1) (A.43)
According to [70], chapter 6.1.6, the stress increments associated with differ-
ent conjugate variables coincide in the natural configuration for linear elastic
materials. Thus P = σ and with the constitutive equation one can obtain
∂P i1i3
∂ul2i2
=
∂σi1i3
∂ul2i2
= λδi1i3
∂εi4i4
∂ul2i2
+ 2µ
∂εi1i3
∂ul2i2
(A.44)
=
λδi1i3
2
(δi2i4Nl2,i4 + δi2i4Nl2,i4) + µ (δi1i2Nl2,i3 + δi2i3Nl2,i1) (A.45)
= λδi1i3Nl2,i2 + µδi1i2Nl2,i3 + µδi2i3Nl2,i1 (A.46)
and finally, the internal force density can be calculated
∂f inte,l1i1
∂ul2i2
=
∂(P i1i3Nl1,i3)
∂ul2i2
=
∂P i1i3
∂ul2i2
Nl1,i3 (A.47)
= (λδi1i3Nl2,i2 + µδi1i2Nl2,i3 + µδi2i3Nl2,i1)Nl1,i3 (A.48)
= λδi1i3Nl2,i2Nl1,i3 + µδi1i2Nl2,i3Nl1,i3 + µδi2i3Nl2,i1Nl1,i3 (A.49)
= λNl2,i2Nl1,i1 + µδi1i2Nl2,i3Nl1,i3 + µNl2,i1Nl1,i2 (A.50)
To resume, we can write the elementary stiffness matrix as
Ke,3l1+i1 3l2+i2 =
∫
Ωe
∂f inte,l1i1
∂ul2i2
dV (A.51)
that can be assembled to obtain the global stiffness matrix
K3k1+i1 3k2+i2 = δk1ce(l1)δk2ce(l2)Ke,3l1+i1 3l2+i2 (A.52)
Note, that the element matrices Ke are symmetric and as a result, after the
assembling process described in the last equation, we obtain a symmetric global
stiffness matrix K.
A similar derivation is not possible for the non-linear St. Venant Kirch-
hoff material since this material behaviour uses the non-linear Green-lagrange
strain tensor: Calculating a derivative ∂
∂uli
yields a linear function in uli and
thus the internal force ❢int(✉) can not replaced by a matrix vector product K✉.

Part V
Brief summary in French

1 Introduction et motivation
Dans les dernières déciennes, la chirurgie mini-invasive remplace de plus en
plus les opérations ouvertes, pour atténuer les effets de l’acte chirugical sur le
patient.
Figure A.22: Laparoscopie: Configuration (gauche), vue peroperatoire (droite)
La laparoscopie est la technique utilisée pour les appareils digestif et pelvien
en chirgurgie en chirurgie mini-invasive, elle a éte appliquée la première fois
en 1987. Cette technique récente utilise l’insufflation de gaz carbonique dans
la cavité abdominale pour créer un espace de travail autour des organes. Des
trocarts sont placés dans des petites ouvertures dans la paroi abdominale,
permettant d’insérer une camera et des instruments chirurgicaux allongés.
L’invervention chirurgicale est faite avec une vue indirecte par camera la-
paroscopique. Évitant les operations ouvertes avec de grandes incisions, cette
procédure reduit la morbidité post-opératoire, la douleur, la taille des cicatri-
ces, et donc permet de diminuer le temps de récupération [121].
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Ces effets positifs pour les patients entraînent des défis pour les chirurgiens.
En effet leur visibilité se trouve reduit et les chirurgiens doivent appliquer des
informations pré-opératoires, récupérées sur des imageries (TDM, IRM) à la
situation peroperatoire qui inclut des mouvements et déplacements des tissus
ciblés. Ainsi, les chirurgiens ont des difficultés à localiser des tumeurs, et la
chirurgie mini-invasive prend plus de temps [121].
Ces nouveaux défis entraînent des erreurs de manipulation et un risque
augmenté de dommages tissulaire. Aux États-unis, des erreurs similaires se
produisent dans 3 pourcent des hospitalisations, avec des coûts entre 17 et
29 trillions de dollars américains [49]. Cependant, les chirurgiens bénéficient
rarement d’un eintraînement intensif. Similairement au développement de
l’industrie du vol dans le passé, des simulations et une assistance informa-
tique pourraient être utilisées pour la formation, la planification, le soutien
et l’orientation des chirurgiens. Pour la neurochirurgie et la chirurgie or-
thopédique, les méthodes de chirurgie assistées par ordinateur sont déjà bien
connues et donnent un meilleur résultat pour le patient [35, 130]. Avec les
systèmes de réalité augmentée, une image virtuelle est superposée à la vue
de l’intervention chirurgicale, pour un meilleur guidage chirurgical [67]. Les
algorithmes de guidage des chirurgiens reposent sur des systèmes d’imagerie
(préopératoires) et des systèmes de capteurs intra-opératoires, par exemple la
camera laparoscopique.
La formation par simulation ne peut pas s’appuyer sur une information per
opératoire et doit fournir des modèles réalistes pour les manipulations effec-
tuées lors d’une intervention chirurgicale. Seuls quelques systèmes proposent
la simulation d’une procédure complète. L’un des systèmes les plus avancés est
actuellement développé pour la chirurgie de la cataracte et utilise une approche
basée sur la physique pour représenter les manipulations dans les simulations.
Figure A.23: Assistance informatique pour la formation de la chirurgie de la cataracte
sur l’œil [109] (gauche) et à l’intérieur de la cavité abdominale montrant les structures
internes du foie comme réalité augmentée [55] (droite)
Les approches basées sur la physique sont très prometteuses en termes de
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réalisme, mais difficiles car de nombreux phénomènes différents doivent être
traités. En chirurgie laparoscopique, les manipulations d’organes entraînent
de grandes déformations, coupures et cautérisations. En raison des surfaces
incurvées des organes, les méthodes basées sur la physique doivent fournir
des modèles géométriques précis, de préférence avec des bordures courbes,
potentiellement soumis aux grandes déformations [118].
De plus, la capacité de simuler des coupures ou des déchirures de tissus
mous est essentielle pour l’application dans le contexte chirurgical. Pour la
formation et l’application per-operatoire, les solutions proposées doivent être
stables, simulée en temps réel et avec une grande précision. La combinaison
de tous les points mentionnés dans ce paragraphe est particulièrement difficile
et fait de ce sujet un domaine de recherche actif, la plupart des solutions
aboutissent à des compromis car une plus grande précision met directement
en danger l’aspect temps réel des simulations.
La découpe virtuelle d’objets déformables pourrait avoir applications dans
d’autres domaines et donc les techniques proposées pourraient être utilisé dans
d’autres contextes.
Cette thèse porte sur la propagation des changements topologiques (dé-
coupe, cassure) dans un modèle mécanique. Nous visons à préserver l’aspect
de temps réel pendant toute la phase de la simulation. De nombreuses méth-
odes physiques pour la simulation des déformations existent dans la littérature,
notre travail est basé sur la méthode des éléments finis. Les détections de
changements topologiques basées sur des informations provenant d’une image
sont discutées. Nous abordons les questions relatives à la stabilité et à l’aspect
temps réel de la simulation.
Nous présentons les contributions suivantes:
–Un algorithme robuste et efficace pour couper des tétraèdres utilisant
des polynomômes de premier degré, basé sur le mouvement des sommets
et des techniques de remaillage
–Une extension de cet algorithme aux tétraèdres utilisant des polynomômes
de second degré pour obtenir des surfaces lisses et courbes
–Une application aux interventions chirurgicales montrant des change-
ments topologiques superposés à un organe qui est coupé, déchiré ou
fracturé
–Visualisation des structures internes tout en coupant les organes
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Ce manuscrit est organisé autour des publications et des travaux en cours
de ce doctorat de trois années. Le but de ce document est de résumer le travail
brièvement, plus de détails sont présentés dans la version anglaise de la thèse
de doctorat.
Section 2 présente les contributions aux algorithmes de coupe: une implé-
mentation de la méthode des éléments finis étendus et un nouvel algorithme
de remaillage appliqué aux tétraèdres bassée sur des polynomômes du premier
et second degré.
Section 3 discute les résultats lors de la détection de coupures à partir d’un
flux vidéo monoscopique et en l’appliquant à un modèle tridimensionnel virtuel
avec des structures internes.
2 Changements topologiques
De nombreuses méthodes physiques pour la simulation de déformations exis-
tent dans la littérature, par exemple les méthodes de mass-ressort, les méthodes
sans maillage et la méthode des éléments finis. Dans leur forme classique, ces
méthodes ne peuvent pas traiter les changements topologiques (comme la dé-
coupe) et ainsi des améliorations ou des adaptations sont nécessaires. L’objet
représenté par la méthode classique des éléments finis, par exemple, ne permet
que les séparations aux sommets de maillage et non à l’intérieur des éléments.
Ainsi, soit quelques sommets doivent être déplacés vers la surface de la dé-
coupe, soit le maillage doit être adapté en insérant de nouveaux sommets à la
surface de la découpe (remaillage), soit on doit appliquer une méthode adaptée
d’éléments finis.
La littérature sur les coupes virtuelles montre que les éléments tétraédriques
sont utilisés depuis l’origine des simulations de découpe [69, 14, 24, 68, 63, 107,
43, 123] alors que les coupes virtuelles sur éléments hexaédriques ont été intro-
duites plus récemment [129, 26, 126, 101]. Pour les mailles polyédriques, il n’y a
eu que quelques ouvrages [124, 57]. Et les méthodes sans maillage ont actuelle-
ment une importance croissante [65, 83, 88, 104], en particulier combinées avec
d’autres approches [73, 74, 75, 92, 93]. Ce sont quelques repères essentiels,
d’autres détails sur les algorithmes de coupe jusqu’à 2014 sont présentés par
Wu et al [128].
Dans cette section, nous présentons nos contributions à ce champ de recherche:
nous présentons d’abord nos résultats concernant la méthode des éléments finis
étendus, qui permet des coupes à haute résolution dans des grilles grossières,
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voir la sous-section 2.1. Ensuite nous expliquons un nouvel algorithme de re-
maillage est expliqué utilisant d’abord des polynômes du premier degré (voir
la sous-section 2.2) puis du second (voir la sous-section 2.3).
2.1 Espace de fonctions adaptées - Méthode des éléments finis éten-
dus
La méthode des éléments finis étendus (X-FEM) est particulièrement intéres-
sante, car elle fournit des outils pour manipuler des éléments qui sont com-
plètement et partiellement coupés avec des géométries complexes. Notez que
cette méthode ne déplace pas ou n’introduit pas de sommets sur la surface de
la coupe, elle étend les capacités de la méthode classique des éléments finis.
Dans cette section, nous discuterons brièvement de notre travail sur ce sujet,
alors que d’autres détails peuvent être trouvés dans [77]. Les contributions
principales de notre travail [77] sont:
–Application du X-FEM à la simulation de la coupe dans les tissus mous
–Possibilité de simuler des éléments complètement et partiellement coupés
–Une évaluation qui démontre la précision supérieure par rapport aux
FEM conventionnelle
–Une implémentation X-FEM open source 2
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Figure A.24: Analyse de convergence montrant l ’erreur quadratique moyenne du
X-FEM par rapport à la solution FEM conventionnelle sur un exemple de coupe d ’un
faisceau (left); Un foie avec 888 éléments tétraédriques linéaires est coupé par une lame
sinusoïdale: non déformé avec la surface de coupe (middle right), et la déformation après
la coupe (right)
L’idée de X-FEM peut être énoncée ainsi: Les éléments coupés avec la sur-
face de coupe S sont identifiés et classés entre complètement ou partiellement
2Code hosting platform bitbucket - https://bitbucket.org.
Download command: git clone https://chrijopa@bitbucket.org/chrijopa/xfem-in-cpp.git
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coupés. Pour les sommets des éléments coupé de nouveaux degrés de liberté
sont ajoutés, qui permettent des séparations à l’intérieur d’un élément.
Nous présentons les résultats sur un exemple de faisceau, coupé à mi-chemin
, voir figure A.24 (à gauche). Les solutions utilisant la méthode des éléments
finis classiques sont parfaitement alignées sur la surface de coupe et peuvent
être considérées comme la meilleure approximation possible de la méthode sous
cette forme. La méthode des éléments finis étendus utilise un maillage créé au
hasard et n’a donc aucune adaptation à la coupe. La Figure A.24 (à gauche),
montre que Même dans ce scénario désavantageux pour le X-FEM, la méthode
donne de meilleurs résultats. En outre, nous avons appliqué la méthode à un
exemple médical, en coupant une maille volumétrique d’un foie avec une coupe
complexe , voir figure A.24 (à droite).
2.2 Un nouveau algorithme de remaillage
Le travail décrit dans cette section a été publié sous la forme d’une con-
férence [81] et d’un journal [80]. Ces publications servent d’orientation princi-
pale. Notre algorithme proposé peut être séparé en deux étapes: La première
étape de notre méthode est l’échantillonnage ou la détection de la surface de
séparation au niveau des arêtes de la maille FEM. Pour chaque arête e du
maillage, nous calculons ou estimons un point de coupe ou de rupture. Si le
point de rupture est proche d’un sommet existant du maillage, le sommet est
déplacé vers la coupe et la surface de coupe S passe par ce sommet du maillage.
La deuxième étape consiste en un remaillage du modèle, décrit plus en détail
dans ce qui suit.
L’algorithme remaillage que nous présentons est une extension du [18] et
gère des coupes partielles d’éléments. Pour simplifier la compréhension de
cet algorithme, veuillez considérer l’exemple bidimensionnel de la figure A.25
(parti supérieur).
Pour le cas tridimensionnel, une arête qui traverse la surface de séparation
indique que les volumes incidents sont coupés par la surface S. Pour tenir
compte de cela, nous introduisons des sommets dans les tétraèdres incidents
avec les arêtes croisées avec la surface de la coupe , voir figure A.25 (partie
inférieur gauche). Les sommets nouvellement introduits, notés pk, sont po-
sitionnés sur la surface S. Les prochaines étapes procèdent à l’insertion des
arêtes entre le pk (voir la figure A.25 (inférieur au milieu)) et finalement
l’insertion des triangles τj reliant les sommets nouvellement introduits (voir
figure A.25 (partie inférieur droite)). Enfin, la séparation des triangles est
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Figure A.25: Partie supérieur : algorithme de remaillage en deux dimensions; Partie
inférieur : Algorithme de remaillage en trois dimensions autour d’un arêt
réalisée à l’aide d’une topologie basée sur des cartes combinatoires [51]. Notez
que la limite doit être traitée séparément, ce qui est décrit dans [80].
Nous avons mis en œuvre différents exemples, basés sur la méthode pro-
posée, en utilisant le framework open source SOFA [29]. Une analyse théorique
révèle que notre méthode surpasse les idées rémanentes actuelles: elle intro-
duit deux fois moins de sommets et deux fois moins d’éléments et est donc
meilleure pour l’application en temps réel. De plus, la qualité numérique de
notre système se détériore beaucoup moins qu’avec la méthode de Bielser et
al. [50, 13, 14]. Notre approche permet de séparer un élément en six parties
après avoir été coupé. Une amélioration potentielle serait un meilleur place-
ment des sommets lors de la première étape.
2.3 Expansion aux éléments des polynômes du second degré
En se basant sur les résultats encourageants de notre nouvel algorithme de
remaillage pour les tétraèdres des polynômes du premier degré présentés dans
la section 2.2, cette section applique l’approche de remaillage en utilisant des
polynômes du second degré. Les tétraèdres des polynômes du second degré
ont des sommets supplémentaires sur leurs arets qui permettent de représen-
ter le bord lisse d’un élément , voir la figure A.27 (à gauche), normalement
visualisée à l’aide d’une tesselation (voir figure A.27 milieu)). La position du
point milieu change la représentation géométrique et mécanique de l’élément
complet , voir la figure A.27 (partie supérier droite). Bien que les
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(a) Incision dans la chirurgie du
genou, avec ouverture de la plaie
(b) Avancement d’une incision de la chirurgie hépa-
tique
(c) Une découpe qui se traduit par une fis-
sure de propagation
(d) Intersections des découpes
Figure A.26: Découpes virtuelles produit avec notre méthode.
Figure A.27: Représentation d’un élément des polynômes du second degré: continu (à
gauche) et la tesselation utilisé pour la visualisation (au millieu); Droite partie supérieur:
impact de la position du point médian; Droite partie inférieur: coupe d’une arête des
polynômes du second degré
opérations topologiques du dernier chapitre puissent être réutilisées, la mise
en place correcte des points est le défi majeur de l’application de l’algorithme
de remaillage aux tétraèdres des polynômes du second degré. Veuillez vous
référer à la version complète de ce manuscrit pour plus de détails.
Notre algorithme a été appliqué à un exemple de coupe sur une représen-
tation virtuelle du foie , comme représenté dans la figure A.28. L’analyse
théorique révèle qu’un grand nombre de nouveaux sommets sont insérés à cause
des éléments de bord, ce qui rend l’algorithme peu adapté aux simulations en
temps réel.
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Figure A.28: Coupe du foie des polynômes du second degré avec une surface lisse
(rouge) et des arêts courbes (gris): configuration initiale (à gauche) et finale (à droite);
Au millieu: étapes intermédiaires de haut à bas (outil de coupe en gris foncé)
3 Réalité augmentée
La réalité augmentée s’est avérée prometteuse pour surmonter certains défis
de visualisation et d’interaction dans divers domaines tels que la médecine,
la construction, la publicité, la fabrication et le jeu. Malgré la promesse
d’une réalité augmentée et son application réussie dans de nombreux do-
maines, d’importants défis de recherche demeurent. Parmi ces défis se trouve
l’augmentation des structures elastiques qui peuvent subir des changements to-
pologiques, tels que la rupture, le déchirement ou la coupe. Ce point est abordé
dans cette section: nous présentons une nouvelle méthode, qui permet de dé-
tecter les changements topologiques à partir d’un flux vidéo monoscopiques.
Les travaux présentés dans ce qui suit sont basés sur notre travail publié [79,
78, 82]. La figure A.29 affiche le workflow de notre approche lorsqu’il est
appliqué dans le cadre médical.
Un balayage préopératoire permet de construire un modèle virtuel de l’organe
considéré. Ensuite, des caractéristiques sont identifiées dans un flux vidéo
monoscopique, une copie virtuelle de ces caractéristiques est liée à l’organe
virtuelle. Des forces d’étirement entre ces deux ensembles déplacent l’organe.
Lorsque l’organe se déforme en douceur et sans modification topologique, le
modèle et les entités virtuelles peuvent suivre correctement la vidéo. Dans
notre travail nous utilisons la différence entre les caractéristiques réeles et
virtuelles pour détecter les coupures et les exécuter sur le modèle virtuel et
les structures internes du modèle , voir figure A.30.
Notre méthode a été évaluée sur plusieurs bandes de silicone , dont certaines
sont représentées dans la figure A.31 (à gauche), cette methode peut détecter
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Figure A.29: Vue d’ensemble de notre méthode
Figure A.30: Effets des changements topologiques dans l’image sur l’objet virtuel
(turquoise) avec les characteristics dans l’image (points bleus) et sur l’objet virtuelle
(points rouges) qui sont connectés par des ressorts (lignes orange): À gauche: objet
complet avec objet virtuel superposé; À droite: région de la coupure, région sans forte
déformation et une région à forte déformation
des scénarios de découpage et de déchirure. Elle a également été évaluée sur
les coupes d’un foie in vivo (voir figure A.31 (droite)) et les reins ex vivo avec
des structures internes , voir figure A.32. Une évaluation avec la mesure de Dice
et la distance de Hausdorff sur les exemples présentés confirme les résultats
visuels positifs et montre l’amélioration par rapport aux méthodes proposées
dans la literature, qui ne permettent pas de changements topologiques.
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Figure A.31: Comparaison entre modèle virtuel non coupé et coupé: exemple de sili-
cone (à gauche) et exemple de foie in vivo avec une tumeur insérée dans la représentation
virtuelle (à droite)
Figure A.32: Réalité augmentée sur des reins coupés et déformés, exemple 1 (partie
supérieur) et 2 (partie inférieur) superposé par l’organe virtuel, l’enregistrement initial (à
gauche), enregistrements finaux: non découpé (milieu gauche), découpé (milieu droit)
et enregistrement de référence (à droite).
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